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Abstract 
The relationship between the scholars and the caliphs throughout Islamic history 
has occupied the attention of Western scholars as well as Muslims scholars alike. 
Several scholarly attempts have been exerted in this vein. It is the believe of this 
researcher that past research on the subject often lacked the methodological approach 
necessary for dealing with history sources and the theoretical framework needed for 
assessing this relationship. The inability to deal with historical sources in the most 
appropriate manner stem from a deep mistrust imbedded in Western attitudes towards 
the oral tradition. On the other hand, failure to assess this relationship in its proper 
theoretical frame work resulted from an overall inclination towards adopting unfounded 
theories about early Islamic history. Failure to use early sources coupled with adopting 
theories based on speculation caused major damage to the study of Islamic history. As 
a result, this researcher aims to restore this study and establish a new methodology to 
shed new light in the relationship between the scholars and the caliphs. 
The research is two fold: it aims to establish the authenticity of the sources used 
by adopting the method newly developed by Harald Motzki. This step will ensure that 
all the sources we use in our research pass the examination of authenticity. The 
following step in the research will show that an early scholar such as al-Awzä' believed 
that obedience to the state is part of the Islamic belief and that disobedience may result 
in disbelief. The final result from this is that the theological beliefs adopted by a 
scholar such as al-Awzä' impacted his political behavior greatly. This means that the 
need to understand the relationship between the scholars and the caliphs must be 
understood in light of the theological beliefs adopted by the scholar in question. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
The need to understand how early Muslim scholars interacted with leaders in 
Muslim society is significant. This relationship shaped various aspects of Islamic life and 
impacted the development of Islam as it exists today. The understanding of the nature of 
this complex relationship requires us to account for what necessitated scholars to interact 
with political authority. Still, we have to keep in mind that history books tell that some 
scholars developed antagonistic attitudes towards the state and refused to deal with its 
representatives. Perhaps the main issue worthy of examination is how scholars responded 
to political authority when it assumed certain responsibilities or claims to legitimacy. This 
requires that we examine the factors shaping the attitudes of the scholars towards political 
authority. 
For this research, we developed the hypothesis that the theology `agidal of Sunni 
scholars played a major role in shaping their attitudes towards the state. Indeed, Sunni 
scholars held the belief that an up rise against the state constituted an act of apostasy; thus, 
scholars felt that they must find non-belligerent ways to deal with political leadership 
regardless of its claims to legitimacy. Perhaps the best example fitting this description is 
1 This term is very significant for our study and it would not do justice to explain it here. It will be explained 
in detail in chapter 6. 
al-Awzä`i? Our sources maintain that he interacted with the `Abbasids though he rejected 
their claims to political legitimacy. Again, our sources describe al-Awzä' to be a scholar 
viewing those rebelling against the state as outlaws that must be viewed as innovators 
departing from the foundation the Muslim community. 3 Thus, our research will show that 
al-Awzä`i's theology made it imperative that he yields to the power of the state and interact 
with its proponents in spite of his rejection to their specific legitimacy claims. This finding 
is particularly significant for future research in that examining the `agida of a given scholar 
should provide an understanding of his attitude towards political authority. 
This hypothesis will be proven by undertaking various steps starting with this first 
chapter where we will analyze various methods proposed by scholars aiming to study the 
field of Islamic history. We will describe these methods and outline their shortcomings 
then show how our method of analysis provides useful insights when dealing with problems 
that haunted the field of Islamic history for almost a century now. The second chapter will 
outline the nature of certain factors characterizing this period in which al-Awzä' lived. 
Our work in this step will be descriptive in that it will focus on the nature of the political, 
intellectual, and the sectarian milieu of this period. This will provide an understanding of 
how each political leader contributed to failures and successes of the community. 
Furthermore, this will illustrate the unique advancement achieved through the work of 
scholars aiming to establish Islamic sciences. Thus, this chapter will provide a general 
understanding of what were the major issues confronting the Muslim community. 
2 The third chapter will provide a complete biography for al Awzd'i. 
3 The fourth and fifth chapters will deal with these sources extensively, this is why we will not mention them 
here. 
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The third chapter will deal with the biography of al-Awzä'i. This chapter will adopt 
our specific method which we described in the first chapter to be used throughout this 
research as well as future research in the field. This method in essence follows previous 
methods in the field in that it tries to bring various sources for comparison in order to get at 
the truth, which is assumed to be imbedded within the lines of these sources. Our method, 
however, adds a new element in that we take our findings and respond to other scholars 
adopting other methods in the field. Our method is significant for its ability to put to use 
the main findings of our research so that we show the inconsistent nature of other research 
based on theory rather than sources. Thus, this chapter will present the biography of al- 
Awzä' through different sources then respond to various scholars for their claims about 
certain aspects of his life. 
The fourth chapter will deal with the meeting between al-Awzä' and `Abdullah b. 
`Ali, the leader of the `Abbasid army in Syria. This meeting is particularly significant for 
confirming our claim that al-Awzd' rejected the `Abbasid argument about legitimacy. 
Indeed, the meeting between the two men presented a serious debate regarding this issue of 
the `Abbasid revolution, the permissibility of killing Umayyad rulers and liquidating their 
property, and the right of the Prophet's family to inherit the caliphate. 
This meeting is significant for our claims about al-Awzä'i's attitudes towards the 
`Abbasids; thus, we found it to be imperative to prove its authenticity. In this chapter, we 
will respond to those claiming that the narrations about this meeting are fabricated. We 
will employ a new method developed by Harald Motzki4 and give a rebuttal of the theory of 
4 The work of Motski is significant for this work this is why Motski's methods will be briefly discussed in this 
chapter then explained in great detail in chapter four. 
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spreading isnäd proposed by Cook and that of the common link proposed by Schacht. This 
chapter will provide an analysis of the various narrations of this meeting and their attached 
isnäds. This will show that this story is not legendary but an actual fact and its information 
are findings to be used in our understanding of this critical moment in al-Awzä'i's life and 
relationship to the state. 
The fifth chapter will deal with an actual encounter between al-Awzä' i and the 
officials of the `Abbasid regime by looking into the letters that the former sent to the latter. 
These letters will show that al-Awza' rejected strongly the claim that legitimacy stem from 
the caliph's blood link to the Prophet's family and emphasized the need to serve the 
Muslims in a manner similar to that of the Prophet. This position creates a dilemma for our 
research in that it brings us to a paradox in which al-Awzä' rejects the essence of `Abbasid 
claims to legitimacy yet he continued his dealings with the caliph to the extent of 
recognizing him as the successor of the Prophet and the commander of the believers. 
The sixth chapter will provide a solution for the dilemma presented in the pervious 
chapter and will show that al-Awzä' became highly admired by later scholars for his 
obedience to the caliph while rejecting his claims of the right to inherit the caliphate. 
Indeed, these scholars began to see al-Awzä' as a skillful scholar able to submit to the 
power of the state without compromising his views about legitimacy. Al-Awzä'i's ability 
to influence the state proved to be significant in that he rejected its original claims to 
legitimacy, showed its proponents alternative claims to legitimacy, never incited an 
uprising against it, and recognized its leader as the commander of the believers. This 
chapter will also show the importance of analyzing the theological beliefs of any given 
scholar when aiming to understand his views towards the state. Finally, we will use all the 
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findings presented in this research and respond to other research in the field dealing with 
the relationship between scholars and caliphs. 
Now we will turn to the analysis of methods dealing with this field and provide a 
critique for what we see as an inability to deal with Muslim sources. Perhaps the recent 
work of Fred Donner captures this problem and shows the extent to which the sources 
present a significant problem for researchers of early Islamic history. 5 The work of Donner 
categorizes the field of those researching Islamic history into four categories. The first 
category is called the "Descriptive Approach. "6 According to Donner, this approach has 
presented the first attempt of Western scholarship to shift from the polemical nature 
characterizing the writing of Islamic history when churches dominated the field. This 
approach tended to look at early Islamic sources in a favorable light, constructing the actual 
picture of early Islamic history from what has been presented by Islamic sources dealing 
with such period. 7 
For Donner, this approach is hardly critical but the scarcity of sources and the 
difficult nature of this early period forced early scholars to be completely dominated by 
these early Islamic sources. 8 This approach was based on three different assumptions: 
firstly, the Qur'än presented itself for the proponents of this approach as a significant 
historical source about the life of the Prophet and the nature of Arabian society. Secondly, 
the narrations appearing in historical sources such as that of al-Tabari or other annals 
$ Fred Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins, the Beginning of Islamic Historical Writings, p. 5. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. p. 7. 
8 Ibid. 
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present a reliable source of historical information useful in constructing what really 
happened in this early period. Thirdly, the proponents of this approach believed that the 
narrations attributed to the Prophet presented what could be seen as the nature of early piety 
for the Muslims rather than what maybe regarded as a historical account of the 
community .9 These three 
basic elements made up what came to be known as the 
Descriptive Approach. The proponents of this approach influenced the field of Islamic 
history and laid its foundation for years to come. 
According to Donner, the advancement in technology characterizing early twentieth 
century impacted printing and this resulted into the creation of new books out of the 
massive deposits of manuscripts owned by those Westerners who made it a habit to buy or 
steel manuscripts from the Muslim world during colonialism. 10 This made it easy to print 
new books and make them accessible to scholars in the Western world. The result of this 
process has impacted the field and gave birth to a new approach aiming to remedy the ills 
of the Descriptive Approach. 
According to Donner, the Source Critical Approach aimed to treat the problems 
facing the proponents of the Descriptive Approach. " These problems manifest themselves 
in the existence of inconsistencies in Islamic sources dealing with its early period. For 
Donner, the increase in the number of sources available to Western scholars gave a broad 
picture to Islamic history thereby exposing inconsistencies present in almost all the 
9 Ibid. 
'o Ibid. 
' Ibid, p. 9. 
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sources. 12 The proponents of this approach aimed to remedy this problem by attempting to 
reconcile the major discrepancies appearing in early Islamic sources. For Donner, the 
proponents of this approach believed that early Islamic sources appeared in written form at 
an early period and the existence of inconsistencies maybe attributed to certain factors. 13 
Donner believed that these factors are three: Firstly, early sources were sound but 
became corrupted by the mishandling of materials from one person to another. 14 Secondly, 
the incorrect material appearing in certain sources were not the deliberate result of the work 
of historians but maybe attributed to storytellers lacking the skills of reporting accurate 
history. 15 Thirdly, the inconsistencies appearing in the sources maybe explained in light of 
dogmatic as well as the religious bias characterizing early Islamic history. For Donner, this 
view has dominated the attitudes of the proponents of this approach about the nature of 
inconsistencies in the sources. 16 
For Donner, this approach presented the field with some sound findings since it 
took into account the nature of the pressures that might have led for the existence of biases 
in early Islamic history. This approach proved to be more effective than the Descriptive 
Approach in getting at what really happened in early Islamic history. In his further 
description of this approach, Donner believed that its proponents based their research on 
four basic assumptions: First, they believed that early Islamic history was based on written 
12 Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
'4 Ibid, p. 10. 
'5 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
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sources; Secondly, non-Muslim sources in Syriac and Greek were useful in constructing 
early history especially when compared with early Muslim sources dealing with the same 
subjects. " The third and fourth assumptions resemble that of the descriptive approach in 
that they assume that the Qur'an presented a viable source of the history of the Prophet and 
regarded the hadith as non-historical reports aiming to outline the nature of early Muslim 
dogma. ' 8 
For Donner, this approach proved to be useful in dealing with significant topics in 
early Islamic history such as the early Islamic conquests or the civil war and the ridda wars. 
The work of Wellhausen relied on then newly published history of al-Tabarr and proved to 
be significant in this regard in that the efforts of this scholar to explain the inconsistencies 
characterizing early Islamic sources showed that early Muslim historians belonged to 
different schools such as that of Medina, Basra, Syria, and Khurasän. 19 These schools 
presented different stories of early Islamic history, but Wellhausen believed that the 
Medina school proved to be much more accurate in history reporting than other schools 
especially the Iraqi one. For Donner, this resulted in the belief that early Islamic history 
includes good reports and bad reports and this means that the job of a historian is to 
distinguish between the good and the bad simply by outlining which school is responsible 
for reporting the history in question then evaluating the political as well as religious biases 
impacting such reports. ° 
17 Ibid. p. 20. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
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For Donner, this approach was based on the assumption that the early Islamic 
sources appeared in written form and this simply was not the case. Indeed, Donner 
believed one may argue convincingly that the stable writing of early Islamic sources did not 
take place until the third century. This is why there was a need for a new approach, an 
approach that would be mindful of the nature of the early Islamic tradition and how it was 
documented. The Tradition Critical Approach presented itself as a significant scholarly 
approach in dealing with this problem. For Donner, the founder of this approach is 
Goldziher and his work on hadith had to an extent introduced a new and useful dimension 
to the question of early Islamic history. 21 
Unlike the proponents of the Source Critical Approach, Goldziher regarded hadith 
as reports that need to be evaluated in light of the political as well as the dogmatic pressures 
influencing the work of early reporters. 2 For Donner, this meant that the set of pressures 
that were seen by the proponents of Source Critical Approach to have impacted the writing 
of historical reports must be applied to our study of how hadith was written. This means 
that hadith would no longer be viewed to present solely the nature of early Muslim piety; it 
presented the actual political, religious, and social conflict that would accurately reflect the 
events of the history of the early Muslim community just as historical reports reflect these 
events 23 
This means that the hädith is not the mere sayings of the Prophet but reports that 
resulted from later fabrications of third century scholars aiming to legitimize their legal or 
21 Ibid, p. 21. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
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dogmatic position on this issue or that issue. This means that we have to view hadith to be 
the product of a long evolutionary process were the conflict between the various Muslim 
factions explain how hadith came into existence. This view led the proponents of this 
approach to reject the notion that the early Islamic reports were written at one single 
historical instance. Thus, they attempted to track down when early reports first appeared in 
stable written form so that a view of how the evolution of this process began and how it 
ended maybe accurately ascertained. 
For Donner, this means that the proponents of this approach still believed that there 
was a kernel of truth embedded in the lines of the sources in spite of the massive 
fabrications characterizing early Islamic sources. 4 What is really needed is to know when 
this tradition was written down so that we may track its development from an oral and fluid 
transmission to a hard and stable written form. For Donner, the work of Harald Motzki had 
convincingly argued that early Islamic reports were transmitted partly through oral 
transmission and partly through the writing of reports. 25 The proponents of this approach 
viewed hadith attributed to the Prophet very skeptically and gave way to what came to be 
known as the Skeptical Approach. 
The proponents of the Skeptical Approach, similar to the proponents of the Source 
Critical Approach, believed that the early Islamic tradition evolved over time and was not 
written down in one single instance. 26 However, the proponents of the skeptical tradition 
believe that early Islamic history does not contain that kernel of truth that the proponents of 
24 Ibid. p. 22. 
u Ibid. 
26 Ibid, p. 23. 
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the source critical approach believe to be embedded within the lines of the sources. For 
Donner, the proponents of this approach believed that the Islamic sources about early 
Islamic history contain nothing that may tell us about what happened in early Islamic 
history?? 
According to Donner, the proponents of the Skeptical Approach base their 
understanding of the tradition on three basic assumptions: The Qur'än did not exist as a 
complete document in the first second or even early third century, it existed as a complete 
document in the middle period of the third century after it evolved for a significant period 
of time. 8 Secondly, Islamic history should be viewed as salvation history in which third 
century scholars working to tailor an Arab identity aimed to make up a significant 
legendary past. 29 This means that the kernel of truth that the proponents of the Source 
Critical Approach assume to exist have no basis for the proponents of the Skeptical 
Approach. These assumptions have led the field into radically different opinions from 
those depicted by Islamic sources to compose the picture of Islamic origins. 
One of the most radical scholars in this vain is Patricia Crone whose work has put 
the whole field on a different level of scholarship or maybe lack thereof. This researcher 
has produced various works taking Islamic sources for granted and basing the picture of 
early Islamic history on fiction. The result was devastating for this field. This is why our 
research found it imperative to respond to some of her work in an effort to set the field back 
to its scholarly quality. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
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The four categories outlined above depict in Donner's view how Islamic history has 
been approached by Western scholars in the past two centuries. This analysis proved to be 
convincing for students who attempt to have some understanding of how this field has been 
evolving over time. Indeed, a serious student of Islamic history needs to have a clear 
understanding of how various scholars approach this field, taking into account the major 
scholarly problems facing researchers. As Donner himself outlines in his book, the fast 
expansions conducted by the early Muslims creates a major challenge for those who try to 
explain how is it possible for such an insignificant army in the Arabian Peninsula to be 
capable of overrunning two of the major empires known to history in a relatively short 
period of time. 
Islamic sources recorded this history and every scholar makes his own attempt to 
read through these sources in order to make sense of what happened. This is why Donner's 
categories seem to be useful for those aiming to have an understanding of the field. Again, 
these categories depict the extent to which scholars have struggled with Islamic sources, 
showing the deep mistrust towards the oral tradition that characterized the transmission of 
all early sources. These categories are necessary for having a first encounter of the field 
and how various scholars come to debate several issues. 
However, on a closer look, one would be able to see the deficiency of these 
categories. For instance, we find it very difficult to know the category were Donner 
himself belongs. Furthermore, we found it impossible to fit Harald Motzki in any of these 
categories. Indeed, the work of Motzki makes very serious attempts to examine the 
authenticity of the sources by examining when they appeared in a written line and form of 
12 
transmission leading to the final copying of reports. This means that Motzki's work is not 
haunted by typical attitudes of Western scholarship about the oral tradition. This means 
that this work drastically differs from the work of the people mentioned in Donner's 
categories and this is why it seems like Harald Motzki does not fit in any of them. 
Furthermore, two categories may fit one scholar such as Goldziher whose work 
maybe categorized as source critical as well as tradition critical. This is something that 
Donner himself acknowledges when dealing with the work of Goldziher in hadith and the 
extent to which it assess the political, religious, and social pressures in understanding why 
the collection of hadith came into existence. This is evident when assessing Goldziher's 
treatment of hadith but his treatment of history is quite the opposite. According to Donner, 
Goldziher was inclined to the category of tradition critical when dealing with historical 
reports and was quite confident in the authenticity of some reports that later scholars 
viewed as fabricated. Aside from the irony that historical reports were not transmitted as 
carefully as reports dealing with Prophetic tradition, this notion that one scholar belongs to 
two different categories makes these categories limited in their ability to explain 
scholarship in the field. 
The main problem with Donner's explanation of the field is that he gives the 
impression that the main troubles facing researchers in this field is embedded in the way in 
which the sources were transmitted. This is evident when looking closely to Donner's 
work; he saw that any student of history is likely to encounter major problems in dealing 
with documents that were not written but were fluid for a long period of time. For Donner, 
one can never be sure that these documents were authentic since they did not appear in a 
stable written form for at least few centuries from the time of their alleged existence as 
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reports orally transmitted from one person to another, As a result, Donner saw the 
problems facing the researchers of the early Islamic field to be the way in which early 
Islamic sources came into existence and how they were documented. 
This problem is typical of Western scholarship whose inability to understand other 
cultures and the way in which the proponents of these cultures transmit their heritage from 
one generation to another often creates misunderstandings. Indeed, the Islamic culture 
decided to transmit its heritage through the oral tradition which it regarded as the most 
viable method for preserving the sayings of the Prophet, his companions, and those 
preceding them. This was suitable for such a society during that early history. The western 
world has never exercised oral tradition on a wide scale similar to . 
that of early Muslim 
society. Why do we have to be haunted in this field by the standards of Western 
civilization and its prejudice towards the oral tradition? This is why scholars such as 
Motzki, who was undeniably ignored by almost all western scholars, present a major shift 
in the field of Islamic studies. As we mentioned above, Donner's categories do not fit 
someone such as Motzki and that is why we think that these categories are unable to 
explain the starting point of scholarship in this field beyond the level of a beginning 
student. 
Another point to be made about these categories is that they do not really present 
major differences between each group of scholars aside from disagreeing on this kernel of 
truth embedded in the sources. Indeed, some believed that this so called kernel of truth is 
somewhat significant; others believe that it is really insignificant, while the rest believe that 
it does not exist at all. On the other hand, the similarities between the categories are so 
significant to the extent that one may hardly tell the difference between one category and 
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another. For instance, the proponents of these categories all believe in the evolutionary 
nature of documenting Islamic history. They believe that Islamic history was written over a 
long period of time and that the motive of its writing must be explained in light of political 
as well as sectarian pressures and maybe legal pressures. 
This means that the historical reports and hadith reports came into existence as a 
result of the fabrication of those trying to legitimize the adopted legal position of their 
madhhabs. Similarly, those aiming to write exegesis or the biography of the Prophet 
fabricated hadith as well as other reports to legitimize their position towards certain 
theological opinions. This is the case in all the above categories. The proponents of all 
these categorize view the prophetic tradition as well as historical reports about early Islam 
to be the result of fabricators existing in third and fourth centuries aiming to create a past 
that serves as a legitimizing tool for the present. 
This is why we feel that the starting point of these scholars belonging to the so 
called different categories is essentially the same. They all believe that the oral tradition is 
nothing more than legends transmitted by people who wanted to fabricate sayings and 
attribute them to the Prophet for whatever worldly gains they may obtain. This negative 
attitude towards early Islamic sources gave rise to a group of scholars who base their work 
on theories rather than sources. One significant example of this is the so called theory of 
apocalypse. The proponents of this theory have been trying to explain early Islamic 
expansions in light of an apocalyptic theory, claiming that Muslims realized that the end of 
the world is near and that they must expand rapidly in order to control the whole earth so 
that they may tell the world that the final day is coming. 
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The proponents of this theory often use the sources in a way that support their 
claims, sometimes by taking reports out of context, other times by providing new and often 
strange interpretations to Qur'änic verses. The proponents of these theories are no longer 
able to deal with Islamic sources in a viable way and this is why most of them were unable 
to respond to Motzki when he published his work dealing with the Musannaf of `Abd al- 
Razzäq 30 One should not be surprised at this since the heavy reliance on theories fostered 
the inability to use Islamic sources which often pose serious problems to researchers not to 
mention those who still struggle with the Arabic language. 
As we see it the field of Islamic history faces a critical moment, it may continue to 
ignore early sources and rely on theories for imagining what happened, or begin to 
reconsider its view of the sources and examine them critically free of prejudice towards the 
oral tradition. This research will make a significant effort to set the field on the right path 
by showing how one should deal with early sources when making further explorations in 
the field. We need to show how Motzki dealt with the sources and tried to overcome 
certain problems by looking into the Musannaf. 
Now, we will turn to Motzki's method and show how it differs greatly from the 
work of previous scholars to the extent that it presents what maybe viewed as a revolution 
in the field of Islamic history. In his work dealing with the Musannaf, Motzki examines the 
forgery hypothesis put forward by Schacht and those who followed his lead of skepticism. 
As we showed above when dealing with Donner's categories, a significant amount of 
scholarship that Donner considered to have adopted a Source Critical, Traditional Critical, 
30 Harald Motzki, "The Mugannaf of `Abd al-Razzäq al-San`ani as a source of authentic Ahädith for the first 
century, " Journal of Near Eastern Studies, vol. 50, p. 1-21. 
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and Skeptical approaches believed that early Islamic history was written over a long period 
of time. They believe that the majority of early Islamic sources do not reflect what actually 
happened during the period of early Islamic history. Hence, Motzki's starting point of 
research and overall attitude towards the sources have to be explained in light of this 
overwhelming skepticism characterizing the field. 
Motzki tries to take the sting out of the forgery hypothesis by exploring the mind of 
the forgers and makes certain sensible assumptions about their motive for forgery. When 
dealing with Schacht's claims about the authenticity of the Prophetic tradition, Motzki 
examines the forgery hypothesis in light of actual motives of fabrications then concludes 
that the documented reports appearing in the Musannaf are authentic. Motzki concludes 
this by examining the various chains of transmissions attached to reports then the form as 
well as content of these reports. For instance, he 
. 
examines the isnäd of each report in the 
Musannaf and notices that `Abd al-Razzäq mentions four main informants for his reports. 
Motzki asserts that the mind of the forger works contrary to this since a forger would 
typically report only one trustworthy informant for his narration rather than four at least to 
minimize the amount of error. For Motzki, a forger would not be concerned with making 
variant isnnds, for his soul aim of forgery, as Schacht claims, is to attribute a saying to the 
Prophet in order to legitimize a fighi position. Such a forger would be concerned with matn 
rather than isnäd. These observations lead Motzki to conclude that `Abd al-Razzäq actually 
received his reports from the informants mentioned in the isnäd. 
Similarly, the following authorities in the isnäds report their narrations from other 
informants, each one of `Abd al-Razzäq's four informants reports from three or more 
informants. For Motzki, this is not how forgers make forgeries, why would they include so 
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many names in their isndds and increase the probability of being exposed when they could 
just mention one trustworthy informant and make a strong impression of authenticity. This 
means that the informants of those informing `Abd al-Razzäq were not forgers and that they 
actually reported what they heard from their informants mentioned in the isnäds. 
Lastly, Motzki checks the form of the maths attached to each isnäds and concludes 
that they do not appear to be the work of forgers. For Motzki, the form of many of these 
maths appears in either question or answer. This further undermines the forgery 
hypothesis, since it makes no sense for someone trying to forge reports to make some of 
these reports appear in the form of questions while others appear in the form of answers. 
This would further complicate the work of the forger making it impossible for him to avoid 
errors or even provide a clear illustration for evidence legitimizing fiqhi views. This led 
Motzki to conclude that the narrators appearing in the isnäds leading up to `Abd al-Razzäq 
were just transmitting what they heard from their informants in the same manner they 
received it from their teachers. 
Similarly, when looking into the content of the maths of these reports appearing in 
the musannaf, Motzki asserts that one must conclude that these are not forgeries aiming to 
enhance the views of certain legal school over another as claimed by Schacht. As 
mentioned above, these reports appear in the form of questions and answers. The content 
of these answers sometimes gives an opposing legal opinion to what is adopted as a legal 
opinion by `Abd al-Razzäq himself. He attests to this in some of the reports. Furthermore, 
some of the answers do not answer the questions posed by the student to his teacher, 
making it impossible to assume that the student forged some reports to boost the credibility 
of his teacher. Again, some of the answers appearing in these reports cite Prophetic 
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traditions while others simply mention the opinion of the teacher without citing any 
supporting evidence. For Motzki, this is not the pattern of someone making forgeries or 
fabricating hadiths in an effort to legitimize a fighi position. 
This in depth treatment of the early sources must be worthy of praise at least for 
those complaining about how the field has been infested with radical theories aiming to 
reconstruct Islamic history by ignoring its classical sources. The work of Motzki proves to 
be a break through at least for students worrying about the future of the field and aiming to 
set professional standards to do away with dogmatic views or radical theories in exploring 
early Islamic history. Motzki's treatment of the sources poses a serious challenge for those 
abandoning the sources and developing skeptical attitudes towards any early reports 
attributed to the Prophet even before examining their content or analyzing them in a 
professional manner. The student of this thesis finds it imperative to elaborate on Motzki's 
work and develop it to a new level whereby inquiries aiming to understand early Islamic 
history become fruitful. Thus, the following paragraph will provide how we should 
elaborate on Motzki's work and explain our newly developed methods of research. 
Unlike the students of scholars adopting radical theories trying to reconstruct early 
Islamic history, we find it necessary to provide constructive criticism to the methods of our 
teacher so that the whole field enhances. This is true. How would a student of scholars 
proposing the theory of apocalypticism criticize their teachers when the dogma of such 
theory makes the student become either on the side of its proponents or against them? The 
existence of such a theory as an alternative to Islamic sources for dealing with Islamic 
history not only undermines the professional nature of studying history but also discourages 
the inquisitive minds who broaden human understanding by raising questions and 
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challenging dogma. This is why we found it necessary to provide some constructive 
criticism to Motzki's work so that we find a new path for broadening our scope of research 
in order to set new standards for early Islamic history. 
As we mentioned above, the way in which Motzki conducted his research depended 
on analyzing the sources, examining their content and form in light of the forgery 
hypothesis proposed by the Schachtian camp. This is one of the major strengths we found 
in Motzki's work. However, proving the non-fabricated nature of certain reports does not 
necessarily prove the authenticity of these reports. Indeed, one may examine the corpus of 
forged hadiths that Muslims compiled over the years and apply Motski's schemes of lack 
of motive for forgery then conclude the authenticity of all these weak hadtths. This is a 
evident since most of these forged hadiths showed missing authorities in the isnäds which 
may be, viewed as a sign of non-deliberate forgery. 
Weak hadiths are weak hadiths in spite of all what we may assume about motives of 
fabrications or lack thereof. Weak hadiths exist in the tradition and distinguishing them 
from authentic hadiths requires a major effort of analysis, an effort that certainly goes 
beyond checking isnäds, content, or form of certain reports then concluding that they are 
authentic since we are unable to establish a motive for deliberate forgery. Thus, these 
schemes need to be developed in a way that acknowledges the dismissal of deliberate 
fabrications then examines the level of accuracy of these reports in light of other reports 
and evidence found in history books. 
The essence of our method stands at the heart of this exercise. We need to examine 
the authenticity of reports then try to understand what certain sources claim about a given 
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matter in light of reports found in other sources. This exercise requires deep analysis of the 
sources and persistence in striving for truth instead of fiction. This requires cautious efforts 
on behalf of researchers to try to evaluate the sources in light of other sources in order to 
assess the general picture of Islamic history. This effort maybe followed by certain 
generalizations particularly aiming at coming up with hypotheses to provide firmer 
understanding of early Islamic history. These hypotheses may lead to certain theories that 
may prove useful in dealing with the various events in Islamic history. This means that our 
method is two fold. It starts at the beginning of historical reports, examining their 
authenticity and understanding their meaning in light of other sources. The following step 
of our method is to make certain generalizations about our available resources then try to 
make certain theories about this early Islamic period. 
The best way to outline the essence of this method is to show our example for how 
we were. able to use this method to solve a significant problem facing historians in this 
field. For instance, the relationship between scholars and caliphs occupied the mind of 
researchers for a significant period of time. We examined the case of one scholar dealing 
with the `Abbasid caliphs in order to have an understanding of this relationship. We 
examined the case of al-Awzä' and his dealing with the `Abbasid caliph al-Mansur. We 
found some reports about several encounters between al-Awzä' and the `Abbasids. We 
also found other reports about certain sayings attributed to al-Awz-a in which he makes 
certain rules about dealing with caliphs. Our research started by examining the authenticity 
of all the reports, those reports that appear as sayings attributed to al-Awzä' and other 
reports about his interactions with the caliph. These reports form the backbone of our 
research so we found it imperative to check their authenticity in order to have a strong 
foundation for forming the basis of our inquiry. 
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The following step in our research aimed to examine what these reports mean by 
looking into other reports. For instance, some reports show that al-Awzä`i rejected 
`Abbasid claims to legitimacy which were based on the right of inheritance of the caliphate 
to the family members of the Prophet. On the other hand, some other reports show a great 
extent of interactions and deliberations between al-Awzä' and the `Abbasid government. 
This contradiction was explained in light of examining other reports that show that al- 
Awzä' emphasized obedience to the caliph while advising him of the right course of 
conduct. Al-Awzä'i regarded this obedience as a form of theological belief that must be 
exercised by those aiming to follow the tradition of the Prophet. This provided a 
satisfactory explanation, at least for this researcher. 
The last step of our method aimed to create a hypothesis to be used by future 
researchers aiming to understand the nature of the relationship between scholars and 
caliphs. Based on our analyzed authentic reports, we concluded that the understanding of 
this relationship must be assessed in light of a clear understanding of the way in which the 
scholar in question conceives of the tradition of the Prophet. This requires that a researcher 
aiming to assess this relationship must examine whether the scholar in question sees the 
obedience to rulers as part of the belief system that reflects a close adherence to the 
tradition of the Prophet. This should be used to explain the specific interactions that a 
given scholar chooses to exercise towards the state. This hypothesis should help us 
overcome this major problem of trying to assess the relationship existing between scholars 
and caliphs. 
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The work is the exact opposite of the proponents of theories such as those who try 
to explain this relationship in light of certain assumptions that are based on imagination 
rather than facts. For instance, some scholars try to assess this relationship in light of an 
alleged conflict existing between scholars and caliphs over who should possess religious 
power. Starting with this assumption and trying to understand historical reports on these 
corrupt foundations, some scholars reached the most radical conclusions ever known to this 
field, ranging from assertions that shi `ism presented the original form of Islam while 
sunnism was a deviation to conclusions depicting Muslims to be not really Muslims but 
part of a community of believer aiming to conquer the world in order to share the news 
with the rest of the believers in this world that the final day is coming in the next few 
hundred years. 
This corrupt scholarship confronted traditional sources and realized that these 
sources do not support their theories and this is why we have this prejudice towards early 
Islamic sources. As a result, this research will try to remedy what is left of this field and set 
new standards to be followed in future research to show how one makes use of early 
sources effectively. Thus, we will take the time to respond to those who ignore the sources 
and depend on theories for explaining early Islamic history. 
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Chapter II 
The Political, Intellectual 
and Sectarian Milieu at the Time of al-Awzä`! 
Al-Awza`i was born during the time of al-Walid b. `Abd al-Malik 86-96/705- 
715, during the period when the Umayyad dynasty enjoyed its peak of success. Al- 
Awzä'T lived until the time of the `Abbasid caliph al-Mansur, during whose reign he 
died (157/774). He lived through the peak of success and fall of the Umayyad dynasty 
and the establishment of their replacement the `Abbasids. In order to understand the life 
of al-Awzä`i, we have to look through the political milieu within which he grew up and 
to which he contributed. So, assessing the Umayyads and their political progress from 
their rise, the time of Mu`äwiya, up to their fall, the time of Marwan II, is essential, in 
order to understand the political, intellectual and sectarian milieu. 
This was the formative era for many different aspects of Islamic society. Both 
the intellectual and sectarian milieu of this period became the basis of what later became 
known as the Islamic civilization. The Islamic sects, with regards to a large part of their 
beliefs seemed to have crystallized at this particular time. Al-Awzä' was part of that 
process in many ways, as he was one of the main scholars who helped shape what 
became known as Sunni Islam. 
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In this introductory chapter, it will be useful to concentrate on describing 
the political milieu, in order to show how the movement of Islamic authority 
shifted from one ruler to another. It is also possible to establish how the main 
reforms occurred or, in other words, what can be identified as the finger-print of 
each caliph in Islamic society. In assessing the intellectual milieu, it is possible 
to describe the main changes that occurred throughout the intellectual life by 
Islamic thinkers, philosophers and legal jurists. 
Initially, the intellectual milieu will be discussed, to assess how al-Awzd' s 
lifetime, was a time of great importance to Islam. By describing the evolution of Islamic 
knowledge of that time, we will help to identify the changes of the Islamic thought 
process. It will be possible to assess how that factor affected al-Awzä'i. The sectarian 
milieu will be assessed in order to describe how each sect operated, concerning their 
differing beliefs during the lifetime of al-Awzä'i. This section will also present al- 
Awzä'i's position on each sect. For ease of this introductory section, only the main 
sects that existed during the life of al-Awzä' will be discussed and analysed here. 
The Political Milieu 
The Umayyad 
The founder of the Umayyad dynasty, Mu`äwiya, was caliph from 661-to-680. 
He was. the son of Abu Sufyän, the leader of the `Abd Shams clan. Mu`äwiya and his 
father were considered to be among the enemies of Islam in the early stages of its 
development. They eventually reconciled their views and decided to convert and join 
Islam, after the Prophet's conquest of Mecca. Mu`äwiya then served the nascent 
Islamic `state' in several capacities: He was one of the Prophet's scribes, and became a 
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general in one of the armies that were sent against the Byzantines in Syria during the 
reign of Abu Bakr. It was the caliph `Umar who appointed Mu`äwiya as the governor of 
Damascus. The caliph `Uthmän, was a close relative of Mu`äwiya, and when he became 
the caliph, increased Mu`äwiya's governorship by including the region that is known 
today as Syria and north-western Iraq. ' Mu`äwiya consolidated his power over the 
region and built up a strong army which he used effectively to launch both land and sea 
attacks against the Byzantines 2 
The murder of `Uthmän and the accession of `Ali to the caliphate in 656, gave 
Mu`äwiya the opportunity to expand his power even further. By the time `Ali requested 
Mu`äwiya's bay `ah (oath of allegiance), the Syrian army had become convinced that 
`Ali s army was responsible for `Uthmän's murder and that Mu`äwiya had the right to 
seek revenge. This encouraged Mu`äwiya to refuse to give `Ali the oath of allegiance, 
and this was seen as an act of confrontation. The battle of Sif m' in early 657 was the 
first physical confrontation between `Ali and Mu`äwiya, the outcome of which was 
inconclusive and the latter called for an arbitration. 
However, the arbitration resolved nothing, although it did manage to de- 
legitimize `Ali in the eyes of some of his supporters. The Syrians, as a result of this, 
acknowledged Mu`äwiya as the new caliph, and he was able to take control of Egypt 
' Al-Dhahabi, Duwal al-Islam . vol. 1, p. 20. 
2 Mu`äwiya's character is depicted in different ways by different sources. For the dissection of the 
different presentations of Mu'awiya's life see : Keshk, Khaled. "The Depiction of Mu'awiya in the Early 
Islamic Sources. " 
3 Al-Y`agüb1, TärTkh al-Ya'qübi. vol. 2, p. 164. 
4 Ibid, p. 166-167. 
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later that year. With `Ali s assassination in 661, Mu`äwiya was able to take Iraq and 
assert his claim to the caliphate. 
It was after Mu`äwiya became the caliph that 'All's eldest son, I-Iasan, who 
briefly succeeded his father, but was persuaded to abdicate. With Mu`äwiya's 
accession, the seat of the caliphate was moved to Damascus. Mu`äwiya continued raids 
against the Byzantines, both in Anatolia and North Africa. 5 The conquest of Ifriqiyah 
led to the founding of the garrison city Qairawän in 670 as a base for continuing raids 
into what is known today as Algeria. 6 Naval expeditions against the Byzantines and 
raids into Anatolia led to a three-year siege of Constantinople (674-677). In the east, the 
borders of the Muslim empire were expanded to Khorasan and the Oxus River. 
Internally, Mu`äwiya governed through a combination of Arab tribal tradition 
and Byzantine administrative structures. The Arab tribal tradition stemmed from the 
movement of Arab tribes into Iraq and Syria in the time of the `Four Righteous 
Caliphs. ' Having secured the loyalty of the Syrian tribes, Mu`äwiya needed to insure 
the Iraqi tribes' loyalty as well. This was done through the appointment of senior 
government officials, who were his close relatives. 7 Similarly Mu`äwiya made use of 
Byzantine administrative structures by using some of the same people who had 
previously served for the Byzantine administration! Mu`äwiyas activities also resulted 
him being credited for the creation of specialized bureaus, known as diwans, to increase 
s Ibid, p, 192 : Mu'awiya had a treaty with the Byzantines during the fitna but after that internal war ended, 
he continued the war against the Byzantines and his army laid siege on Constantinople. 
6 Al-Dhahab'º, Duval al-Isläm, p. 20. 
7G. R Hawting, "Umayyads" The Encyclopaedia of Islam II ed CD-ROM Edition. vol.!, p. 1. 
g Ibid. 
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the centralization of the government; two such diwans were created to improve 
communications. These were the diwan al-khatam, the chancellery, and the diwan al- 
barid, the postal service. 
Before his death, Mu`äwiya secured allegiance for his son, Yazid, to be his heir 
for the caliphate. Thus, he had introduced dynastic succession to Muslim rule, which 
was one of the most important bid `a (innovations) of Mu`äwiya 9 This move resulted in 
the establishment of hereditary succession as the norm for the caliphate. Although he 
secured allegiance to Yazid before his death, resistance to this innovation only 
manifested itself upon Yazid, during the time of his accession. 
Yazid's reign (680-683) was marked by rebellions led by I-iusayn b. `Ali at 
Kerbala and Ibn al-Zubayr at Mecca, both of whom refused to recognize Yazid's 
authority. Yazid ended Husayn's rebellion but his own death prevented him from 
dealing with Ibn al-Zubayr. '° Upon the death of Yazid's son, Mu`äwiya II (683-684), 
civil war broke out between two Syrian Arab tribal factions, the Qaysites and the 
Kalbites, the latter supported the candidacy of Marwän b. al-Hakam to become the 
caliph. His ascendance to the caliphate in 684 established the Marwänid line of 
Umayyad caliphs. ' 1 
9 It was always seen as an innovation of Mu`äwiya, however, Ali's son al-Hasan was the first to succeed 
his father, having been chosen for the role as caliph following the death of his father. This occurred 
before YazTd, who was selected to be the heir by his father also, what is meant here, is that this was the 
first time that a caliph successfully insured his son's succession. Al-Dhahabi, Duwal al-Islam, p. 21. 
'° al-Ya`gübi vol. 2, p. 218-225. 
11 Ibid, vol. 3, p. 1-3. 
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Marwän's death a year after his accession to the caliphate put the task of 
reunification of the Islamic Empire in the hands of his son, `Abd al-Malik. He was able 
to defeat Ibn al-Zubayr and re-establish Umayyad control over the provinces that had 
successfully rebelled against them. 12 `Abd al-Malik initiated several reforms in order to 
further centralize caliphate control. One of these was the imposition of Arabic as the 
official language of administration, replacing Greek and Persian. This helped to unify 
the tax-systems in the various provinces. 13 
Another reform was the replacement of the Byzantine coinage with a new 
financial system based on an Islamic-style. The Byzantine emperor's refusal to accept 
this new currency caused a breakage of the truce in 692.14 Also during `Abd al-Malik's 
reign his governor of Iraq, al-Hajjaj, re-introduced the Uthmdnic text of the Qur'an, 
with vowel signs. 
With the Islamic world enjoying a decent measure of stability, `Abd al-Malik's 
son and successor, al-Walid I (705-715 AD/86-96 AH), revived the Islamic conquests 
and was able to further extend the Islamic Empire's conquered territory. He re-gained 
parts of Egypt from the Byzantines and moved into Carthage and across to the west of 
North Africa. In 711 the Muslim armies crossed the Strait of Gibraltar and began to 
conquer Spain using the North African Berber armies. By 716, the Visigoths of Spain 
12 Ibid, p. 4-5. 
'3Shaban 
, Islamic 
History A. D. 600-750, p. 114: `Abd al-Malik's reforms in using the Arabic writing and 
making it compulsory set the stage for a need for very capable scholars in Arabic. As a result scholars of 
the calibre of al-Awzä' emerged and were looking to be placed into various government's offices. This 
reform affected many levels in the Islamic world especially scholars who began responding to the 
governments need for educated Muslims in various positions by teaching them the required Arabic 
sciences. 
14 Ibid, p. 114. 
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had been defeated and Spain was under complete Muslim control. This would be the 
fullest extent of Islamic control throughout Europe - because in 736, they were 
stopped in the south of Tours, France, which prevented any further expansion into 
Europe. In the east, Islamic armies made it as far as the Indus. Under al-Wal-id's reign 
the Caliphate's dominion stretched from Spain to India. '5 
Al-Walid also began the first great building projects of Islam, the most famous 
of which is the mosque in Damascus. The long history of Islamic architecture really 
began with al-Walid. 16 This was also the period in which the Islamic legal court system 
began to become established. 
Conversion to Islam was not forced on conquered people. However, since non- 
believers had to pay an extra tax (jizyah) and were not technically full citizens (they 
were referred to as dhimmis), many people did convert to Islam purely for monetary 
reasons. This created several problems, particularly since Islam was so closely 
connected with being an Arab - and. being Arab, of course, was far more than just 
being an ethnic identity, as it involved tribal identity based on kinship and descent. '7 
As time went on and more and more Muslims were non-Arabs, the status of 
Arabs and their culture became threatened. In particular, large numbers of Coptic- 
speaking (Egyptians) and Persian-speaking Muslims threatened the primacy of the very 
language that Islam is based on. In part to alleviate that threat, al-Walid instituted 
Arabic as the only official language throughout the entire Empire. He decreed that 
Ibid, p. 117. 
16 P. M. Holt, The Cambridge History of Islam. vol. I, p. 85. 
17 Ibid, p. 90-91. al-Ya`qübi , vol. 2, p. 164. 
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every part of the administration was to be conducted only in Arabic and it was this 
move that would cement the primacy of the Arabic language and the Arab culture in the 
Islamic world. 
Al-Walid was succeeded by his brother Sulaymän, in the order of succession 
that their father had established in advance. During the last few years of his life al- 
IHajjaj (d. 95/714) became opposed to this order and advised al-Walid to elevate his son 
over his brother to succeed him. Sulaymän after his ascension to the caliphate made 
sure to depose of all governors who were in agreement with al-Ha Among these 
governors were two very successful generals: The conqueror of Transoxania, 
Muhammad b. al-Qäsim, who was imprisoned and executed soon afterwards. Secondly 
came the conqueror of Sind, Qutayba b. Muslim, who lead an unsuccessful uprising 
(where he was killed by his own men) against Sulaymän. Sulayrn n carried on the war 
against the Byzantines and although his army laid siege to Constantinople for a year, it 
was not able to take control of the city. 
By the end of Sulaymän's life he had had the oath of allegiance sworn to his son 
Ayynb instead of his brother, whom he would have preferred as being the successor. 
However, Ayyüb died before Sulaymän which gave him the chance to offer the throne 
to his brother. Nevertheless, and with the influence of the theologian Rajä' b. Haway, 
the caliph actually appointed his pious cousin `Umar b. `Abd al-'A21z as his successor. '8 
`Umar II (as he was known) was a rather different character than his 
predecessors had been. Although a member of the Umayyad family, `Umar had been 
born and raised in Medina, and had been closely, associated with the piety-minded 
18 Ibn `Abd al-I{akam, STrat 'Umar b. 'Abd al- AzTz, p. 29. 
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groups in Medina. 19 The criticisms that religious men in Medina and elsewhere had 
voiced of Umayyad policy, particularly the pursuit of worldly goals, encouraged `Umar 
II to carry out the spirit and policies of religious men in Medina. He felt that the Caliphs 
had to live up to the high responsibilities of their position. For himself, he behaved 
throughout his reign with exemplary simplicity and asceticism. Most important of all, 
he felt that he should govern in a Muslim fashion. 
`Umar's policies were not merely religious fanaticism but pragmatic political 
decisions. He had the insight to realize that the Umayyad regime that he had inherited, 
was too narrowly based to be able to last much longer. `Umar II was convinced that an 
internal transformation and not a Syrian force would keep the Empire together. With 
his internal reform he was able to win the support of all the necessary elements of the 
incipient piety-minded groups, which even included the Kharijis and some Shiites. 
`Umar II, as previously mentioned, was determined to undertake an internal 
reform and in doing this, it forced him to stop the jihad, (wars of conquest), on most of 
the Empire's frontiers. `Umar II ordered the army that was engaged in the costly siege 
of Constantinople to lift the siege and return home. ° He also instituted a policy of 
disengagement on the Byzantium frontier. This policy was implemented on most parts 
of the frontiers, which helped to reduce the enormous drain of money from the treasury. 
It also gave `Umar II a time to carry out his own priority of internal reform, as he was 
able to mobilise all the state's power for this task. 
One of his first internal reforms was an appeasement of the 'Allids. He first 
granted them various properties which they had claimed to have been their own, such as 
19 lbid , p. 19. 
20 Ibid, p. 33. 
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property in the area of Fadak Oasis, near Medina. 2' He also ended the practice of people 
cursing `Ali, which Mu`äwiya had instituted in order to reinstate and reinforce unity 
within the caliphate. However, this policy had the opposite effect, as it gave the Shiite 
supporters of `Ali another source of conflict with the Umayyads 22 In the internal 
struggle between the Qaysites and the Kalbites, `Umar II did not favour one group over 
the other, as his predecessors had done. This alleviated the rivalry temporarily, and he 
was thus able to turn his attention to the problem of the non-Arab Muslims (Mawali) 
and non-Muslims (dhimmis). 
`Umar II also imposed a policy of Islamization which was in stark contrast to 
some of his predecessors, who through their governors, like al-Ijajjäj, had been 
unwilling to accept converts to Islam. Previous governors had not been willing to forego 
the monetary value of the jizyah poll tax and had even forced converts to continue 
paying the poll tax. `Umar II insisted that only dhimmis had to pay the jizyah. This 
pleased those who had converted or had wanted to convert in order to forego the added 
burden of paying the jizyah 23 Another step in the conversion policies was needed to 
make conversion more desirable. 
`Umar II also gave the Mawali (non-Arab Muslims) the same taxes on their 
estates as the Arabs had. The Mawali also objected to the fact that some of them had 
previously taken part as members of the Muslim armies during the various conquests, 
but had never been allowed to receive a share of the booty, since they were not included 
in the army diwans. `Umar II abolished this law and allowed the Mawalis to be included 
21 Ibn al-'Athir, Tärikh. Vol. 4, p. 164. 
22 Welihausen, The Arab Kingdom and its Fall. p. 297. 
23 Ibn `Abd al-Hakam, p. 94-95. 
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in the diwans and this policy had some significant ramifications that were manifested in 
the `Abbasid era. 
Another significant aspect of `Umar II's reform policies was concerned with 
religious issues. He treated theologians and jurists with respect, and gave more 
independence to judges. It became obvious that religious scholars had a very visible role 
during his reign. `Umar II also appointed learned scholars like Muhammad Ibn Muslim 
Ibn Shihäb al-Zühn (d. 124/742) to compile hadith literature 24 He also wrote to other 
hadith scholars all over the Islamic Empire requesting that they should embark upon the 
task of compiling hadith that were available at that time. Referring to this request, Al- 
Zuhri stated " `Umar b. `bd al-`Aziz ordered us to collect and record the sunna 
(Prophet's traditions). We wrote those, each of us completing a full copy. Each 
province ruled by a Muslim governor received one sent by `Umar"25 
Therefore, it was through this initiative, that the badith which had become 
scattered throughout the entire Muslim domain, became systematically collected and 
preserved. More importantly this project, which was supported by the state, managed to 
produce a vast network of scholars and students devoted to the study of hadith. The 
writing and compiling of hadith continued after `Umar II's death both with and without 
the support of the state. However, the essential point to be made here, was that the taboo 
on writing the hadith had been lifted. The first comprehensive and systematic 
24 It should be pointed out here that the writing down of the hadith was not encouraged lest the 
Companions confuse the badith with the Qur'anic text. 
25 Ibn `Abd al-Barr, Jami' Bayän al-71m, vol. 1, p. 76. 
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compilation of hadith was undertaken by Imam Malik ibn Anas (d. 179/795)26 
`Umar II died in 720, at the age of thirty-nine, after less than three years in 
office. Following his death, Yazid II (101-105/ 720-4) succeeded to the office of Amir 
al-Mu'minin and with that, the pendulum swung back towards the leader's selfish 
`pleasure and self-interest'. The new caliph, Yazid II, simply indulged in luxury. He is 
accused of having been more interested in music and poetry than he was in anything 
else. 7 Yazid II reversed `Umar's reforms and returned to a policy of economic 
inequality and segregation between Arabs and non-Arabs. Further than this, Yazid II 
caused a renewal of the hostilities between the Qaysites and the Kalbites by openly 
favoring the former. 28 He returned the Qaysites to powerful positions, and perhaps 
showed such favour to them because his mother was a Qaysite. 
The Kalbites, Mawali and Shia who did not want a return to the old ways, 
became embittered by Yazid's policies. A revolt was led by Yazid b. al-Muhallab in 
Basra that attracted many different groups of people, all sharing the same fear of 
restoring the Qaysites, which seemed to resemble the policies that al-Hajjäj had 
introduced. The revolt was defeated and Ibn al-Muhallab was killed. It was the Syrian 
army that took control and implemented harsh policies throughout all of Iraq. In fact 
"the triumph of the Qaysites was completed, but it was gained at the expense of the 
Marwanids chance of avoiding disaster" 29 
26 His compilation is entitled Al-Muwatta' (The Trodden Path), and contains hadith dealing with different 
legal topics. Thereafter other compilations of hadith came into existence either in the form of Musnad or 
Musannaf collections 
Z' Yazid's love of music and luxury was acknowledged in many different sources see for example : Ibn 
al-'Athir, V4, p. 191-192. 
28 Ibid, p. 166. 
29 Shaban , 
Islamic History A. D. 600-750, p. 137. 
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Following the death of Yazid, his brother Hishäm succeeded to the throne, as he 
became the only Marwanid caliph since al-Walid who had enjoyed a long reign. During 
his rule from 724-744 (105-132) the Muslims expanded from Spain and moved into 
France, until their advance was finally stopped by the French in 736.30 
Hishäm experienced an internal threat to the stability of his Empire as he faced 
the revolt of Zayd b. `Ali. That revolt was defeated, and Zayd was killed in Kt fa. 
However, the victory was rather limited, because it became clear that the Shi'i 
propaganda machine held the victory, in the long run. 
31 The Khärijtes also had many 
minor revolts during the reign of Hishäm, thus, the Syrians troops ensured that the 
internal peace was not seriously threatened. 2 Nevertheless the underground work of 
the da `wa continued successfully and was unabated. 3 This da `wa was particularly 
successful in Africa as the Khärijite emissaries from Iraq found a very favourable 
ground among the Berbers who had been treated as subjects and not as legitimate 
Muslim fighters when they participated in the jihad (holy war). This mistreatment led 
the Berbers to start a fierce rebellion which set Africa in flames from Morocco to 
Qayrawan. 34 This revolt cost the state a great deal of military force in order to defeat 
the Berber rebels, but the state never established full control over these regions as it 
became a Kharijite domain. 
Hishäm attempted to impose religious unity by attacking non-Sunni da `wa and 
treating their leaders as heretics, which meant putting them to death. It has been argued 
30 Ibn al-'Athir, vol. 4, p. 215. 
31 Ibid, p. 240-246. 
32 Ibid, p. 233. 
33 F. Gabrieli . "Hishäm" EI, II ed. Cd-Rom edition 
34 Al-Dhahabi, Duwal al-Islam, vol. 1, p. 58-59. 
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that he used al-Awzä i to debate and respond to Ghaylän al-Dimashgi who had 
presented the Qadari position on the issue of `free-will'. 35 The outcome of the debate 
between al-Awzä`i and Ghaylän was the killing of Ghaylän, with his death having been 
ordered by Hishäm 36 Such polices were not successful in stopping these religious 
da `wa and it continued to receive more followers in the different parts of the Empire. 
Under Hishäm's successors, Walid II (125-26 / 743-4), Yazid III (126 / 744), and 
Ibrahim (126 / 744), a series of rebellions that were mostly orchestrated by disaffected 
non-Arabs and by the Kharijites, eventually managed to paralyze the caliphate. The 
Kharijites seized Küfa, and violent feuds between the Qaysites and Kalbites erupted. 
The three Caliphs ruled for approximately two years in total which showed the severe 
level of instability that the Umayyad state was undergoing during this period. 
The last Umayyad caliph of Syria, Marwän II (127-32 / 744-750), attempted to 
restore order, but by this time the `Abbasid revolutionary movement had gained 
momentum in the eastern provinces of the Empire. In 749 Abu al-'Abbas al-Saffah was 
proclaimed the first `Abbasid caliph; the Umayyads were massacred in 750. It is 
believed that only one Umayyad, `Abd al-Ralimän, was able to escape. He fled to Spain 
where he established the dynasty of the Umayyads of Cordoba. 
35 Hishäm also ordered the killing of al-Ja'd b. Dirham for the same reason : Ibn al-'Athir , vol. 4, p. 255. 
36 1bn Zayd, Mahäsin , p. 104-106. 
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The `Abbasids 
The `Abbasids took their name from al-`Abbäs, a paternal uncle and early 
supporter of the Prophet. Their close kinship to the Prophet and the position of al- 
`Abbas as a Companion of the Prophet served them well in gaining support. As early as 
718 AD, during the reign of `Umar II, Muhammad b. `Ali, a great-grandson of al- 
`Abbas, began to proselytize throughout Persia to rally support for returning the 
caliphate to the family of the Prophet, the Häshimites 37 
The `Abbasids came to power under the auspices of a Shiite movement which 
claimed that Abn Häshim, the grandson of `Ali and head of the Häshimites at that time, 
had designated Muhammad b. `Ali, the great-grandson of al-'Abb5s, as his heir. 38 
Intense propaganda began around 718 in Iraq and Khurasän. Muhammad was usurped 
by his son Ibrähim, who decided to concentrate his efforts on Khurasän. In 745 he sent 
his Persian mawla, Abü Muslim, as his personal representative to Khurasän 39 This 
decision paid off, as Abn Muslim was able to create a solid base of support and in 747 
began a rebellion that would quickly lead to the end of the Umayyad caliphate. The 
death of Ibrým in 748, after his capture by the Umayyads, could not halt the steady 
westward procession of `Abbasid forces. By 749 they had reached Iraq and declared 
IbrdhIm's brother, Abºz al-`Abbas, to be the new caliph with the title of al-Saffah. The 
37 Ibn al-'Athir, vol. 4, p. 295. 
38 Kennedy, Hugh. The early Abbasid caliphate, p. 41. 
39 Ibn al-'Athir, vol. 4, p. 295. 
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last Umayyad caliph Marwän H (744-750/127-32), was defeated and killed, as well as 
many other Umayyads that fell into the hands of Abn al-`Abbäs. 
The `Abbasid caliphate was founded by two disaffected Islamic populations: 
non-Arab Muslims, mawali, and the Shiites. For the most part, the Islamic impetus to 
initiate the `Abbasid revolution lay on the injustice that had been delivered by the 
Umayyad caliphs, due to their lack of providing what was seen as the Islamic ideals . 
The Umayyads had always been seen by their opposition as outsiders i. e. as a wealthy 
clan in Mecca which had opposed the Prophet. Such factors as this had been used by the 
`Abbasid propaganda to persuade many devout Muslims to undermine the legitimacy of 
the Umayyad's rule. 
What made the `Abbasid seizure of the caliphate unique was the heavy reliance 
on `client' Muslims, or mawali 40 As stated previously, the mawali were non-Arabs who 
had converted to Islam. However, as they were non-Arab they could not be incorporated 
into the kinship-based society of Arabs. They had to be included into the alliance of a 
clan, that is, they had to become `clients' of the clan (which is what the word mawali 
means). For the most part, they were considered to be second-class citizens, even 
though they were genuine and devout Muslims. 
The overwhelming majority of mawali who rallied to support the Hashimiyya 
cause were Iranian. Historians have argued that the, `Abbasid caliphate represented a 
shift in Islam from an Arabian to an Iranian culture. However, other historians argue 
that there was no such shift. The truth probably lies somewhere in between. When the 
`Abbasids took power, the centre of Islamic culture shifted from Arabia and Syria to the 
40 An example of this is an interesting account showing the Imam Ibrähim ordering Abü Muslim to 
depend on the mawali: Ibn al-'Athir. vol. 4, p. 295. 
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Iranian or Persian world in Iraq. By shifting the capital from Damascus to Baghdad, the 
`Abbasids brought about a dynamic mixture of Persian and Arabian culture. 
The dynasty was started when Abü al-`Abbas assumed the caliphate from 750- 
754 AD / 132-136 AH. Both he and his successor, Abü Ja`far a1-Mansur (754-775 / 
136-158), ruthlessly consolidated power and began a series of administrative moves that 
would characterise the style of Islamic government for the next several centuries. As 
with the Umayyads, they separated themselves from the general Islamic populace, but 
they surrounded themselves with foreigners rather than Arabs, particularly in the 
military. This bred bitter resentment, particularly among Arabs, such as the 
Khorosänian Arabs, who had helped them rise to power. 
It was under al-Mansür (754-775) that the changes brought by the `Abbasid 
revolution were made manifest. Despite the Arab origins of the dynasty and the use of 
Arabic as the official language, the Arabs quickly lost the political and social 
superiority they had retained under the Umayyads. Political prestige therefore was 
increasingly determined by one's standing with the ruler. The seat of power was 
transferred from Syria to Iraq with the building of the city of Baghdad. Administration 
was placed in the hands of the Persians including, for example, the Barmakid family. 
Al-Mansur renounced the Shiite origins of the movement, and stressed upon the 
Abbasids' own relationship to the Prophet through his uncle al-`Abbäs. The `Abbasids 
in fact quickly became the champions of Sunni orthodoxy, a policy that helped them to 
unify an increasingly cosmopolitan Muslim Empire. Such policy was headed by al- 
Mansur as he created a network of religious Sunni scholars that recognized the 
`Abbasids' right to rule. Al-Mansur had a great relationship with imam Malik b. Anas 
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and with al-Awzd'i as well as many other contemporary Sunni scholars. 41 The shift in 
the `Abbasid position also affected the Shi'i position and helped establish the Sunni 
view of the first fitna (civil war). 
A1-Mansur faced many rebellions, the most dangerous of which was the one led 
by his own uncle `Abdullah b. `Ali. This rebellion was soundly defeated by Abn 
Muslim. 42 Al-Mansur began to fear Abü Muslim's growing popularity so he stripped 
away the governorship of Khurasän from him, and ordered him to return to Iraq. When 
Abü Muslim arrived at the caliph's court, Al-Mansur put him to death. 43 Such actions 
further alienated the `Abbasid caliphate away from its original source of da `wa i. e. the 
Shi'is and the Khurasänis. 
One of the greatest achievements of al-Mansur was the foundation of a new 
capital, to be his headquarters and camp for his army. He chose the position of Baghdad 
because it is situated on the Tigris River, in the centre of Iraq in order to control the 
commercial roads which linked the east and west. Al-Mansur started to build Baghdad 
in 145 A. H. and move to settle there in 149 A. H. He called it "Dar al-Saläm" which 
means `the city of peace and safety'. 
The manifestation of the new identity of the `Abbasid regime came into effect 
through the reign of Al-Mansur in the foundation of the new capital. This identity was 
that of a stable regime that was not a rebellious one, and did not impose extreme 
positions upon its people. An interesting point is that this state built its legitimacy upon 
a Shiite-type claim of the right to rule, but with a Sunni religious outlook. This 
41 Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 188-149. 
42 Ibn al-Athir, vol. 4, p348. 
43 Ibid, p. 354. 
41 
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combination created a regime that was not like any previous Sunni regime, nor was it 
what the Shi'i movement had dreamed of. So, it was a mixture of Arabian and. Iranian 
culture as well as a mixture between Sunni and Shi'i understandings of how the Islamic 
state should operate. 
The intellectual and sectarian milieu 
During the time of al-Awzä' (Late Umayyad early `Abbasid era), the formation 
and establishment of Islamic sciences took place. It is in this period that Arabic prose 
continued its evolution in obedience to the needs of a higher standard of cultural life, 
to which the mawali, conquered peoples, made a large contribution. The reforms 
introduced by `Abd al-Malik, substituting Arabic for Greek and Pahlavi as the official 
language was proof that Arabic had become a dominant language by means of 
expression and general communication. 
Until the last years of Umayyad rule, there was no such thing as literary prose. 
About that time `Abd al-Hamid al-Kätib (d. 132/750), the secretary of Marwän II, 
wrote an epistle on the secretary's trade, the form of which, with its abundance of 
synonyms, the balanced structure of its sentences and its clarity of expression, shows how 
the language had developed, and how it was moving towards artificiality. About the 
same time Ibn al-Muqaffa'(d. 142/760) translated from Pahlavi into Arabic, a collection 
of fables originally written in Sanskrit, entitled Kalila wa-Dimna, from the names of two 
jackals who play the leading roles in the fables. It is because of this work and other 
epistles of his, in which he addressed many political and religious issues, that Ibn al- 
Muqaffa' is often seen as the founder of Arabic prose. 
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Al-Awzä'i also was one of the scholars who characterized the peak of Arabic 
prose in this era. This is reflected by the `Abbasid administration's interest in using al- 
Awzä' s style of writing in their official state letters. Al-Mansur asked Sulaymän b. 
Mujälid his katib (secretary) to match the prose of al-Awzä i. Sulaymän responded by 
stating that al-Awzä' s prose was too good to match. Still, they used his prose in their 
correspondents. 44 
There are, however, other proofs of how Arabic prose had developed. Among 
the sciences, perhaps the first to avail itself of the written language for the production 
of books, and not of mere notes, was historiography; about this time collections of 
traditions regarding certain events were made, and these, which are veritable 
monographs, for some part have come down to us incorporated in the writings of 
`Abbasid authors. Explanations of passages in the Qur'an given by old exegetes were 
also put into writing, and were included in the commentaries (tafsir) of later date. 
The scholars of this period must be given the credit for having laid the 
foundations of the Islamic sciences in the wider sense of the term (including theology, 
jurisprudence and philology), and for making spoken Arabic a suitable vehicle for 
narrative, commentaries and discussions of cultural and theological problems; in short, for 
having placed it on the first rung in its ascent to the status of a world language. 
It is also in this era that the founder of most of the fiqh madhähib, schools of 
jurisprudence, formed the beginning of unfolding growth in Islamic law to reach a 
44 Ibn Abi Fjätim, p. 216. 
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sophisticated school of law. These schools can be divided into two main. groups based 
on the methodology that each school followed. The first is the school of ahl al-hadith 
and the second is the ahl al-ray. The founder of the ahl al-ra y school is Abu Hanifa 
(80-150/699-767) in Iraq and the founders of ahl al-hadith school were Malik b. Anas 
in Madina, Sufaan al-Thawri in Iraq, and al-Awzä' in Syria. This latter school of figh 
demanded that the hadith be given priority in the derivation of doctrine. This era also 
witnessed the beginning of organised book writing on figh the earliest example of this 
was al-Awzä' s work known by the title "siyar al-Awzä V. This work comes to us 
through Abü Yüsuf's al-Radd `a1ä Siyar al Awzd i 45 
The scholars of hadith in this period must be given the credit for making the 
hadith one of the main Islamic sciences. This era witnessed a growing interest in 
hadith studies by other than the jurists. Such was the case with the caliph `Umar II, 
who paid particular attention to the recording of hadith. This led to a systematic 
classification and organisation of hadith collections. Thus this era became later 
known as the foundation not only of the earliest hadith works but it is also recognized 
as the time in which the early hadith scholars lived. According to later hadith scholars, 
the learned people of the prophetic tradition are four: Sufyän al-Thaws in Kufah, Malik 
b. Ans in Madina, al-Awzä' in Syria, and Hammäd b. DO in Basra all of whom lived in 
this era 46 
45 Abu Ynsuf, ar-Radd 'alä SIrat al-Awzd'i, also this work was preserved in as-Shäfi`?, al-Umm, p. 302- 
334. (See Appendix A) 
46 This account of al-Awza' s knowledge is found in Ibn `Asäkir and it is narrated on the authority of 
AN Ismä`il al-Fadl, Ibn `Asäkir p. 175; we also have a similar account written by Abi Nasr `Abdulwahiib, 
Ibn `Asäkir, p. 167. Finally, we find an account narrated on the authority of `Abd ur-Rahmän Ibn Mahdi 
that al-Awza'i is the most learned among the scholars of al-Sham, Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 184 and p. 203. 
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Another example of the advancement of intellectual life in this era was the 
establishment of schools, such as the one in Basra, in which religious questions were 
discussed. One of its most famous teachers was Hasan al-Basri, who died in 110/728 
No written records of these discussions have been preserved, but the formulation of 
many problems, which were later discussed in writing goes back to this school. 
It was during this era that the great problem of how a Muslim who violated the 
law of God was to be treated arose. Should they be deemed guilty of a grave sin, and 
therefore be seen as being an unbeliever (kditr), and if convicted, should they suffer 
some form of serious legal consequences, as the Kharijites demanded? Or, should the 
task of judging these sinners be left with God. Also, should the formal profession of 
faith and adherence to the prescribed rites, be considered acceptable, even if someone 
sins in other areas of their faith? This was what the Murji'ites maintained, since they 
feared that undue severity would prejudice the unity and the very existence of the 
Muslim community. 
At the same time, as a result of the activities of two disciples of Ijasan al- 
Basra, there arose the Mu'tazilite movement, which advocated a compromise between 
these conflicting opinions concerning a Muslim guilty of grave offences. According to 
them, a person would be hovering between imdn (faith) and unbelief, and was therefore 
neither a käfir nor a muslim, but afasiq (i. e., impious). That is to say, they would be in 
,a state 
from which they could redeem themselves by istitaba (repentance). 
In general there were great debates over theology and religious belief, 
regarding such issues as what exactly is the status of a Muslim, and how can one 
define what is considered to be a sin. Other topics of discussion included 
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anthropomorphism, human free-will and divine pre-destination. These arguments 
further divided these political sects on theological grounds. The following parts of this 
chapter will assess the nature of sectarian division, be it either theological or political, 
at the time of al-Awzä'i, and what exactly his position was, concerning each sect. 
Kharijites 
The Battle of $iffin led to the birth of the first sect amongst the Muslims which 
became known as the Kharijites. The term literally means `separatists', `seceders' or 
`outgoers'. They also called themselves the Shurat, i. e. `those who sell their lives and 
property in return for paradise'. The movement had its origins among the tribes of Band 
Tamim, Banü Bakr, and Banix Ilamdän. These people had participated in the revolt 
against `Uthmän, and were involved in his murder. When Mu`äwiya raised the cry for 
vengeance for the blood of `Uthmän, they allied themselves with `Ali. They fought on 
his side at the Battle of the Camel. When `Ali led his forces to Syria, these people 
formed an important component of the army of `Ali. 
As the Battle of Siffin dragged on without leading to any tangible results these 
people became wearied of the war. They felt that the war was in reality a struggle for 
power between `Ali and Mu`äwiya. They accordingly came to maintain that it was not 
advisable for them to be used and abused in the political game. When the troops of 
Mu`äwiya displayed the pages of the Holy Qur'an on their lances and appealed for a 
decision by the use of the Holy Qur'an instead of arms, these people responded to the 
call, and forced `Ali to suspend hostilities, although victory for his forces was well in 
sight. 
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These people, although allied with `Ali, directly promoted the cause of 
Mu`äwiya although he was after their blood because of their involvement in the murder 
of 'Uthman. Mu`awiya was shrewd enough to appreciate their gesture, and in the 
arbitration agreement that was subsequently drawn up there was no reference to the 
murder of `Uthmän. The point of dispute to be referred to, and was in need of, was 
arbitration which concerned `Ali and Mu`äwiya, as to whom the sovereignty belonged 
to. On the return march, these people had second thoughts on the matter. They felt that 
they had committed a sin in accepting the truce. They became critical of the 
appointment of umpires. They were emphatic in their view that the decision of God 
alone should be sought for, and it was a sin to vest the decision based on the matter 
created by human beings. They blamed `Ali for his acceptance of the proposal for the 
appointment of umpires. 
In order to support their stand, they worked out religious dogmas of their 
fundamental principle which was la hukma i11ä lilläh "no decision except the decision 
of God. " They maintained that they stood for the establishment of the kingdom of God 
and not of men on earth. As God was not to rule in person, some amir had to be 
appointed, because an amir was bound by obligation, to strictly follow the commands of 
God as revealed in the Holy Qur'an. The amir could hold office as long as he observed 
the commands of God. When there was any dereliction on his part, he would be liable to 
receive the death penalty as a punishment. They acknowledged that they were involved 
in the assassination of `Uthmän, but they justified this act on the grounds that `Uthm n 
had acted against the commands of God. 
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On their return from Siffin they did not go back to Ktifa. Instead, they encamped 
at Harura, a few miles outside Knfa. In this way these people separated from the main 
body of the Muslims, and came to be known as the Kharijites. Their strength in numbers 
reached about twelve thousand people. Their leaders were Shabath b. Ribi al-Riahi; 
Abdullah b. al-Kauwa; Yazid b. 'A *im al-Muliärabi; and `Abdullah b. Wahab al 
Räsibi 47 
They criticized `Ali for his acceptance of arbitration. They said that it was 
wrong on his part to accept the verdict of human umpires instead of the decision of God. 
The struggle between the two sides culminated in the bloody battle of an Nahrawän, 
which ended with the demise of a great number of the Khawarij, but not their complete 
elimination. After this incident any enemy of the stable Islamic society was labelled as 
a Kharijite. 
In fact the main principles of the Kharijites were politically orientated as well as 
being theological views. The political damnation of their movement, as previously 
noted, had its origins in historical factors, which led to their position of disassociating 
themselves from both `Uthman and `Ali. However, what was not an issue of a historical 
event was their idea of the duty upon Muslims not to obey the ruler if he disobeys God. 
That is, the society as a whole had a duty to remove, by rebellion if needed, any ruler 
who sinned. 
47A1-Shahrastani, al-Milal, vol. 1, p. 127. 
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Another basic principle of the Kharjites of a political nature, was their view of 
who was legitimate to be the true ruler of Muslims. They asserted that every religiously 
irreproachable Muslim was eligible to contest for the office and could be elected by the 
community, irrespective of their family, their tribal roots or their race. 
The theological principles of the Kharijites' view was their understanding of the 
concept of ! man (faith). To them, imän necessitated absolute observation of all 
religious tenets, whether it required doing something or abandoning it. Their way of 
applying this concept of Fmän led to the conclusion that when any person committed a 
sin they would become a kafir, (unbeliever), and it was necessary for the guilty to offer 
repentance so that they may then re-join the fold of Islam. They held the view that they 
alone were the true believers, and that all other people who called themselves Muslims, 
but did not subscribe to their views, were kdfirün, (unbelievers). They maintained that 
they had the right to kill unbelievers, as it followed that they could not live in the midst 
of such sinners. 
By the time of al-Awzä' the Kharijite movement was split into several sects that 
differed in applying their concept of imän. Nevertheless, they stayed faithful to their 
ideas and led many rebellious uprisings against the Umayyads. Al-Awzd'i as with all 
the Sunni scholars, harshly criticized the Kharijite beliefs and saw it to be one of the 
unacceptable bid `a (innovations). Contrary to the Kharajites, al-Awzä'i understood 
Islamic law as not excluding a Muslim if he had committed a sin by declaring him an 
unbeliever. However, it is striking to note that it is not possible to see any dissociation 
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or serious response from him against the Kharijite ideas. However, he refered to any 
scholar that would promote a rebellious uprising to be a Kharijite. He did criticize Abü 
Hanifa, in having been influenced by the Kharijites, and his belief that he accepted the 
shedding of umma (the community of Muslims) blood, if they supported such an 
uprising. 8 
The absence of any serious response to the Kharijites by al-Awzä`i, clearly 
shows that the main Kharijite groups were no longer intellectually influential during the 
life of al-Awzä'i hence, that is why he did not focus on their claims with any serious 
attention. Therefore, this shows that their beliefs were not as challenging for al-Awzä'i 
in the same way as, for example, that of the Qadiris, to which he devotes a large amount 
of his intellectual time responding to their arguments. It is obvious that the Kharijites 
by the time of al-Awzä`Y, were no longer as important in the theological debates, as they 
were in the field of political arguments. They did manage to lead many rebellious 
uprisings that challenged the state, but they had no successes at all in continuing to be a 
challenge with their beliefs and their position on theological issues. 
The Shiites 
Shiites in the broadest sense, refers to a political movement preserving the 
leadership of the Muslim Community in religious, as well as political ideals, to the 
Family of the Prophet, ahl al-bayt. The name is derived from shi `at `Ali, i. e. the party 
or partisans of `Ali. It was first used in the fitna, the inter-Muslim war, during `Ali s 
48 Qäla al-Awzä'i: ihtamalna 'an abT hanifata kadha wa 'aqada bi isba'ihi wa ihiamalna 'anhu kadha wa 
'aqada bi isba'ihi al-thänrya wa ihiamalna 'anhu kadha wa 'aqada bi isba'ihi al-thälitha al-'uyüb hatta 
ja' al-sayfu 'alä ummau muhammadin falamma ja' al-sayfu 'aid ummali Muhammad lam nagdir an 
nahtamilahu. `Abdullah b. Ahmad b. lianbal, al-Sunna, p. 65. 
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caliphate, in order to distinguish 'Ali 's supporters from his opponents at that time. As 
stated earlier, Shia is a sect that has a political foundation. 
The basis of Shiite beliefs focuses around the issue of the Prophet's succession 
and that it should be restricted to the family of the Prophet. More specifically, the heir 
to the Prophet is seen as being solely `Ali, as he was both the Prophet's son-in-law and 
his cousin and was one of the first men to believe in Islam, if not the very first convert. 
However, Shiite belief was an on-going process, which ended up with many sub- 
Shiite sects. The main concern in this part of the research is to understand the level of 
development of the Shiite movement, up to the lifetime of al-Awzä' and what his 
position was concerning the different Shiite beliefs. 
After the death of `Ali in 41/661, some of his followers were inclined to support 
the claims of al-Hasan, the son of `Ali and Fätima the Prophet's daughter. Nevertheless, 
al-Hasan gave up his claims and accepted Mu`äwiya as being the only caliph for the 
Muslim community. In the troubled period following the death of the latter in 680, al- 
Ijusayn who had political ambitions, was encouraged to lead a revolt in Iraq. However, 
the promised support from his followers was not forthcoming and al-I-jusayn and his 
small group were eventually massacred by a much larger force at Karbala' in October 
680. 
The beginning of the Shiite movement was a series of tragic events and 
political failures. In reality, the Shiite imams never achieved the highest expectations 
of their followers, the political leadership of the community. `Ali, the long awaited 
caliph who, according to the Shiite dogma, was seen as the right caliph and the only 
one suitable to lead the Islamic state, was actually never recognized by the majority of 
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Muslims. Furthermore, his two sons also could not maintain the political leadership of 
the Islamic state. Therefore, the first three imams never enjoyed any absolute power 
over the Islamic state. The same thing can be said about the rest of the imams, as they 
never in reality held political authority. 
The Shiites, as our sources suggest, in the Umayyad period played the role of 
political opposition and sympathy towards them was quite widespread. However, this 
opposition was vague in its nature and meaning, as there was no general recognition of 
what is the correct definition of an imam, or what their role would be in an Islamic 
state. So, it was a vague movement in the sense that they lacked any semblance of a 
coherent theory. This was also a manifestation of the people's dissatisfaction at this 
time with the Umayyad regime, in a way that they saw the solution to the community's 
problems lay in the hands of a correct leader, (imam). They believed that this type of 
leader could only be chosen from the Prophet's family, as these descendants are the 
only people who are capable of satisfying Muslims' needs, both spiritually and 
politically. 
According to Watt: "The history of early Shi`ism... is that of a pathetic quest for 
individuals to whom the dignity of imam may be attached. Most of those accepted as 
imam belied the hopes set on them; and yet the quest went on. "49 It can be argued that 
this quest provided a satisfaction for the followers, as they attempted to find a way to be 
able to explain the level of evil in society and the solution to such evil. Thus, it was 
useful for men with political ambitions, to use Shia arguments, in their uprising. For 
example, al-Mukhtär claimed that he was acting as the representative of Muhammad 
Ibn al-Hanafiyya, the imam of the Hashimites during that time. 
49 W. M. Watt, Islamic philosophy and theology, p. 24. 
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Another example that shows how vague the Shiite belief was at that 
time, was the rise of the `Abbasids as they were the only Shiite movement that 
succeeded in overthrowing the Umayyad dynasty. This shows that the 
movement before this time did not have a definite understanding of Shi'ism and 
there was no agreement on who should be the imam. It also shows that this 
movement in its early stages could not have been anything except an opposition 
which continued to exist, even after the role of the caliphate came into the hands 
of the Prophet's family. The `Abbasids, after they held power, were not suitable 
for serving the same quest but they became the Sunni rulers whom the Shiite 
movement started to define itself from, as yet another dynasty that they opposed. 
It took the Shiites more than a century after the death of al-Awzä' to crystallise 
and become a defined Islamic sect. However, it took even longer to fully shape 
the movement of what is now known today as Shi'ism. 
Al-Awzä' s attitude toward Shi`ism was as unclear as most of the other 
Sunni scholars at his time because Shi'ism, in itself, was not established in any 
concrete form. Al-Awzä' saw `Ali as being one of the imams of the umma and 
he saw both `Ali and `Uthmän as being rightful imams. Furthermore, he 
enjoyed a good relationship with many of the Shiite imams during his life. 
Indeed, Ja'far al-Sädiq was his teacher and influenced al-Awzä'i s thoughts, 
which is an indication that al-Awzä' saw this imam as a source of religious 
knowledge. He was also a good friend of Dand b. `Ali, the uncle of as-Safah, 
who was one of the learned men of the `Abbasid family. 5° Al-Awzä'i narrated 
some hadiths on the authority of Dand b. `Ali which showed that he could be 
Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 212. 
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seen as one of the Shiite sources of religious knowledge. 51 Also, it is useful to 
mention that his friendship with Däwüd dated back to the time before the 
`Abbasids overthrew the Umayyads. 
In fact we can see many different messages in the sources regarding al- 
Awzä' s attitude toward Shi'ism. Some can be seen in light of different timing 
involved in recording these statements from al-Awzä'i. But it is clear that he 
was like all the known Sunni jurists in his time who saw `Ali in the highest 
ranks of the Prophet's Companions, although not to the point of preferring him 
to his three predecessors, Abn Bakr, `Umar and `Uthmän. 52 Al-Awzä' was 
strongly opposed to the idea of `Ali preceding the first three caliphs and he also 
refused to believe that the Prophet had designated `Ali by name, to become his 
successor. 53 Al-Awzä' argued that if the Prophet had designated `Ali as the 
caliph, then `Ali would not accept anyone else to precede him. Furthermore, al- 
Awzd'l argued that if `Ali was chosen by the Prophet as the caliph, then why 
would he have accepted the arbitration? 54 
The story of al-Awza' verbally cursing `Ali is a very unusual story in 
the sources, as it presents a Sunni scholar admitting to his involvement in this 
hostile action against `Ali. `Isä b. Yi nus quoted al-Awzä' as saying that he had 
not been given his stipends allocated by the Umayyads until he testified that `Ali 
was a munäfiq (hypocrite), and repudiated him, and made an oath to that affect. 
He then added that, on discussing the matter at a later stage with Yaliya b. Abi 
51 Ibid. 
52 Solaiman, Al-Awza `i Life and Thought, p. 79. 
53 Ibn Abi I-tätim, p. 212. 
54 Ibid, p. 212-213 
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Kathir, `Ata b. Abi Rabäli, and `Abd Allah b. `Umayr, they told him that he did 
not need to worry, and that he was not to blame, because he had been forced to 
do that act. Nevertheless, he could not feel that he was safe until he had paid 
kafarah redemption for the oath he had taken. 
The level of sorrow that this story presents in al-Awzä' is feelings is a 
sign that he was among the scholars who supported `Umar II's reform policy to 
stop the practice of cursing against `Ali. It is clear in the sources that al-Awzä' 
is a product of post `Umar II Umayyad society. Al-Awza' did not like what he 
had done and asked many of his teachers on how to seek repentance for what he 
saw as a major sin that he had committed. The post-'Umar H thought process 
was presented rather well in what al-Awza' stated: `that the love towards both 
`Uthmän and `Ali can only exist together in a believer's heart (mu'min). This 
statement shows that if a Muslim can love and respect both of these men, then 
that is a sign that the person is on the `right path' of Islamic belief. That point 
corresponds with the aims of `Umar II when he attempted to introduce a much 
less hostile Umayyad regime to accept `Ali and the Shiites, in general. These 
reforms by `Umar II are what any leader will do to unite their community by 
showing leniency towards any opposition groups within the community. 
Another story presenting al-Awzä'l's position concerning Shiite beliefs 
is the one that deals with `All's position. Al-Awzä' narrated a story about a 
man who went to visit to al-Masan al-Basri, to ask him for his opinion on `Ali 
and `Uthmän, to which al-Basri agreeably, replied. He declared that `Ali had his 
precedence (in Islam), and so did `Uthmän. `Ali had his close relations (to the 
Prophet), and so did `Uthmän. `Ali was afflicted with a hard test (ubtuliya), but 
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`Uthman was spared from any the hardship and saved (`üfiya). Al-Awzä'i went 
on to state that the man then asked al-Basri for his opinion of `Ali and 
Mu`äwiya, to which al Bash answered: " `Ali has his close relation, and so did 
Mu`äwiya. `Ali had his precedence (säbiga), of which Mu'dwiya did not have. 
We were all plighted with a hard test indeed. " This story shows what can be 
seen as a result in accepting `Umar H's reform. In this story, Al-Awzä i 
presents an understanding that `Uthmän and `Ali are somehow on the same level 
to be considered as equals, but Mu'dwiya does not reach the same level and 
cannot match them. This story also shows an Umayyad scholar teaching the 
message that `Ali is on a higher status than Mu`äwiya, and this can be seen as 
pro-'Umar II in his reform policies. 
The Mu`tazilites and the Qadarites 
While the above sects, Kharijites and Shiites, were political in origin, adopting 
theological arguments to support their politics, there were also groups whose primary 
focus was on theology and the earliest of these was the Qadariyya. Qadarites is the 
original name that was initially used to refer to the group which later became known as 
the Mu'tazilites. 55 Qadarites is a name that was commonly used to denote this group of 
theologians, who believed in `free-will' 56 
The Qadariyya can be seen as being a little bit different from the more 
crystallized rationalists known as the Mu'tazila or "Isolationists. " The Mu'tazila can be 
traced back to Wäil b. 'Ata'(d. 131/748) who left al-Hasan al-Basri's teaching circle 
ss Al-Shihristany, al-Milal, vol. 1, p. 57. 
s6 J. Van Ess. "Qadariyya", The Encyclopaedia of Islam II ed, CD-Rom Edition. 
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and "isolated" himself. 57 On the other hand, the Qadariyya can be traced back to 
Ma'bad al-Juhani (d. 80/706) "The first who spoke about qadar in al-Basra". Al- 
Dhahabi introduces Ma'bad as "The ascetic (al-zähid), the devout (al- `äbid), the 
Qadari, the elder of the Mu `tazila and the first of them" 58 However, the name of 
Qadariyya highlights the doctrine ofßadar, while the name of Mu `tazila refers to the 
broader "Five Principles" tawhid, `adl,, thawßb, imän, and amr bi al-ma `ruf which is 
what the later Mu'tazila set to be the Five articles of imän (faith), in their belief. 
The second of these Five Principles is what is known as 'adl which is the basis 
of the Qadariyya argument of `free-will'. In the chapter of the Divine Justice (al- `adl), 
both the Mu'tazila and the, Qadariyya held that God cannot possibly create the evil 
deeds of His servants, therefore they are in charge of their own destinies and create the 
latter themselves through a power which God deposited in them 59 This school argued 
for the absolute freedom of each person to make their own decisions and that God 
would not put human beings under an obligation to act righteously if they did not 
possess the power to choose their individual course of action 60 The Mu'tazila and 
Qadariyya both came out unequivocally in support of the freedom of the will. They 
held that we are the creators of our own acts, otherwise God would be committing a 
grave injustice if He was to punish those who had no choice in what they did. 
The early stages of the Qadariyya movement was in the form of a variety of 
thinkers who supported human free-will and worked independently to develop theories 
51 Al-Shihristäni, p. 64. 
58 Al-Dhahabi, SiyarA'lam al-Nubala', vol. 6, p. 330. 
59 A1-Shihrastäni, p. 62. 
60 lbid, p. 63. 
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to justify their views. They deliberately worked with little interaction with each other. 61 
This gave the movement the freedom to escape the attention of the state for a period of 
time. But during the long reign of the Caliph Hishäm, the state started to take an 
abrasive attitude towards this movement. This can be seen as a sign that Qadarites at 
that time managed to distance themselves further from the predestination beliefs of the 
ruling regime. 62 
Another indicator of Qadarites becoming more distinguished in society was the 
serious criticism of their beliefs from many different scholars during that era. During 
the time of al-Awzä' Qadarites worked to advocate their belief in free-will in a more 
concentrated fashion. This became very clear in the way that scholars like al-Awzä'i 
strongly responded to the arguments they presented. Al-Awzä'i stressed his dislike of 
the Qadarites as he saw those who deny qadar as unbelievers. 63 He was strongly 
opposed to the Qadarite movement and debated Qadarites on several occasions. He is 
reported to have written a refutation against the Qadarite Thawr b. Yazid. " 
Al-Awzä' s response vis-ä-vis the Qadarites reached its peak with his 
involvement and role in the execution of Ghaylän al-Dimishqi. The story of Ghaylan 
al-Dimashqi with al-Awzä' started after Ghaylän challenged the Umayyad caliph 
Hishäm b. `Abd al-Malik to produce anyone who could argue with him on an equal 
level, about the concept of qadar (free will). Hishäm, according to this story, sent for 
al-Awzä' to present the Sunni argument and to respond to Ghaylän's claims. The 
narration shows that al-Awzd' was superior in his arguments and that he was the one 
61 Judd, p. 247. 
62 Ibid. 
63Solaimän, p. 75. 
64 Judd, p. 154. 
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questioning Ghaylän. After he asked him three questions regarding the will of God and 
65 human free-will, Ghaylän failed to answer any of the questions. 
In fact, these questions were put in such a way that Ghaylän could not respond 
without seeming to contradict his own doctrine, so this position forced him to not 
answer any of them. The first question related to Adam's sin of his consumption of the 
forbidden fruit and al-Awzä' requested whether or not that decision had been set by the 
will of God. The second question was about Satan's refusal to bow before Adam and 
al-Awzä' questioned whether this act of Satan had been due to the will of God? The 
third question concerned the consumption of prohibited meat. The questions were of a 
highly stylised nature and too complicated for even the Caliph Hishäm to be able to 
understand. Some versions of the story suggest that al-Awzä' explained these 
questions and their answers to Hishäm in some detail. 66 
There are some versions that differ in some of the details, but all versions agree 
with the fact that al-Awzä' was very hostile toward the Qadarities. Nevertheless, some 
scholars doubt the whole story. Someone, such as Gamäl Solaimän, interpreted the 
story to be unauthentic on the basis of several factors. One of these he argues is that 
there is another version of the story but instead of al-Awzä'i it is al-Awzä' s teacher 
Maymün b. Mahrän who is the one that debates with Ghaylän. 67 Another factor 
expressed by Solaimän, to support his doubt, was that al-Awzä' was at a very young 
age, so it would be extremely rare for such a young scholar to be capable of 
participating in such an intellectual debate at this complicated level: "al-Awzd' i must 
65 Ibn Zayd, Ma/iasin , p. 104-106. 
66Ibid. 
67 Solaimän did not cite the narration he dealt with however there are in fact two narrations one claiming 
Maymün to be the scholar involved and another one claiming Rabi'a to be the person involved in the 
debate with Ghaylän. For more analysis of these two views, see Steve Judd p. 259-260. 
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have been 25-27years old, too young to be selected for such a task of questioning 
Ghaylän at a time when Damascus was still the magnet for a great number of scholars 
and jurists.. . who were equally anti-Qadarite"68 
Solaimän concluded that under such 
factors, it is very hard to accept that the Umayyad caliph would have sought help from 
al-Awzä`i 69 
A more centralized doubt on the content of the story was led by Van Ess who 
questioned the authenticity of the various accounts. He saw this story to be a part of the 
later legendary material which was circulated around Ghaylän and al-Awzä' by the 
Syrian historians. Van Ess saw that the highly stylised nature of the debate would make 
it more probable to come from a later period. Also, the fact that Al-Awzä' used riddles 
in the style of his questions, which made them almost unanswerable, suggested to him 
that this was a sign of some fabrication in the narration of the story. 70 
However someone like Steven Judd interpreted some of these issues which 
Solaimän and Van Ess used as being a sign of some fabrication, to be looked at in quite 
the opposite view. According to Judd "al-Awza`i remains the most plausible figure to 
have served as prosecutor. His enmity toward the Qadarites is widely attested in the 
sources, as is his presence in Hishäm's court .... it is quite believable that in prosecuting 
the leader of the Qadarites in Damascus, Hishäm would have relied on their chief 
opponent. "7' 
68 Solaimän, p. 73. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Van Ess. AJanage, p. 207-213. 
" Judd, p. 263. 
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Judd also responded to Van Ess's comment about the content of the debate as he 
agreed that it is relatively complex and stylised. However, he attributed this to the fact 
that the early theological debates in Syria were very often affected by the long history 
of complex theological discussions between Christians, and that the methods of 
argumentation used by Syrian Muslims reflected this environment. 72 This argument 
suggests that it is only natural that this debate would take such a complex and stylised 
structure. 
However, what Judd does not elaborate on is that this complication was on just 
one side of the debate that is presented in the story; namely the side of al-Awzäi. As 
Ghaylän is the scholar who was supposed to be more influenced by the Christian 
methods of debate, it is very clear that this argument presented does not reflect any 
complexity or sophistication on the side of Ghaylän. Furthermore, claiming that this 
debate was a reflection of the level of complexity between Muslim theologians is also 
unfounded, this might suggest that this narration is a later redaction. Therefore, it is far 
more understandable to suggest that because the only side that survived this debate was 
the anti-Qadarite side presented by al-Awzä'r, one can easily argue that this narration 
was shaped in order to portray the superiority of al-Awz-a' and the lack of ability on the 
part of the Qadarite to reply to any of the three questions posed to him. This point can 
be defended by the fact that the story seems to exclude any acceptable answers by 
Ghaylän in reciprocation to the questions in their riddle form. 
It will be useful for this research to draw two conclusions from this specific 
story. Despite its questionable authenticity this story presents the great level of dislike 
that existed against the Qadarite beliefs that al-Awzä`i held. For him to have been 
'Z Ibid, p. 264. 
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chosen by the Caliph Hishäm, or even by the person who may possibly have fabricated 
the, story is an indication that al-Awzä' was one of the main figures in the alleged war 
against the Qadarite movement. The story also shows, as Van Ess asserted with his 
doubts on its authenticity, that al-Awzä' had a rather well respected and highly 
esteemed reputation in Syria, which made it quite natural that he should be chosen to 
play a central role in the Syrian versions of the intellectual debate, in opposing 
Ghaylän. 73 
It is satisfying to conclude from the story of Ghaylän's execution, that al- 
Awzä' was not only a non-Qadarite, but one of the main opponents of this 
theological movement. Al-Awzä' was an advocate of the belief in God's Will. 
His understanding of qadar (free-will) was based on following the Companions 
and the successors in their beliefs in the Will of God and His invincible 
domination. Al-Awzä' also argued that Muslims must never use that as an 
excuse to commit sins or act in disobedience to God's orders. 74 
73 Van Ess, p. 207. 
74 Solaimän, p. 72. 
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Chapter III 
Al-Awzä`i's biography 
Introduction 
Abü `Amr `Abd al-Rahmä. n b. `Amr al-Awzä' (88/706-157/773; Syria) is reported 
to be one of the main scholars of Syria. ' The biographical dictionaries disagree on his 
place of birth just as much as they disagree on his actual name. Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/844) 
reported that the name al-Awzä`i refers to a sub tribe (batn) from the tribe of the Hamdän 
and a1, Awzä'i's origins go back to this tribe. According to Abü Zur'a (d. 281/894), al- 
Awzd'T used to be called `Abd al= Aziz but he changed his own name to `Abd al-Ralimän. 
For himn, al-Awzä'i's origins go back to the people captured in the al-Sind3 and he came to 
be known as al-Awzä' for his repeated trips to a small village located directly outside of 
' The scholars disagree on his birth date but agree on his death date 157/773. Ibn Said, Kitäb al-(abagät al- 
kabir, vol. 9, p. 494; 'Abd al-Rahmän b. 'Amr b. Safwän al-Nasri, Tärikh Abizur'a al-dimashq% vol. 2, pp. 
720-27; Ibn 'Asäkir, Tärikh Madinat Dimashq, vol. 35, p. 226-7; Al-Dhahabi, Siyar a'läm al-nubalä'a, vol. 7, 
p. 109, al-Mitzi, Tahdhib al-kamalfi asmä' al-rijäl, vol. 4, p. 449. 
Ibid, p. 494. 
3 al-Sind is a town located between India, Kinn . n, and Sijistän. Yägüt al-Hamawil, Mu yam al-Buldän, vol. 5, 
p. 52; the al-Sind was opened by the Umayyad general Muhammad al-Qäsim al-Thagafi in 93/711. Yolande 
Crowe, EI 2, vol. 9, p. 632. 
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Damascus called al-Awzä` 4 According to Ibn `Asäkir (d. 571/1175), al-Awzd' is a sub 
tribe of the tribe of the 1Iimyar and that al-Awzä`i is the cousin of Yahya b. Abi `Amr al- 
Saybäni (d. 148/765; Syria). 5 According to Ibn Khallikän (d. 681/1282), al-Awzd' was 
born in Ba'labakk6 at 88/706, raised in the al-Bigä`, and his mother took him to Beirut 7 
Al-Awzä' became an. adult during the reign of `Umar b. `Abd al-`Aziz (99/717- 
101 /719)8 and was sent to the al-Yamäma in order to work in its diwän. The sources are 
unclear about the extent to which his job at the diwän helped him develop his writing skills 
and ability to put together elegant letters. However, the fact that al-Awzä' was employed 
at this dnvän proves that he had developed writing skills and that he was fully capable of 
composing letters at an early age. 
The residence of al-Awzä' in al-Yamäma was significant not only for developing 
writing skills but also for meeting his future teacher, the man responsible for starting him 
on the road to scholarship. According to the sources, during al-Awzii`i's first days of 
residence in al-Yamäma, he visited, its local mosque to perform his prayers. This local 
mosque might have been the place where people of al-Yamäma gathered for prayers as well 
4 This saying is attributed to Abo Zur'a al-DimishgT but I was not able to find it in the copy available to me. 
This saying exists in Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 155; and al-Dhahabi, vol. 7, p. 109. 
5 Abü Zur'a al-Shämt al-HimsT Yahya b. AbT `Amr al-SaybänT is the cousin of al-Awzä'T and Ahmad b. 
Hanbal said he was trustworthy. AI-MizzT, vol. 8, p. 74. 
6A small town in inland Lebanon situated at about 3700 ft on the edge of the high plain of BigR'. J Sourdel- 
Thornine, EI2, vol. 1, p. 970. 
7 Ibn Khallikän, Wafayat al-a yän wa anbd' abnä' al-zaman, vol. 3 p. 106. 
8 Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 151. 
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as teaching lessons. Major scholars such as Yahyä b Abi Kathir (d. 129/746; Basra) 9 used 
to give lessons there to students. This Mosque was the meeting place between Yahyä b. 
Abi Kathir and al-Awzä'T. According to Ibn `Asakir, Yahyä noticed al-Awzä`i while 
performing his prayers and expressed his admiration for what he saw as pietistic prayers 
resembling that of `Umar b. `Abd al-`Azz. 10 Yahyä b. AbT Kathir sent one of his students 
to invite al-Awzä' to join their learning session. After meeting Yahyä b. Abi Kathir, al- 
Awzä' decided to leave his job at the diwan and move to his residence. ' l 
After living in the al-Yamäma for a while, al-Awzä'T was instructed by Yahyä b. 
Abi Kathir to go to Basra in order to learn from al-Hasan al-Basri (110/728; Basra) and 
Muhammad b. Sinn (d. 110/728; Basra). 12 When he reached Basra, al-Awz5'T found that al- 
Hasan al-Basri had died two months before his arrival and that Ibn Sinn was alive but 
unable to teach because he suffered a stomach disease. Al-Awzä' continued to visit Ibn 
Sirin hoping for his recovery and a share of his knowledge but this was in vain, for. Ibn 
Sinn died without teaching him a single word. 13 
9 He narrated from Anas b. Malik and narrated to Hishäm al-Dustuwä'7. According to al= IjIT, he was 
trustworthy and was considered from people of hadith. He died in 129/746. al-Mizzz, vol. 8, p. 81. 
10mä ashbaha vali to hadhä al fats bi-saläti 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz; Ibn 'Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 159. 
" Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 kharajtu 'uridu al-Hasan wa Ibn Sinn fa wajadtu al-Hasan qad mirta, wa wajadtu Ibn Sinn maridan, fa 
dakhalnä 'alayhi na'uduhu fa-makatha ayyäman wa mäta; Ibid. 
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Al-Awzä' decided to go to Damascus and he ended up staying in the suburb al- 
Awzä' for a while. Finally, he settled in Beirut, a place considered by the state as a frontier 
(thaghr) whose inhabitants are muräbits supported with a stipend for their efforts to defend 
Muslim borders. 14 Perhaps this place was most suitable for al-Awzä' since it guaranteed a 
stable source of income for him and his family. Through his residence in this area, he was 
able to devote his time to learning and teaching rather than working directly for the state or 
taking an active job as a craftsman. Again, this place was particularly significant for al- 
Awzä' s religious practices, he saw himself as a soldier in the line of duty defending Islam 
by the sword, spreading his fiqhi views through his teachings, and influencing political 
authority by the elegant use of his pen. 
Al-Awzä' continued to do this until he died. on the first Sunday of the month of 
Safar in the year 157/773.15 According to the sources, the incident that led to al-Awzä'i's 
death happened in the bathroom when his wife put some charcoal in it and closed its door. 
When the charcoal began to create fire and smoke al-Awzd' tried to get out of the 
bathroom but was not able to open the door. He was burned completely and his wife asked 
for afiqhi opinion thinking that she was the cause of her husband's death. Said b. `Abd al- 
Aziz gave an opinion to al-Awzä'i's wife telling her to pay what is equivalent to freeing 
one slave in order to ransom herself from unintentionally causing the death of her 
husband. 16 Al-Awza'i's death brought sadness to many people and his funeral witnessed 
the presence of Muslims who carried his body and were followed by three different sections 
14 al-Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. 7,107. 
15 Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 225. 
16 Ibid, p. 223. 
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from the city: The section of Jewish people, the Christians, and the section of the Coptic 
people. 17 
Al-Awzä'i's political and social life 
The search for the nature of the social life of any given scholar living at this early 
period must begin by assessing his impact on society rather than positing him in a category. 
This means that trying to assess the social life of al-Awzd`i must focus on his actual impact 
on society rather than categorizing him as a faqih then assessing the impact of faqihs on 
society. This is much more useful for our research since the category of mufassir, faqih, 
muhaddith and wä `iz might not have been fully established at this early period. These 
terms are quite late and depicting early scholars to be part of this category or that category 
may create major misconception. Indeed, the Islamic science might have not fully 
developed and one scholar may be known for participating in hadith narration as well as the 
induction of fighi rulings or the making of wa z sayings. The need to avoid the pitfalls of 
making these categories is particularly significant for our study of al-Awzä'i's social life 
because he was known for his wa z just as much as he was known for his hadith and fiqh 
skills. 
This requires us to study the various aspects of al-Awzä'i's life by analyzing his 
sayings closely and assessing how these sayings impact society. One text is particularly 
significant for our purpose, it deals with a saying attributed to al-Awzä' where he is 
supposed to have given a piece of elegant wa `z. This piece is typical for a wä `i. were the 
" The account of aI-Awzä'i's funeral is narrated on the authority of al-Hasan b. Jarir, Ibn `Asäkir, p. 228; and 
on the authority of al-`Abbäs b. al-Walid, Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 202; and on the authority of al-`Abbäs b. al- 
Wal-id, al-Dhahabi, p. 572. 
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emphasis on the hereafter usually undermines the importance of this life and its pleasures. 
Although this piece of wa`z contributes to the claim that al-Awzä' was mainly a wd'iz, we 
will prove that this is not the case. 
"0 people with the bounties the God bestowed upon you, be strong against the hell 
fire which burns all things. Surly, your existence in this life is short and you are just 
traveling through it. You have inherited this world from those who consumed that which is 
most precious in it; they lived longer than you have, had bigger bodies than yours, build 
bigger dwellings than yours, and left a legacy more significant than yours. They build 
cities by carving mountains and carrying stones; they possessed strong wills and forceful 
bodies. It was not long until time ended their . rule, erased 
their ruins, destroyed their 
homes, and wiped out their memories so that no one remembers their existence or hears 
about their past. 
These past generations were living in lust unaware of worldly consequences or the 
final reckoning. Now, you have known what happened to these past generation when they 
received God's punishment; some of them remained in their homes motionless and rest 
pondered, about their afflictions and their state of poverty. They left empty homes for those 
who were to come after them and fear God and consider His might. Now life has given you 
lesser bQunties than those gained by these past generations, your life became shorter than 
theirs, your provisions lesser than theirs, and your days have left you nothing but evil 
miseries, earth quakes, and successive seductions and bastardized offspring whose 
existence brought corruption on earth and in the sea. Now you should not be similar to 
those who were fooled by false hopes, infatuated by worldly strength, and based the future 
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on lust. We ask God to make us and you among those who comprehend God's warnings, 
underptand the final end, and prepare themselves for it. " 
8 
This piece of wa z signifies the extent to which piety played an important role in 
society and how scholars used their preaching skills to influence people. This emphasis on 
piety attracted the attention of some scholars in that they saw some elements of Muslim 
piety resembling that of the Christians. This led some people to import the category of the 
Christian holy man and impose it on the, Islamic culture. This move not only misrepresents 
the nature of Muslim piety but also creates superficial categories that fail to explain the 
actual role of scholars in Muslim society. The next paragraph will take up this issue by 
presenting the arguments of these scholars then showing its shortcomings. 
According to Fred Donner, late antiquity witnessed the rise of what is maybe 
considered as the holy man. This holy man derives his power from the ability to dispense 
18 ya ayyuha al-nds bi hädhhi al-ni'mati allati asbahtum fihia 'alä al-harabi min narr allahi al-mügada allati 
ta(ali'u 'alai al-af ida fa innakum fi darin al-thawä'u fihä galil wa antumfiha murahhalan khalil'ifa ba'da al- 
quran alladhina istagbalü min al-dunyä anfasaha wa zahratahii fahum känu atwala minkum a'maran wa 
amadda ajsäman wa a'zama ätharan fajaddadü al-fibäla wa jäba al-sukhar wa nagqabü ft al-biläd 
mu'ayyaduna bi balshin shadid wa ajsädin kal'imäd fa mä labithat al-ayyäm wa al-layäli an lawal 
muddatahum wa 'affat äthärahum wa akhrabat manizilahum wa ansat dhikrahum famä tahussu minhum min 
ahadin wa lä tasm' lahum rikzan känü bilahwi al-amali äminin limigäti yawmin ghafilin aw lisabähi qawmin 
nädimin thumma innakum qad 'alimtum ma nazala bi sähatihim bayätan min 'uqübat allahi 'azza wajalla fa 
asbaha kathirun minhum fi diyarihim jäthimin wa asbaha al-bäqüna yanzurana f äthäri nagamihi wa zawäli 
ni'amihi wa masäkina khmvrya äyatan liladhina uakhitna al-'adhäba al-arm wa 'ibratan liman yakhshä wa 
asbahtum min ba `dihim ft ajalin manqus wa dun yä magbüdah ft zamänin qad wallä 'afwhu wa dhahaba 
rakhä'uhu fa lam uabgäminhu illa hummatu sharrin wa sabäbatu kadar wa ahawilu ghyar wa 'uqubatu 'ibar 
wa irsälu fitan wa tatäbu'u zalirzil wa radhälatu khalaf bihim zahara al fasädu fi al-barn wa al-bahr fa la 
takünü ashbähan liman khada'ahu al-ama! wa gha yyarahu lülü al-ajal wa taballagha al-amid nasalu 
allaha an yaj'alanä wa iyy4kum miman w'ä nadhrahu wa intahii wa 'aqala mathwäh fa mahhada linafsihi. 
Ibn 'Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 208-9. 
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wise sayings in a way that help piety minded people define sharply what needs to be done 
to stay mindful of God and reject the pleasures of this world. 
Donner believed that the existence of the holy man is a phenomenon not unique to 
the Muslim Near East but derived its origins from the Christian Near East. For him, there 
is a strong case to be made for the existence of continuity from the time of the Christian 
holy man up to the rise of Islam and the eventual formation of what came to be known as a 
Muslim holy man. 19 
Donner saw that the early Muslim community got its idea of the holy man from the 
Christian community after the former conquered the later and remained a ruling minority in 
a dominantly Christian Near East for nearly a decade. This led Donner to believe that men 
such as `Umar II, al-Hasan al-Basri, Makhül, and Maymün b. Mihrän, the last two being 
teachers of al-Awzä'i, belong to this category of holy men in that they were similar in their 
views of piety to the Christian holy men. Both believed that this life is of secondary value 
and that being mindful of God constitutes the most important aspect of one's life 20 
One characteristic distinguishing the Christian holy man from his Muslim. counter 
part, in Donner's view, is that the latter is less theatrical in displaying his piety than the 
former. Again, the Christian holy man sought exclusion from society but the Muslim 
sought inclusion and dominance over society. These were the major distinguishing 
characteristics in Donner's view between the two types of holy men; nevertheless he saw 
19 Fred Donner, "The Holy Man in Late Antiquity and Early Islam, " p. 4. 
20 Ibid, p. 7. 
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that the major outline of the piety minded holy man continued to exist as a culture starting 
from late antiquity well into the rise of Islam? ' 
The shortcoming of the Donner's hypothesis appears on two levels; firstly, the 
argument of continuity of piety is very weak; secondly, the category of Muslim holy man is 
not feasible.. Donner's emphasis on the continuity of the phenomena of holy man faces a 
significant problem when dealing with the issue of knowledge and how it played a 
significant role in understanding Muslim piety. Indeed, the role of knowledge is 
particularly significant for any Muslim aiming to understand what needs to be done to 
become pious or God fearing. 
For Donner, the holy man had the ability to display his piety publicly and show that 
he was divinely protected as God's patron on this earth. This gave him the status of being 
feared so that he was able to help the disenfranchised by defying authority and challenging 
the established institutions. However, these characteristics differ greatly not only from the 
characteristics of those whom Donner considered as Muslim holy men but also from the 
main characteristics of the establishment of Muslim scholars in general. The main 
difference which may break the hypothesis of continuity is the fact that the Christian holy 
man derived his authority from his own self, whereas the Muslim scholar derives his 
legitimacy and elevated status in society from his knowledge of the Prophetic tradition. 
Now, we turn to the second shortcoming of Donner's hypothesis, namely the 
creation of a category for defining early scholars. Firstly, Donner faced great difficulty in 
21 Ibid, p. 10. 
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defining this category of Muslim holy men. One main function of this piety minded 
individual is the rejection of this worldly life for the sake of being closer to God and 
successful in the hereafter. This makes association with the state, an institution that 
signifies the high point of being infatuated with worldly power, as impossible for achieving 
the status of holy man. However, the Muslim model shows that `Umar II was a very pious 
individual; his piety was overwhelming to the extent that Donner considered him as a holy 
man in spite of his position as caliph. How is it possible for a holy man to be the head of 
the state? This poses a serious shortcoming for Donner's category. As a result, trying to 
posit early scholars in categories is not a useful tool for our research; we must deal with 
each scholar on an individual basis, assessing his level of knowledge and status in society 
according to his actual activities and sayings as represented in our sources. 
Now, we turn to the political life of al-Awzä'i. According to our sources, Al- 
Awzä'T became the scholar of Syria and people first began to consult him onfiqhi issues in 
the year 113/731, when he reached the age of twenty-five 22 Al-Awzä'i's formal political 
life began when he was chosen as a judge for the military under Ibn Suräga; the wä1-1 of 
Palestine during the rule of Yazid b. al-Walid. Al-Awzä' i accepted this appointment but 
served as a judge for one day only. 23 This aspect of al-Awzä'i's life requires some 
explanation since his reluctance to hold this position would seem to support the claim that 
early scholars were suspicious of political authorities. Lecker has discussed this issue fully 
in an essay dealing with the biography of al-Zuhri. For him, al-Zuhri's association with the 
22 awwal mäsu'ila al-Awzd 7 'an al-fighi sanat thalätha 'asharata wa mä'tin; Ibid., vo1.35, pp. 161-2. 
23 gdla Abu Zur 'a: 'urida 'ala al-gadä' fi ayyämi Yazid b. al-Ward famtana'a al Awzä i rahmahu Allahu 
'alayhi, jalasa lahum majlisan wähidan. Abu Zur`a, vol. 1, p. 385. 
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Umayyad regime gained him an unfavorable reputation among some of his contemporaries. 
Lecker supports his claim by relying on the saying of Abü IHäzim Saläma b. Dinär who is 
reported to have admonished an Umayyad governor in the presence of al-Zuhrr. He said, 
"the best of rulers is the one who loves the scholars. and the worst of scholars is the one 
who loves the rulers. "24 Lecker even asserted that Mälik b. Anas is reported to have 
admonished al-Zuhri for using his knowledge in order to achieve worldly gains. 
25 
This claim does not hold strongly in the case of al-Awzä' since his refusal to hold 
the position of judge does not seem to have stemmed from hostility towards the state. This 
is evident because al-Awzä' i used to receive a stipend from the state as we showed above. 
This stipend constituted al-Awzä'i's main source of income. Again, al-Awzä' interacted 
with Umayyad and `Abbasid regimes, accepted presents from al-Mahdi, and communicated 
with al-Mansur without reservations 26 In fact, al-Mansur entrusted al-Awzä' i to bring to 
the attention of the caliph's court whatever he believes to be matters of benefit for society. 
Again, al-Awzä'i's seems to have been dealing with political authority for a considerable 
time and this is reflected in his experience in dealing with al-Mansur and other political 
figures z7 Lastly, Schacht believed that al-Awzä`i reserved no animosity towards the state. 
For him, "al-Awzä' shows as yet no traces of the anti-Umayyad feeling which became 
24 Michael Lecker, Biographical Notes on Ibn Shihilb al-Zuhri, p. 34-35. 
u Ibid. 
26 Al-Awz5'1 is reported to have accepted presents from al-Mahdi. Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 214. 
27 Al-Awzi' was careful in choosing words which deal with political figures according to their power ranks 
and this skill will be covered below when we deal with his letters. 
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fashionable under the `Abbasid, and it is likely that his attitude to the `Abbasids was 
cool . 
1928 
Perhaps al-Awzä'i's inclination for holding political office was much less than his 
disposition towards the performance of voluntary services. He played the role of an 
intercessor between the caliph and many people, ranging from Muslims hoping to be 
released from prisons, war hostages. in need of ransom, or Christians asking for a break 
from debts incurred by the poll tax 29 This help for those in need is attested to in the words 
of Abi Ishäq al-Fazär, who mentioned that al-Awzä' is the true imdm of this umma 
because he is a scholar of the people rather than al-Thawri who appears to be a scholar for 
the elite. 30 
Perhaps al-Awzä`i's view towards the state and society is best ascertained by 
looking into his narrations found in hadith collections about the way in which people 
should behave towards their leaders. Examining the hadiths dealing with leadership in the 
hadiith books is significant since these narrations. have al-Awzä`i as a link in their huge 
isnäd bundle. This shows that al-Awzä' had learned these sayings from his teachers and 
narrated them to his students. As a result, we will rely on these sayings at this early stage 
of our research to get at the general attitude adopted by al-Awzä' towards political 
leadership. 
28 Schacht. E 12, vol. 1, p. 773. 
29 This account of al-Awzi'i's petitioning prisoners and war hostages appears in his letters to the caliph al- 
Mangür as well as other `Abbasids figures, Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 188-198. Regarding the people of the Book, we 
have an account indicating that a al-Awzä' wrote on behalf of a Christian man and saved him thirty äinärs 
from his tax money, Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 198-199. 
30 Ibid., vol. 35, p. 171. 
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The most significant piece of evidence in this regard is a narration found in the 
Sahib of Muslim in the chapter of imära. The narration in this chapter indicates that the 
Prophet said that the best of your leaders arge those whom you love and they love you; and 
you pray for them and they pray for you; and the most evil leaders are those whom you hate 
and they hate you; and you curse them and they curse you. Then it was said to the Prophet 
if it were permissible to fight these evil leaders with the sword, then the Prophet indicated 
that this would not be permissible as long as they maintain prayers in society. Furthermore, 
the Prophet maintained that if the Muslim community witnessed something hateful from 
their leader then they should hate it in their heart but they should never withdraw their 
obedience from the leader. 31 This same tradition appears in Musnad Ahmad b. Ilanba132 
and Sunan al-DFrimi 3 without al-Awzä' as part of their isnäd bundle. The wording in the 
Musnad adds five prayers when talking about the leader's obligation in maintaining prayers 
in society and the narration in al-Därimi follows the same wording as that of Muslim. 
The above Prophetic tradition appearing in hadith books attests to al-Awzä'i's 
participation in narrating this tradition as indicated in its isnäd bundle. This tradition 
presents strong evidence reflecting al-Awzä is attitudes towards the state. This narration 
which clearly shows al-Awzä i's disdain for those adopting hostile attitudes towards the 
state helps clarify the extent to which al-Awzä' propagated obedience to the ruler. Al- 
31 Qä1 rasullallah "khiyäru 'aimmatikum alladhTna tuhibunahum wa yul ibbünakum wa yuqallüna 'alaykum 
wa tugallüna 'alayhim, wa shiräru 'aimmatikum alladhina tubghidünahum wa yubghidunakum wa 
tal'anünahum wa ual'anunakum; gila ya rasüla allah 'afa lä nundbidhuhum bi al-sayf fagäl lä mä 'agämi7 
fikum al-yaläh wa 'idhä ra'aytum min wuldtikum shay'an takrahünahu fakrahü 'amalahu wa lä tanzt 'ü yadan 
min (a'atin. " $ah h Muslim, vol. 2, p. 183. 
32 Ahmad. Musnad vol. 6, p. 24. 
33 al-Ddrimi Sunan, vol. 2, p. 417. 
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and they hate you; and you curse them and they curse you. Then it was said to the Prophet 
if it were permissible to fight these evil leaders with the sword, then the Prophet indicated 
that this would not be permissible as long as they maintain prayers in society. Furthermore, 
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31 This same tradition appears in Musnad Ahmad b. IJanba132 
and Sunan al-Därimi 3 without al-Awzä'i as part of their isnäd bundle. The wording in the 
Musnad adds five prayers when talking about the leader's obligation in maintaining prayers 
in society and the narration in al-Därimi follows the same wording as that of Muslim. 
The above Prophetic tradition appearing in hadith books attests to al-Awzd'i's 
participation in narrating this tradition as indicated in its isnäd bundle. This tradition 
presents strong evidence reflecting al-Awzä'i's attitudes towards the state. This narration 
which clearly shows al-Awzä`i's disdain for those adopting hostile attitudes towards the 
state helps clarify the extent to which al-Awzä' propagated obedience to the ruler. Al- 
31 Qäl rasullallah "khiyäru 'aimmatikum alladhina tu{iibunahum wa yuiibbünakum wa yujallüna 'alaykum 
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min; ä'atin. " $a{? Fh Muslim, vol. 2, p. 183. 
32 Ahmad. Musnad vol. 6, p. 24. 
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while the latter tailored a type offiqh that closely resembled his hadith. However, Juynboll 
had very little confidence in the scholarship of both men. For him, Yahyä b. Ab- Kathir 
was a convert who became one of the `ubbdd, he was accused of tadlis and the transmission 
of unfounded pious sayings aiming to further the cause of Islam. Again, Juynboll believed 
al-Awzä' to be weak not only for inheriting these suspect traditions from Yahyä b. Abi 
Kathir but also for being accused by Ahmad b. Hanbal for poor performance in narrating 
hadiths 34 
Although this research holds no objection to Juynboll's view of al-Awzä'i's 
inclination towards hadths and their use infiqh, we must examine Juynboll's assessment of 
al-Awz5`i's scholarship. Regarding the view asserted by Ahmad b. Hanbal, we need to 
emphasize the fact that a large number of hadith present in the Musnad of Ahmad b. 
Ijanbal includes al-Awzä' as an authority in their chains of isnäd. This attests to the 
notion that Ahmad b. IHanbal recognized al-Awzä' i as a trustworthy authority capable of 
transferring authentic hadith from one authority to another. 
This shows that the statement of Ahmad b. Hanbal must be understood in a specific 
context, for otherwise why would Ahmad b. Hanbal trust to take narrations from some one 
whom he regards as a weak narrator? One answer to this dilemma was provided by al- 
Dhahabi who regarded the saying of Alimad b. Hanbal to be a type of criticism of the way 
in which al-Awzä' used to formulate fiqhi rules. For al-Dhahabi, this criticism was 
34 It is not clear if Ahmad b. Hanbal considered al-Awzd'i's performance of narrating hadrth to be weak. I 
will discuss this below. G. H. A. Juynboll, "Some new ideas on the development of the sunny as a technical 
term in early Islam" p. 110. 
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nothing more than a description of the way in which al-Awzä' used traditions with broken 
chains of isnäds and unknown narrators as evidence for fighi rules. A1-Dhahabi asserted 
that this criticism was not levied at al-Awza`i himself for Ahamd b. Hanbal continued to 
regard him as a great imam 35 
In spite of al-Dhahabi's saying, we still need to assess this dilemma in light of the 
various texts and sayings about al-Awzä'i's scholarly abilities. This means that these 
apparent contradictions may not be overlooked; rather, it is necessary to undergo a detailed 
investigation to assess the actual level of scholarship of al-Awzä'i. Our main efforts must 
evaluate al-Awzä'i's scholarship and should not rest on one scholarly evaluation without 
even analyzing the context in which this evaluation was mentioned. Our assessment must 
be grounded in a thorough investigation of the complicated network of teachers and 
students that surround the scholar in question. The scholarly evaluation of his performance 
must be examined in light of his level of accuracy, his standing amongst other scholars, the 
method that he used to obtain his knowledge from different teachers, and his reputation in 
the community. The short biography provided above confirms al-Awzä`T's respectable 
reputation in the community. The following paragraph, however, will deal with the other 
aspects of his scholarship and show that Juynboll overlooked significant details when 
assessing al-Awzä'T's technical skills as a prominent scholar. 
Al-Awzä' started to learn hadith rigorously when he resided in the al-Yamäma. As 
mentioned above, al-Awzd' left his job at the diwän and moved to the residence of Yahyä 
35 Qultuyur-du anna al-Awzä i hadilhuhu 4a T fun min kawnihi yahtajju bi al-magän ` wa bi maräsil ahl a! - 
sham wa fl dhälika c4a fun la anna al-imam fi nafsihi 4a `Ff. Al-Dhahab? Siyar, vol. 7, p. 114. 
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b. Abi Kathir in order to listen and write down his hadiths. 36 It is reported that al-Awzä' 
was able to produce his first musannaf at this time. 7 Unfortunately, this valuable work did 
not survive because it was burned in a fire that destroyed it as well as other works of al- 
Awzä`T 38 According to al-Dhahabi, al-Awzä'i's books were burned at the time of the al- 
raffia: the earthquake that hit Syria in 130/747.39 Al-Awzä'i was unable to recover this lost 
knowledge since his source of hadith, Yahyä b. Abi Kathir, passed away before the time of 
the al-rajfa. After this incident, al-Awzä' was able to narrate only that which he 
memorized from these books. The result of this accident affected al-Awzä'i's narrations to 
the extent that he would mistakenly mention the name Abü al-Muhäjir in place of Abis al- 
Muhallab 40 
Al-Awzä'i also learned under al-Zuhry (d. 124/741; Madina) but the sources, as far 
as I was able to ascertain, are unclear about the place where the two men exchanged 
36 agäm [al-Awzä'TI 'inda Yahya muddatan yalaubu 'anhu wa sami'a minhu; Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 159 
37 Yannafa al Awzä 7 Nina dakhala 'ala Yahyd b. Abi Kathrr min kutubihi; Ibid, vol. 35, p. 161; al-Dhahabi, 
Siyar, vol. 7, p. 111. 
38 gäla Abü Däwüd: ihtaraga li-l-awzä 7 ithnd 'ashara qundägan 'an Yalryä b. Ab! KathTr. Abu DawUd ai- 
SijistänT, Su'älät Abi 'Ubayd a1.4jürT Ii-Abt Däwüd Sulaymän b. al-Ash'ath al-S#istäni fi ma'rifat al-rijäl wa 
jarhihim wa ta'dilihim, vol. 2, p. 202. 
39 al-DhahabT. Siyar, vol. 7, p. 115. 
40 gala Aba Dawüd: kullamil gäla al-Awzä 'an Abi al-Muhäjir fahuwa Abü al-Muhallab; Abo al-Muhallab is 
'Amr b. Mu'äwiyya al-Jurauri his uncle is Abu Quläba `Abdullah b. Zayd (d. 104/722; Basra), Abu al- 
Muhallab lived in Basra but I was not able to find his death date. He narrated from Samura b. Jundab and 
'Uthmen b. 'Affen, he narrated to Abu Qu(äba, Ibn Sinn and others. This isndd by al-Awzä'i starts with 
Yahya b. Abi KathTr to Abu Quläba to Abu al-Muhallab. Abu Dawüd, vol. 2, p. 202. 
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knowledge. Al-Awza' indicated that al-Zuhri gave him a kitäb of hadith and instructed 
him to narrate it on his authority, that is al-Zuhri's authority 
4' However, Yahyä b. Main 
believed that al-Awzä' heard directly from al-Zuhri and later received his kitäb from al- 
ZubaydT. 42 Perhaps Yahya b. Main believed that al-Awzä'i's direct listening (sam ) from 
al-Zuhrii was limited to part of the material in this kitäb. 
This led various scholars to reject 
part of what al-Awzd' narrated from al-Zuhri. The only part 
that they believed to be 
authentic was the narrations that the former heard directly 
from the latter. 3 Still, Ya`güb b. 
Shayba (d. 262/875; Basra) did not make this distinction and felt that al-Awzä'i's narrations 
through al-Zuhri did not meet the required level of accuracy, though 
he continued to 
consider al-Awz5`i as a trustworthy and a reliable narrator generally. 
44 
Perhaps the above presentation of scholarly sayings supports Juynboll's views about 
the inaccuracy of al-Awzä'i's narration but the picture may appear differently on a closer 
41 'an al-Awzä'i gäla dafa ä itayya al-Zuhrisahlfatan fa-qä1 irwirhä 'anni. Abe Zur'a, vol. 2, p. 415. 
42 al-Awzi `i yugäl innahu akhadha al-kitäba mina al-Zubaydi, kitäba al-Zuhrl, wa sami ahu min al-Zuhri; 
Yahyä b. Main, Tärikh Yahyä b. Win, vol. 1, p. 152. 
43 Ammä al-agwälu al-mutlaqatu allati aja-dat da fahu t al-Zuhrr fagad fassarahä ghayru wähidin min a! - 
aimmati bi annahu käna yuhaddithu 'an al-Zuhri min kitäbin akhadhahu min al-Zubaydir ay annahil lam 
yasma' minhu aw min kitäbin tahammalahu min al-Zuhrr munawalatan wa lidhälika gayyada aba Hätim 
tawthigahu fimä sami a; 'Abdullah Muhammad Hasan Damfiu, Marwiyyät al-imäm al-zuhri al-mu'allala fi 
kitäb 'ilali al-daraqu#ni, vol. 1, p. 155. 
44 wa al-Awzä'i ismuhu 'abd al-Rahmän b. 'umar wa huwa thiqatun thabtun lila anna riwäyatahu 'an al- 
Zuhrr khäsatan fa innathä shay 'an; Ya'gilb b. Shayba, Musnad amrr al-mu'minin 'umar b. al-kha«äb, p. 64. 
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look. In case of al-Awzä'i's narrations from Yahya b. Abi Kathir we must distinguish 
between al-Awzä'T's narrations before and after losing his books. Some scholars were able 
to realize this and did not regard al-Awzä`i to be unreliable in narrating the traditions from 
Yahya b. Abi Kathir. For instance, Yahyä b. Main asserted that no one is more 
trustworthy on the hadith of Yahyä b. Abi Kathir than Hishäm al-Dustuwii'Y (d. 154/770; 
Basra) and al-Awzä`i 45 
Furthermore, the claim that al-Awzä'i's transmission of al-Zuhri's hadiths was poor 
must be examined in light of the attitudes of scholars during this early time. Indeed, early 
scholars felt that learning through written copies is less effective than learning through 
listening in teaching circles. It is also evident that al-Awzä' maintained similar attitudes, 
for he felt that the best use of al-Zuhri's copies is the following of their teachings rather 
than the narration of their content 46 The methods adopted in learning and teaching are 
complicated but the reluctance of scholars to rely on written copies for learning hadith is 
maybe explained by looking into what al-Dhahabi described as the poor copying skills of 
this early period. 7 
45 laysa ahadun ftyalrya b. abT kathir mithla hishäm al-dustuwä'iwa al awzä'i. AI-Mizz7, vol. 4, p. 449. 
46 This is narrated on the authority of al-Walid b. Muslim. According to him al-Awzä' said about the books 
of al-Zuhri, ' yumalu bihä wa fä yutahaddathu bihä, " Abü Zur'a, vol. 2, p. 723. 
47 The explanation of the negative attitude towards copying hadrth is explained by al-DhahabT, al-DhahabT, 
Siyar, vol. 7, p. 114. 
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Al-Awzä' as well as many of his contemporary scholars believed that copying 
should be only secondary to listening, sam `, which they considered as the most effective 
tool for learning. Al-Awzä' indicated that this knowledge was transmitted most accurately 
when teachers orally taught their students in their learning circles 48 Students wrote down 
hadith to enforce their memorization but the problem began when some students copied the 
books of others without hearing these particular hafiith in learning circles. These students 
would learn solely from written copies and they had no way of checking copying errors or 
clarifying ambiguities of texts without diacritics. 
This caused many problems since hadiths scholars often emphasized the need for 
accurate narrations. Al-Awzä' considered those depending on copies rather than learning 
circles to be intruders in the field of hadth narration and were essentially responsible for 
mixing a significant amount of error in hadith. This explains al-Awzä'i's reluctance 
towards narrating al-Zuhrt's kitäb without actually listening to each hadith directly from al- 
Zuhri himself. Thus, al-Awzä`i was considered to be reliable only on that which he 
actually heard49 and this is a sign of reliability and strength rather than weakness. 
48 Una hädhä al-'ilmu kariman yatalagqähu al-rijälu baynahum falamma dakhala fl al-kutubi dakhala fiihi 
ghayru ahlihi; this account is narrated from al-Awzä'T on the authority of Ibn al-Mubärak (d. 181/797), al- 
Däriml, Sunan al-Ddrimi, vol. 1, p. 132. 
49 muttaba'un lima sami'a; Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 186. 
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According to our sources, Yahya b. Abi Kathir and al-Zuhri were the only two 
scholars who gave al-Awzä' copies of their written narrations. Still, al-Awzä' heard from 
many other scholars, though our sources give very little information about where this 
learning occurred and whether it was oral teaching or the acquisition of written copies, 
kitäbs. According to Abü Zur'a, al-Awzä' heard from `Atä' b. Abi Rabaah (d. 114/732; 
Mecca), 5° Abü Bakr b. Muhammad b. `Amr b. Hazm (d. 120/737; Madina), 51 al-Dahhäk b. 
`Abd al-Rahman b. `Arzab (d. 105/723; Syria), 52 al-Qäsim b. Mukhaymara (d. 100/718; 
Syria), 53 and many more scholars. 54 
This learning effort helped al-Awzä' establish a strong reputation for his 
scholarship; it was reported that the learned people of the Prophetic tradition are four: 
Sufyän al-Thawri in Kufa, Malik b. Ans in Madina, al-Awza' in Syria, and Hammäd b. 
50 According to Ibn Sa'd, `Atä' grew up in Mecca and he was the mawla of Banü Fihr or the al-Jumah. `Ata' 
was a trustworthy narrator who transmitted a large number of hadiith (kathir al-hadith). During his time, 'Ata' 
and Mujähid became the main sources of fatwas for the people of Mecca, although 'Atä' contributed more 
than Mujähid; al-Mizzi, vol. 5, p. 168. 
s' `Umar b. 'Abd al= Aztz appointed Abü Bakr b. Muhammad b. `Amr b. Haim as the gddi of Madina and 
ordered him to write down hadith from `Amra hint `Abd al-Rahmän and al-Qäsim b. Muhammad and then 
send them back to him; Ibn AbT H tim, vol. 9, p. 337. 
52 A trustworthy man whom `Umar b. `Abd al-`Adz appointed as a governor of Damascus; al-MizzT, vol. 3, p. 
475. 
s' al-Qäsim was a Küfan narrator who moved to Syria and died in Damascus. He was not known to have 
heard from the companions in Kufa, but he narrated various hadiths and Ismä'Tl b. AbT Khälid mentions that 
he was a scribe for al-Qäsim. al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 87. 
54 Abü Zur'a, vol. 2, p. 720. 
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Zayd in Basra. 55 This reputation naturally attracted many students to learn under al-Awzä`! 
and we have several reports describing how he transmitted his knowledge to them. These 
reports will show the extent to which al-Awzä`i was careful in transmitting knowledge to 
his students, his views of accurate narration, his scholarly opinions about some narrators, 
and his unaccountability for some weak hafiiths falsely attributed to him after his death by 
one of his students. Thus, these reports should undermine significantly the claim that al- 
Awzä'T's scholarly performance was weak. 
Abo Zur'a reported that `Umar b. `Abd al-Wähid (d. 200/815; Syria) 56 was one of al- 
Awza'i's students eager to collect hadTths narrated on his authority in a kitäb. When he 
completed this kitäb, `Umar b. `Abd al-Wähid showed it to al-Awzä`i who examined it for 
errors then permitted him to narrate it on his authority 57 `Amr b. Abi Salama (d. 214/829; 
Syria)$8 is another student but he transmitted a very small number of hadiths from al- 
Awzä`T. Nevertheless, the sources report an important conversation between the two men. 
`Amr b. Abi Salama attempted to learn some techniques of narration so he asked al-Awzä' i 
55 Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 184 and p. 203. 
56 He is the brother of Abil Bakr Muhammad b. `Abd al-Wähid. He narrated from Malik b. Anas and narrated 
to Ishäq b. Rähawih. It is reported that his books of al-Awz-a'T's hadiths were very accurate and he was 
considered trustworthy. a1-Mizzl, vol. 5, p. 372. 
57 nazara al-Awzä'1 ff kitäbrfagäla irwihi 'annr; Abo Zur`a, vol. 2, p. 723. 
58 He is Aba Hafs al-Dimashg7, he narrated from Makhitl al-Sham? and narrated to Ishäq b. Asid. Aba Bakr 
al-BayhaqT said he was unknown but Ibn Mäja narrated one hadith for him. al-Mizzt, vol. 9, p. 291. 
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about the terms to be used when describing how a narrator transmits hadiths obtained 
through munmwala. 59 Al-Awzä'i answered by saying that if the student hears hadith 
directly from his teacher then the term haddathanä is appropriate otherwise the student 
should use the term `an or gd1a 60 This conversation is significant for what it shows about 
al-Awza'i's regards for these terms and their role in strengthening or weakening a given 
isnäd since haddathanä entails that the narrator personally heard his source but `an or gilla 
are more flexible. 
A significant student who studied under al-Awzä' was al-Walid b. Mazyad al- 
Bayrüti (d. 183/799; Syria). 61 According to Ibn Abi IIätim, al-Awzä' admired this 
particular student enormously and advised his contemporaries who sought hadith to consult 
the kitäbs of al-Walid b. Mazyad for their accuracy and perfection 62 This admiration was 
59 This narration does not show whether al-AwzA'T actually used the term because the narration is in 'Amr b. 
AbT Salam's words. Another point is that we cannot be sure of what the word actually meant to al-Awzä'i or 
how this differs from what it became later as the science of hadith narration developed. In any case, Ibn al- 
Saläh defines munäwala as one of eight means of receiving hadith narrations. For him, it means that the 
student receives and is permitted to narrate a copy of hadith without actually hearing it or reading it to his 
teacher. Ab ü 'Amr al-Shahrazür3, Muqaddimat Ibn al-Saläh fi 'ulüm al-hadiith, p. 112-3. 
60 'an 'Amr b. abi salama ga1a: qultu Ii al Awzä 7 ft al-munawala aqülu fihä haddathand fag4I in kuntu 
haddathtuka faqul. faqultu aqulu akhbarana? gd1a: I faqultu: fakayfa aqülü? gä1a: qul 'an AT 'Amr wa 
gäla Abü 'Amr; Abo Zur'a, vol. 2, p. 723. 
6' He narrated from al-Awzä'i, al-Qahhäk b. Abi Hawshab, and many more; he narrated to his son al-'Abbäs, 
Muhammad al-Tantfkhº and many more. According to al-Nasä'T, al-Walid was trustworthy especially for al- 
Awzä'T's narrations. al-Mizzi, vol. 7, p. 485. 
62 'alaykum bikutubi al-Walk! b. Maryad fa-innahä sahihatun. Ibn AbT Hätim, p. 205. 
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perhaps mutual since al-Walid b. Mazyad praised al-Awzä' i and mentioned that he was 
able to discipline himself better than kings and notables. 63 Again, a]-Wal-id b. Mazyad 
narrated that al-Awzä' spoke highly of the tradition of the Prophet and warned against 
deviations-64 Al-Walid b. Mazyad preserved a number of significant letters sent by al- 
Aw7A'T to the `Abbasid caliph, his ministers, and his secretaries 65 
Al-Awzä' equally admired other students such as Muhammad b. Yüsuf al-Firydb 
(d. 212/827; Syria)66 and Marwän b. Muhammad (d. 210/825; Syria) 67 These students were 
very close to al-Awzä' i so when he died they narrated his courageous encounters, 
particularly his famous meeting with `Abdullah b. `Ali, the commander in the `Abbasid 
=y 68 
63 According to al-'Abbäs b. al-Waled b. Mazyad (d. 183/799; Syria), kings were unable to discipline 
themselves and their sons in the way al-Awzä'T disciplined himself. 'ajazat al-mulüku an tu'addiba anfusahä 
wa awladaha adaba al Awzä'ift nafsihi. Al-Dhahab7, vol. 7, p. 110. 
b4 ralayka bi 6thäri al-salafi, wa in rafadaka al-nanu; wa iyyäka wa ra'i al-rijäli wa in zakhrafthu laka bil- 
qawlifa inna al-amra yanjali wa anta minhu 'aid tarigin mustagimin. Ibn 'Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 200. 
65 These letters and their isnäds will be discussed in details below. 
66 He narrated from Sufyän al-Thawri and Sufyän b. `Uyayna, he narrated to Ahmad b. Hanbal and al- 
BukhdrT. According to al-`ijli, he was trustworthy, al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 571. 
67 He narrated from al-Higl b. Zyäd and narrated to Mahmitd b. Khdlid al-Sulami. According to Aha Hätim, 
he is thiqa. al-Mizzi, vol. 7, p. 74. 
68 The narration of this is the famous story about the meeting allegedly taking place between al-Awzä'T and 
'Abdullah b. 'All is present in Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 211-15 
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Al-Walid b. Muslim al-Qurash1 (d. 195/809; Syria)69 also heard haaith from al- 
Awzä'i but the sources indicate that he was responsible for ruining a large number of al- 
Awzä'J's hadiths. 7° The way in which this happened is covered by Abu Zur`a in detail. 
According to him, al-Awzä' mentioned the source of his narration by outlining the chain of 
authority and method of transmission. He, would mention the names of his immediate 
informants in the isnäd without avoiding names of insignificant men linking him to al- 
Zuhri or any other reputable narrator such as Näfi` and 'A! 5' . 
71 However, when al-Walid b. 
Muslim received al-Awzä'i's hadiths, he omitted all links between al-Awzä' and each one 
of these three men. Furthermore, al-Walid b. Muslim attributed to al-Awzä`i reports which 
he never narrated; he collected narrations allegedly going back to al-Awzä' from 
untrustworthy people, then he dropped their names from the isnäds and attributed their 
narrations directly to al-Awzä'T. 72 
Al-Walid b. Muslim preserved some of al-Awzä'ii's sayings, which appear to be 
helpful in describing his view of distinguishing between authentic and fabricated hadiths. 
69 He is Aba al-`Abbas al-Dimashg3 the mawla of Bans Umayya. He narrated from Anas b. Malik and many 
other people. He narrated to Däw(id b. Rashid. al-Ddraqutni accused him of tadlis. al-Mizzi, vol. 7, p. 488-9. 
70Ibid. 
71 This issue was discussed between al-Waled b. Muslim and al-Haytham b. Khärija (d. 228/842; Baghdad) 
who accused the former of ruining al-AwzA T's hadrths. Ibid. 
72 al-Haytham. b. Khärija is reported to admonish al-WaGd b. Muslim for dropping the links such as `Abdullah 
b. `Emir al-AslamT (d. 150/767; Madina) between al-Awzä'T and Näfi`. Ibid. 
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For instance, he heard al-Awzä' indicate that he would hear a hadTth and present it to his 
friends like presenting a coin to a money changer so whatever they recognize becomes 
accepted and whatever they do not recognize becomes rejected. 73 Although this narration 
does not mention these friends by name, al-Awzä' seems to have considered rare hadiths 
narrated by one narrator (mutafarrid) as inauthentic. This shows that al-Awzä' considered 
the (tafarrud) as a weakness (`illa). 
Al-Walid b. Muslim was viewed as an inaccurate narrator yet his forgeries did not 
ruin al-Awzä'i's hadiths completely due to the labors of a very diligent scribe named Higl 
b. Ziyäd al-Saksaki (d. 179/795; Syria). 74 According to Abü Däwüd, Higl is trustworthy on 
the narrations of al-Awz5'T's hadiths. Similarly, Ahmad b. Hanbal indicated that the 
hadiths of al-Awzd'T could not be received from someone more trustworthy and accurate 
than Higl. 
The fact that Al-Awzä' relied on diligent scribes helped produce various books 
dealing with hadith, fiqh, and maghäzi. These books reflect the fact that Al-Awza i 
regarded the Sunna with such high esteem to the extent that he asserted that the Sunna 
73 Abü Zur'a; vol. 2, p. 722. 
74 He narrated from Hishäm b. Hassän and narrated to Abu Mushir. Scholars such as Ahmad b. Hanbal, Abü 
Bakr b. Abi Khaythama, and Yahya b. Main indicated that Higl is trustworthy, especially for his writings of 
al-Awzä'T's narrations. al-Mizzi, vol. 7, p. 423-4. 
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overrules the Qur'än more than the Qur'än overrules the Sunna. 75 This takes us to a 
significant aspect of al-Awzä' s figh and its reliance on the Sunna as a main source for 
deductingfiqhi rules. This madhhab is most certainly different from Iraqi rnadhhabs that 
see ra y as a legitimate source besides the Qur'än and Sunna for deducing fighi rules. 
The practices of al-Awzä`i as narrated on the authority of his students describe his 
fiqh in a manner that presents clear evidence in which he would always rely on Sunna and 
athär traces of narrations from the companions and their views on legal matters rather than 
ray. Higl narrated a tradition in which al-Awzä' would refuse to give a legal opinion 
when he was unable to find support for it in the Sunna. Higl then adds that al-Awza' i gave 
a huge number of legal opinions all of which had basis for their validity in the Sunna. 76 
This is evident for al-Awzä' himself spoke highly of Prophetic tradition as well as the 
narrations of the companions and their opinions. According to him, one must follow the 
traditions of the forefathers (sales, f} and stay away from the opinions of men even if these 
opinions were highly embellished, for life will end and those who adopted the opinions of 
the salaf will be on the right path. ' 
These opinions of jurisprudence are clearly reflected in al-Awü'i's books. As 
mentioned above, he produced his first musannaf, which did not survive, while residing in 
Yamäma with Yahya b. Abi Kathir. According to the Fihrist, he produced other books 
75 Akhbarana Muhammad b. 'Uyayna an Abi Isha-q al-Fazlrrr an al-Awzä 7 'an Yahya b. AT Kathir qül. a! - 
sunnatu gädiyatun 'alä al-qur'än wa laysa al-qur'irnu bi-gäi iin 'alä al-sunna. al-DerimT, vol. 1, p. 474. 
76 Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 162. 
77 'alayka bi al-salaf, wa in rafadaka al-näsu; wa iyyaka wa arä'i al-rijali wa in zukhrifna bilgawli fa in al- 
amra yanjaliwa ants minhu älä tarigin mustagiinin. This saying appears in both Ibn 'Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 200; 
and al-Dhahabi, vol. 7, p. 120. 
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such as Kitäb al-sunan, fi al-figh and Kitäb al-masä'i/ al-figh. 78 According to Schacht, he 
dedicated these books to his disciples but none of these books was preserved in its original 
form. 79 Al-Awza'T's legal opinions on maghäzi were in a book called Siyar al Awzä `i 
which did not survive but parts of it appear in another book called al-radd `alä siyar al- 
Awzä `i. This valuable work presents an actual refutation of al-Awzä'T's criticism of Aba 
Hanifa by the known Hanafi scholar Abu Yüsuf al-Ansäri. 80 
Now, we will present an example from the above book in order to show how al- 
Awzd' relies on Sunna rather than ra y in making fighi rules. This example is found in the 
work of al-Shäfi`i where Abu Hanifa brings a fighi opinion about the place in which 
Muslims are supposed to divide their booty after finishing the battle field. Our work is 
primarily descriptive in that we will present the fiqhi arguments proposed by Abü Hanifa 
then a refutation by al-Awzä'i. We will then present Abü Yüsuf s refutation of al-Awzä' 
then a1-Sh5fi`i's refutation of Abn Yüsuf. This last refutation is particularly significant 
because it makes a determination that al-Awzä'i's opinions run much closer than that of 
Abü Hanifa and Abu Yüsuf to what is considered as Prophetic tradition. 
79 Muhammad al-Nadim, al-fihrist, p. 376. 
79 Joseph Schacht, E. I. 2 vol. 1, p. 772. 
80 Abu Yüsuf b. Ya`güb al-Ansärº, al-radd 'alä siyar al-Awzä'i. 
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According to Abü Hanifa, when Muslim soldiers acquire booty in the battle field at 
the där al-Narb, they should not divide it until they bring it out to där al-Isläm. 81 Al-Awza'T 
refuted this opinion completely by relying on a Prophetic tradition as well as various athär 
of the companions. For him, the Prophet never left a battle field before dividing its booty 
into five shares among the participants of the Muslim army. 82 These battles are the battle 
of Banü al-Mustalaq, Hawäzin, Hunayn, and Khaybar, the latter being known for the 
marriages of the Prophet with Safiyya and Dihya with the sister of Kinäna b. al-Rabi'. 
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These marriages were the result of dividing the booty, which included these two women, in 
the battlefield. For al-Awzä'i, these marriages present strong evidence that the Prophet 
divided up the booty of the battle at the battlefield itself and this refutes Abil IHanifa's 
opinions. Again, al-Awzä' asserts that the Muslim armies continued to follow this practice 
of dividing booty at the battlefield after their enemy would surrender throughout the period 
of the early caliphs until the killing of al-Walid. 84 For al-Awzä'i, this presents more 
evidence supporting his opinion and refuting Abra Hanifa's opinions. 
Abü Yilsuf supports Abo IIanifa's opinions and refutes al-Awzä'i's opinions by 
analyzing his evidence, providing some logical hypothesis leading to certain doubts about 
"' Qalä aba I}anffa rahimahu allah to älä idhä ghanima jundun min al-muslimina ghanimatan fi and al- 
'adwwi min al-mushrikin fala yagtasimanahä hattä yukhrijühä ild dar al-islam. AI-Shäfi`i, al-Umm, vol. 7, 
p. 303 (see appendix A) 
82 lam yuqfil rasül allah min ghaawatin asäba fihä maghnaman illä khammasahu wa qassamahu qabla an 
yuq)ril. Ibid. 
93 wa tazawwaja rasßl allah . afryyata wa qatala kinänata b. al-rabi' wa 'a Yä ukhtahu dihya. Ibid. 
84 thumrna lam yazal al-muslimüna 'aid dhälika ba'dahu wa juyüsh al-Muslimin. Ibid. 
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their validity, then providing other Prophetic traditions in support of Abis Ijanifa's legal 
opinions. According to Abts Yosuf, the Prophetic traditions used by al-Awz5`i failed to 
support his legal opinions about the matter. He believed that this particular Prophetic 
tradition must be understood in a new light. For him, the Prophet went to battle then 
triumphed over his enemies thereby making their territory part of dar al-Islam and this 
means that the Prophet divided his booty in dar al-Islam. Aba YQsuf asserts that the battle 
of Banff al-Mu ; nlaq witnessed a great victory for the Prophet and that this turned this 
particular place into a part of the dar al-Islam. 85 For him, this is further attested by the fact 
that the Prophet sent al-Walid b. 'Uqba to collect the 4adaga from those inhabiting the area 
of Banta a1-Mu. alaq and this confirms that it was part of the där al-Isläm. 86 Abo Yüsuf 
believed that this means that the Prophet divided the booty in this battle as well as other 
battles in what came to be considered as the abode of Islam and this particular 
understanding of this tradition in this new light refutes the legal opinion of al-Awzä`i. 
Abo YOsuf use--, more evidence to refute al-Awz5'i's opinions by dealing with the 
battle of Ijunayn. For him, the Prophetic tradition reports that the Prophet did not divide 
the booty in i3unayn until he left al-T'ä'if when people asked that he divide up the booty in 
the m1-Ji'inri . 
"1 For Abo Yosuf, this Prophetic tradition shows irrefutable evidence of the 
Rf 
rl n3 ichtsrun hwani aI-mu. tlalaq fa inna al-ra l /atalta bilädahum wa Yahara alayhim fa Tdrat 
htl i.! i/runt r aI. tx/c#a t. It id. 
`A fl d. 
"'a tý Wfi hurrxtin i/Id ba'da muniarafthi an a! -(d'rf king sa alahu al-nar wa hum bi al ji irräiw. ibid. 
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rule that whenever a Muslim army commander overcomes an enemy and enforces Islamic 
law in that area then this commander has the legal authority to divide his booty there. 88 
However, Abü Yüsuf believed that the inability to enforce Islamic law in the conquered 
area makes it undesirable (makr ah) for a commander to divide his booty in that area. 89 
Abu Yüsuf gives three logical hypotheses to show that Abo IIanifa's opinions are 
much superior to those of al-Awzä`i. Firstly, the inability to establish the newly conquered 
area as part of dar al-Islam makes it difficult to secure the booty 90 Secondly, this may 
cause problems if a back up army arrives on the scene and the booty has been already 
divided 9' Thirdly, this is likely to create a problem of ownership of that booty if it was 
first owned by the conquering Muslim army then taken up by the enemy then reacquired by 
another Muslim army. 92 In this case, Abo Yüsuf felt that the question of which Muslim 
army is more deserving of owning this booty is likely to posse a serious problem and create 
a major conflict. 
Abu Yüsuf employs another tactic in refuting al-Awzä'i's arguments by attacking 
the accuracy of his narrations thereby undermining the claim that dividing up booty outside 
sg fa idha zahara al-imäm 'alä däin wa athkhana ahlahii fayujri hukmahu alayhd fala ba'sa an yaqsim al- 
ghanima. Ibid. 
89 fainna nakrahu an yugassima fiha ghanimatan awfay'. Ibid. 
90 min qibali annahu lam yuharrizha. Ibid. 
91 min qibali annahu law dahkalajayshun min juüsh al-muslimTn madadan lahum sharrakühum fi tilka al- 
ghanima. Ibid. 
92 min qibali anna al-mushrilnna law istangadhü ma ft aydihim thumma ghanimahujayshun äkhara min 
juyüsh al-muslimfn. Ibid. 
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där al-Islam was a general practice from the time of `Umar and `Uthmän. For Abü Yüsuf, 
al-Awzä' used vague statements in asserting this and failed to mention the names of those 
who were supposed to have followed the practice of dividing the booty outside dar al- 
Islam. Abü Yüsuf believed that one must use authentic Prophetic tradition or practices of 
the early companions clearly attributed to actual names. Thus, he uses six traditions to 
refute al-Awzä'i's opinions: firstly, Abü Yüsuf mentions a tradition dealing with how 
`Umar sent a backup army to Sa'd b. Abi Wagqä and told him in a letter that this backup 
army must be included in dividing the booty if they arrive before the battle is finished. For 
Abu Yüsuf, this shows that Sa'd b. Abi Wagqäs would not have secured the booty in dar al- 
Ijarb and this attests to the legal opinion that the commander must divide the booty only 
when the war ends and the area conquered becomes part of the där al-Isläm 93 
Secondly, Abü Yüsuf mentions a tradition narrated from `Ubada b. al-Sä. mit 
providing as exegesis for the opening verse of the süra of al-Anfal. According to him, this 
verse descended on the Prophet ordering him to claim all the booty captured in the battle of 
Badr when the companions disagreed on how it should be divided. 4 For `Ubäda, this verse 
admonished the companions for their bad behavior of disagreeing over the proper way of 
dividing booty. 95 Abü Yüsuf concludes that this was so because the companions attempted 
93 'an 'Uamr annahu kataba i1ä Sad b. Abi Wagqä anni qad amdadtuka bi qawmin fa ammä man atäka 
minhum qabla tanaffuq al-gatlä fa ashrikhu fi al-ghanima qä1 Abts Yasuf wa hadba yu'limu annahum lam 
yuharrizu dhälika fi and al-barb. Ibid. 
94 su'ii 'Ubäda 'an al-anfa! fagäl fina asliäbu Muhammad unzilat. Ibid. 
95 intaza'ahu allahu minn kina ikhtalafnä. Ibid. 
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to divide this booty outside of dar al-Islam and this shows the extent to which al-Awza'! 's 
opinion is worthy of disapprove 96 
Thirdly, Abu Yüsuf cites a tradition narrated on the authority of Ibn `Abbas saying 
that tie Prophet did not divide the booty of Badr until he arrived at Medina. Abü Yüsuf 
claims that the validity of this tradition is attested to by the fact that the Prophet divided a 
share for `Uthmän and Talha though both men never attended the battle. 97 For Abü Yüsuf, 
this tradition shows that the Prophet divided up booty after returning to där al-Isläm and 
this further supports Abu Hanifa's argument over that of al-Awzä'i. Fourthly, Abu Yüsuf 
narrated a tradition on the authority of his teachers without mentioning their names that 
they said that the Prophet never divided up booty in the battlefield 98 
Fifthly, Abu Yüsuf presents the tradition of `Abdullah b. Jahsh in which the Prophet 
sent him to attack the caravan of `Abdullah Ibn al-Hadranii. This tradition shows that 
`Abdullah b. Ja1 sh captured two prisoners, oils, foods, and merchandise from the trade of 
the people of the Tä'if and did not divide this booty until he reached the Prophet in 
96 qal Abu Yüsuf wa dhälika 'indanä Ii'annahum lam yuhrizühu wa yukhryuhu ilä dar al-islam. Ibid. 
97 'an Ibn 'Abbas anna al-nabi lam yuqassim ghanil'im Badr illd min ba'di maqdamihi al-Madina wa al- 
dalilul 'a1ä dhälika annahu daraba li 'Uthmäna wa Talha bi sahm sahm fagäl wa ajrunafa qal wa ajrukuma 
wa lam yashhadä waqta Badr. Ibid. 
98 'an ashyäkhina 'an al-Zuhri wa makltul anna al-rasül lam yuqassim ghanima fi dar al-barb. Ibid. 
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Medina. 99 For Abu Yusuf, `Abdullah b. Jahsh did not divide this booty in the battle field 
but brought whatever he obtained back to dar a-Isläm where the Prophet divided it 
according to Islamic law. This proves the validity of the opinion of dividing up the booty 
in the Or al-Islam. 
Sixthly, Abü Yüsuf brings a tradition in which Mu`ädh gave his legal opinion about 
a matter where Shurahbil sold some of the cattle he captured during the battle of Qinnisrin. 
According to Mu`ädh, this was permissible because the companions often used some of the 
booty captured in battles upon need. 1°° For Abo Yüsuf, this attests to the fact that Muslims 
should not divide booty in the battlefield since the need for supplies required to conduct an 
ongoing battle necessitates that the booty remains undivided. Still, Abü Yüsuf saw that the 
commander of a Muslim army may divide the booty among his soldiers if it becomes a 
burden when its size makes it difficult to secure or carry back to the där al-Isläm. '0' 
This shows the nature of Abu Ynsuf s figh and how it depends on logical hypothesis 
for explaining Prophetic tradition. This is entirely different from the way in which al- 
Awzä' explains Prophetic tradition and uses this explanation to make fighi rules. For 
" ba'atha [rasrd allah] 'Abdullah b. Jaiish ilä batni nakhla fa isäba hunäka 'Amr b. al-Ijadrami wa asäba 
asirän aw ithnayn wa asdba ma kana ma'ahum min adamin wa zaytin wa tijäratin min tijärat ahl al-Ta'if fa 
qadima bi dhälika'alä rasa allah wa lam yugassim dhälika 'abdullah b. ja/sh ilattä qadima al-Madina. lbid, 
vol. 7, p. 304. 
10° gala Mu'ädh qad kdn rasül allah yu{`imu al-nlrs mä asäbu min al-ghanam wa al-baqar idhä kanii 
muhtdjzn. Ibid. 
101 wa naqülu ay4an idhä qassama al-imämu fl där al-I arb fa qasmahu jä'iz fa in lam yakun ma ahu 
itamülatan yalimilu 'alayhä al-maghnam aw ihtäj al-muslimüna ilayhä aw känt 'ilia fa qasama lahä al- 
maghnam. Ibid, p. 303. 
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instance, al-Awzä' determined that the booty captured in battle maybe be divided in där al- 
Harb. For him, this is a valid opinion since it is supported by a Prophetic tradition whose 
meaning is grounded in the practices of the companions and their followers. This is evident 
since al, Awza' provided the particular tradition supporting his legal opinion then he 
indicated that this was the practice of all Muslims until the time of al-Walid, a time in 
which the jihad state practically ended. Aba Yüsuf, on the other hand, finds the practice of 
the companions to be less significant in understanding the tradition in question and this 
ultimately leads him to reach differentfiqhi opinions than those of al-Awzä'i. For him, the 
logical hypotheses that may be raised about this situation or that situation better explain the 
way in which a given Prophetic tradition be put in its proper fighi perspective. Thus, AbM! 
Yasuf saw that dividing booty outside the där al-Islam makes no sense. This is the main 
difference between the two scholars in making figh rules and this difference will be further 
crystallized when discussing how al-Shäfi`i refuted Abü Yüsuf s legal opinions in support 
of al-Awzä'i's opinions. 
Now, we will turn to al-Shäft'i's refutation of Abü Yüsuf s opinions about the place 
in which Muslims should divide booty acquired in the battlefield. Al-Shäfi`i tackles AbN! 
Yüsuf s fighi views in a very systematic way, first by showing that he holds inconsistent 
fiqhi views as a result of trying to understand Prophetic tradition in light of logical 
hypotheses. Secondly, he weakened the isnäds of the traditions used to support Abü 
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Yüsuf s fighi opinions. Thirdly, he rendered the traditions used by Abü Yüsuf to lack the 
evidence necessary for supporting his legal opinions. 
On the claim of inconsistency, al-Shäfi`i mentions that Abü Yüsuf adopted the 
opinion that a commander is maybe permitted to divide up what he gained in war if it 
became a burden or if the commander sees this division to enhance the interest of the army. 
For al-Shäfi`i, this contradicts Abu Yüsuf s previous position and puts him in a similar 
position to that of al-Awz5'T. 102 Al-Shäfi`T saw the efforts to understand the Prophetic 
tradition in light of logical hypothesis to be the main source of this confusion. For him, the 
adoption of the position of dividing booty in där al-Narb out of necessity was the result of a 
logical hypothesis about the common good of the soldiers. Again, the adoption of the 
opinion of not dividing booty in dar al-IIarb was also the result of a logical hypothesis 
about the danger that Muslims are likely to face when distributing the division of booty. 
This made al-Shäfi`i assert that Abu Yüsuf s logical hypotheses resulted in him adopting 
al-Awzä'i's legal opinions unknowingly. 103 
Secondly, Al-Shäfi`i undermines Abü Yüsufs fiqhi opinions by weakening the 
isnäd attached to the tradition that deals with the story of `Umar's letter to S'ad b. Abi 
Wagqäs. As mentioned above, this letter included a request from `Umar to include the 
back up army in dividing the booty if they arrive before the battle ended. For al-Shäfi`i, 
102 wa balaghani 'anhu annahu qäl wa in qassama bi biläd al-harb kän ja'izan wa hädha tarkun li qawlihi wa 
dukhülun f: ma 'äba 'ala al-awzä 'i. Ibid. 
103 wa qad balaghani `anhu annahu qäl wa in nafagat al-qatla wa hum ft biläd al-barb lam yakhruju minhä 
wa lam yagtasimü sharakahum al-madad wa kul hirdha khrüjun mimä ihtajja bihi. Ibid. 
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this tradition is narrated on the authority of Mujälid from al-Sha`bi from `Umar and this 
isnäd is weak for the inability to prove the authenticity of the story as well as the rejection 
of Abu Yüsuf himself to such traditions narrated on the authority of these same men. 104 Al- 
Shäfi`i would not rest after disputing the authenticity of the above tradition but continues 
his arguments against Abü Yüsufls, claiming that this particular tradition lacks necessary 
evidence for proving that a commander must divide booty in the dar al-Isläm. 
Abu Yüsuf used this tradition to show that Sa'd b. Abi Wagqäs would not have 
been able to secure the booty in där al-Narb and would not have divided it until reaching 
dar al-Islam. However, al-Shäfi`i saw this as evidence attesting to the contrary. For him, 
`Umar's letter indicates that the back up army be excluded from the booty when they arrive 
after the battle. This exclusion necessitates the occurrence of a division before leaving the 
daz al-Harb. 105 It seems that al-Shäfi`i believed that this particular tradition cannot be used 
as evidence for the issue of where a commander should divide the booty. Rather, he 
believed that the fact that `Umar saw the end of the battle as a condition for the inclusion of 
the back up army in dividing the booty indicates nothing about its place of division but 
serves as a determinant of whether this army participates in the war. This means that Sa'd 
b. Abi Wagqäs would have divided the booty outside där al-Isläm and would have included 
the back up army had it participated in the battle with the first army. 
104 wa laqad ihtajja aid al-Awzä 7 bi / adith rUj l wa huwa yarghabu an al-riwäyati 'anhum. Ibid. 
ios wa qad balaghani 'anhu annahu qäl wa in nafaqat al-gatlä wa hum fl biläd al-Iarb lam yakhrujü minhä 
wa lam yagtasimü sharakahum al-madad wa kulu hädh al-qawl khrüjun mimmä ihtajja bihi. Ibid. 
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Other traditions lacking evidence to validate Abü Yiisuf's legal opinions in Al- 
Shilfi`i's view are the stories of the battle of Banü al-Mustalaq and that of Khaybar. For al- 
Shäfi`i, the claim that these two places became part of där al-Isläm in the aftermath of 
Muslim conquest is unfounded. The facts attest to the contrary: first, the Prophet 
conquered Banü al-Mustalaq and divided all the booty obtained in the battle among the 
Muslims before returning to Medina at year five. The place in which Bann al-Mustalaq 
lived remained part of ddr al-Narb until the Prophet sent them al-Walid b. 'Uqba to collect 
their zahn when they became Muslims at year ten. 106 Second, the Prophet conquered 
Khaybar, captured its spoils and divided it as booty among Muslim soldiers, and signed a 
treaty with its inhabitants before returning to Medina. The inhabitants of Khaybar 
continued to practice their religion as people of the book and their area as well as all other 
areas around it remained part of dZir al-Harb. '°7 For al-Shäfi`i, this shows that the Prophet 
divided booty in där al-IIarb repeatedly and the above two traditions give no evidence that 
booty must be divided in ddr al-Isläm. 
Finally, al-Shäfi`i regarded the tradition of including `Uthmä and Talha in the booty 
of Badr and the tradition of `Abdullah b. Jahsh to have no evidence attesting to the 
impermissibility of dividing booty in där al-Narb. For him, these two traditions occurred 
before the verse concerning dividing booty was revealed and the Prophet was not known to 
1 °6 fa inna al-Rasül aghär 'alayhim [Banü al-MuslalagJ wa qassama amwälahum wa sabyahum fl ddrihim 
sant khams wa innamä aslamü ba dahd bizmän wa innamä ba atha ilayhim al-Ward b. 'Uqba musadigan 
sant 'ashra wa qd raja 'a Rasül allah 'anhum wa daruhum dar barb. Ibid. 
107 wa iammä Khaybar famä 'alimtuhu kiln fha muslimun wäiýid wa mä sälala i11ä al-yahüd wa hum 'a15 
dinihim wa anna mä bawla khaybar kulluhu dar farb. Ibid. 
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have given part of the booty to anyone not attending the battle after this time. 108 As a 
result, al-Shäfi`i concludes that Abü Yüsufls rebuttal of al-Awzä'i's opinions is unfounded 
and that al-Awzä'i's opinions on dividing booty in the dä. r al-Narb reflects the consensus of 
the companions and presents an accurate understanding of the tradition of the Prophet. 
The above debate reflecting the nature of al-Awzä'i's figh and how it differs from 
that of Abu Hanifa presents a significant point for our research. The need to understand the 
nature of the fiqh of al-Awzä' must depend on two aspects: first, we need to examine the 
way in which he described his own u VI, namely the rules followed in reaching fiqhi 
opinions. Secondly, we must examine the way in which he puts his usül into practice so 
that we make an assessment of whether his fighi opinions reflect his conception of usül. It 
is clear that al-Awzd'! 's legal opinion about the permissibility of dividing booty in där al- 
Harb is derived from what he believed to be the Sunna of the Prophet and this presents a 
perfect match between al-Awzä'i's conception of usül and his practice of fiqhi. This is 
evident when looking into the analysis of the fighi arguments presented above and the way 
in which al-Shäfi`i concluded that al-Awzä'i's opinions match the Sunna of the Prophet. 
This model of examining the conception of usül of a given scholar and how they 
reflect his fighi opinions must be followed when attempting to research the nature of early 
madhhabs. The researchers who ignore the role of usül in understanding the nature of fighi 
108 wa ammä ma ihtaffa bihi min waq'at 'Abdullah b. Jaiish fa dhälika qabla Badr wa qabla nuzül al-rya. 
Ibid. 
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opinions and make assumptions about the development of early madhhabs based on 
individual cases are likely to reach inaccurate conclusions. One may assert that early 
scholars were influenced by practices that did not originate from the Sunna but reflect an 
influence from pre-Islamic Arabia, Roman law. Indeed, those possessed with the influence 
of alien traditions on Islamic law are likely to find similar rulings between Islamic figh, pre- 
Islamic Arabia, and Roman law, or any other law. This would be the result of an 
incomplete research whose author would have failed to consult the impact of usül on fighi 
opinions. Indeed, finding similarities between this ruling or that ruling between this law or 
that law may result in concluding that the American constitution derives from Yemeni 
tribal law since they both emphasize the right to bear arms. 
The best example of this is the recent attempt by Patricia Crone to examine alien 
influences on the shad'a. Crone attempted to analyze the development of the shad 'a in 
light of the cultural background of the Middle East. She showed that the system of walä ` 
found in Islamic shari `a originated in what is considered as provincial law, namely the non- 
Roman law practiced in the provinces of the Roman empire especially those which were 
formerly ruled by the Greeks. She based this view on some similarities between the 
practices of the two laws claiming that Mu`äwiya was responsible for instituting this 
provincial law in Arab society. However, Crone's argument fails on several levels: first she 
fails to bring the 'usul that allowed early scholars to reconcile this notion of Mu`äwiya's 
establishment of this particular institution. Secondly, Crone fails to explain how the new 
converts were included into the tribes living in the cities of Kufa and Basra from the time of 
`Umar I until the time of Mu`äwiya. Thirdly, Crone fails to show how these same people 
reacted to this newly instituted law or how Mu`äwiya was able to convince the scholars not 
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to mention one word of protest against this alien practice during his time as well as the time 
of `Abbasid rule. Lastly, Crone failed to prove the authenticity of her materials about pre- 
Islamic Arabia and this is shocking given her ultra skeptic views towards early sources. 
Al-Awzä' discussed his opinions with his learning contemporary Sufyän al- 
Thawrilo9 about the reliability of narrators transmitting hadiths. According to Sufyän b. 
`Uyayna, al-Awzä' rejected a hadith narrated on the authority of Yazid b. Abi Ziyäd (d. 
136/753; Kufa), 110 whom Sufyän al-Thawri used while defending his fighi opinion that one 
should not raise one's hands while moving to the bowing (ruku ) position in prayers. This 
debate occurred in Mina when the two men were performing the pilgrimage, and al-Awzä' 
argued against Sufyän al-Thawri by producing one of al-Zuhri's hadTths, which mentions 
that the Prophet raised his hands in ruku'. Al-Awzd`i then criticized Sufyän al-Thawri for 
using this narration because Yazid b. Abi Ziyad was a man of weak hadiths (da `iji al- 
hadith) and his narrations were inconsistent with the practice of the Prophet (wa hadithuhu 
mukhälifun li al-sunna). 11" 
'°9 According to Malik b. Arras, al-Awzä'r, Sufyän al-Thawri, and Abn Iianlfa have met and studied together 
with Malik at his residence. Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 167. 
10 Yazid b. Abi ziyad al-QurashT, he narated from al-Zuhrr and narrated to wakr` b. al-Jarrah. Abu Hatim, b. 
Numayr, al-Bukhäri, al-Tirmidhr, and al-Nasä'T indicated that he was weak and his hadrth was neglected. al- 
Mizzi, vol. 8, p. 125-6. 
"' Ibid. 
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This story reflecting part of al-Awzai'sfiqh has not received proper attention in our 
recent times. Indeed, Steven Judd considered the whole encounter to be legendary, a 
fabricated story created by al-Awzä'i's students to boost the reputation of their teacher at 
the expense of Sufyän al-Thawn, Judd believed that the creation of "eponyms" forced 
students to take sides and identify themselves in terms of this madhhab or that madhhab. 
This difference forced students of scholars with similar madhhabs to cash in on this 
competition and begin creating imaginary differences between their respective madhhabs. 
Judd believed that the jurisprudence of al-Awzä' and al-Thawri was identical and the 
student of each Shaykh found it difficult to claim views that distinguish them from one 
another. 112 This led al-Awzä'i's students to make up stories depicting their teacher to have 
had some conflict infiqhi opinions with Sufyan al-Thawri. This led Judd to view the above 
fiqhi argument between the two shaykhs as. legendary. For him, "The emergence of the 
eponyms as standard identifiers of legal traditions clearly affected the way in which 
followers of Sufyan al-Thawri and al-Awzä' discussed the two shaykhs and their legal 
thinking. "' 13 
Judd's argument about this encounter undermined certain established facts about the 
jurisprudence of the two shaykhs and ignored certain characteristics of the relationships 
between scholars and their students. In his view of this tradition, Judd chooses to see the 
encounter in light of an abstract idea entailing that scholarly development must take place 
as a result of conflict occurring between different scholars. This deterministic idea sees the 
unfolding of history as a development that will ultimately uncover some development from 
112 Steve Judd, "Comparative hagiography in biographies of al-Awzai and Sufyan al-Thawri, " p. 26. 
1 13 Steve Judd, p. 36. 
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the rudimentary to the sophisticated. This imaginary view of history fails to consider 
documentation of events and treats historical research as propaganda. 
The above claims that al-Awza`i and al-Thawri had similar jurisprudence is 
unfounded. This view of jurisprudence is radically different from that of al-Thawri without 
a doubt. Indeed, Schacht's understanding of the regional fighi conflict between the various 
schools of figh better explains why al-Awzä'i's figh is very different from al-Thaws 's figh. 
The former belongs to the Syrian tradition where the sunna is very significant to the extent 
that it overrules the Qur'an,, while the latter belongs to the Iraqi tradition where the sunna 
does not overrule the Qur'an. Thus, the notion that al-Awzä' and al-Thawri have similar 
views of jurisprudence is false. 
Secondly, Judd's claim that thefiqh of these two men were similar is as unfounded 
as his claim about their jurisprudence. Indeed, the encounter of the two shykhs reflects the 
extent to which each scholar depended on his understanding of jurisprudence in producing 
fiqhi rules. Al-Jabburi captures this difference between scholars representing different 
regions. In his significant work on early figh which Judd ignored in his work, al-Jabburi 
asserted that each region represented a unique type of figh development and scholarly 
understanding of jurisprudence. Al-Awzä'i's argument that a person must raise his hand 
while going to the bowing position reflects his inclination towards regarding al-Zuhri's 
view which represents Medinan and Syrian figh. Whereas al-Thawri's view of not raising 
the hands while making rukü' reflects Iraqi tradition about this issue. Perhaps al-Thawr! 
needed to support his fiqh by all means, even to the extent of using weak hadith for 
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supporting this particular opinion. This meeting reflects the extent to which the fiqh of 
these two men differed and the way in which the figh of each man represented his region of 
formation. 
Still, this information about the madhhabs presented in this story would not be 
sufficient to show the extent to which the two madhhabs are different. Indeed, Judd sees 
the whole thing as a fabrication inserted by students for personal reasons. Thus, we present 
one final fighi issue to show the difference between the madhhabs of the two men. This 
issue is familiar to most students offiqh in the Muslim word as well as the Western world. 
This issue deals with the permissibility of drinking nabidh, an issue that al-Thawri openly 
considers as permissible, while the other considers it impermissible. The difference on this 
issue between the two scholars could not be a creation of their students since al-Thawri was 
known to have drunk nabidh publicly in order to show that he believed in the permissibility 
of such an act. 114 Al-Awzä'i was aware of this fiqhi position generally adopted by Iraqi 
scholars towards nabidh, thus, he was said to have attempted to distance himself from them 
on this issue as well as other issues. 
Thirdly, the claim that the students of scholars with similar fighs attempt to create 
forgeries reflecting imaginary differences of opinions in order to spark fiqhi debates is 
unfounded. Indeed, al-Layth b. Sa'd (d. 175-791; Egypt) presents us with a vivid example 
of how scholars adopting similar fiqhi opinions do not necessarily give rise to the 
phenomenon described by Judd. Al-Awzd' and al-Layth b. Sad had closerfiqh than that 
of al-Thawri yet we do not see the students of these two scholars engaging in this 
114 al-Dhakabi, siyar, vol. 7, p. 260. 
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competition mentioned above. Judd failed to make that comparison between the students of 
al-Awzä'i and those of al-Layth b. Sa'd. Furthermore, Judd failed to provide specific 
names of any students engaging in this particular process of competition. The only thing 
that he saw was the fact that students praise their scholars and Judd took this as a result of 
competition between students. 
From this analysis, we may assert that Judd failed to recognize that Islamic history 
has what came to be known as manägib literature. This literature deals with students 
praising their teachers for their various qualities. This is a natural phenomenon since the 
anthropological background of the region allowed for a strong bond between students and 
their teachers. In fact, the praising of one's teacher is a natural outcome in a society that 
emphasizes the religious authority of any given teacher and his ethical behavior. Praising 
ones' teacher does not necessarily have to be at the expense of other scholars and this is 
what Judd failed to understand. 
This presentation of al-Awza`i's process of learning and teaching should be 
sufficient to show that he was a considerable scholar whose sayings reflect what scholars 
might have viewed as basis of fighi and how it relates to Prophetic tradition. Indeed, al- 
Awzä'i's figh remained significant after his death. This is attested to by the fact that Abis 
Yüsuf responded to his book called Siyar, and that al-Shafi`i responded to Abu Ynsuf in an 
effort to assert al-Awza'i's claims over those of Abü Yüsuf. Al-Awzä'T's figh continued to 
be applied and taught as an independent madhhab in Syria up to the fifth century and in 
Spain until it was supplanted by Maliki figh. According to al-Dhahabi, al-Awzä'T's fiqh 
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was applied for a considerable amount of time in Syria and Spain until it became absolute 
when scholars of al-Awzä'i's madhhab significantly decreased. However, the fighi sayings 
of al-Awzd`i remained in books dealing with the differences of opinions between fagihs as 
well as other tradition books. ' 15 
The above coverage of al-Aw7d'i's skills in narrating hadith then the nature and 
quality of his figh provide a theoretical overview of how he felt about legal life. Now we 
need to know what type of sources he considered legitimate when dealing with the state. 
Would he use ray as a base for his interactions with leadership? One way to deal with this 
is to assume that he applied what he viewed as tradition as the basis for his figh, hence he is 
bound to do the same thing while dealing with the state. However, the paper rejects the 
notion that assumption may be used as evidence in historical research. As outlined above, 
we criticized those who selectively deal with sources, using that which enhances their 
argument and rejecting that opposing their findings. We refuse to follow the same method 
of research we criticized earlier in this work. As a result, we will have to go to all the 
sources at our disposal that deal with al-Awzd' s interactions with political authority. 
Furthermore, we need to make sure that this evidence is authentic and reliable for 
constructing the backbone of this research. The reliance on authentic evidence is 
particularly significant for proving the nature of al-Awzä'i's dealing with political 
authority. Again, this evidence will show the legal framework which al-AwzXi used as the 
basis for his position towards the caliph and his supporters. Indeed, this is the most 
effective way for building strong research that will provide clear information and 
115 al-Dhahabi, Tathkirah al-I(uffa-z, vol. 1, p. 182. 
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strengthen our understanding of this early period in Islam and the way in which the scholars 
dealt with political leadership. 
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Chapter IV 
Al-Awzä`Y's meeting with `Abdullah b. `Ali 
The outline of fiqh and hadth analyzed in the pervious chapter shows that al- 
Awzä' treated the Sunna as the main source for deductingfiqhi rules. Now, we need to see 
how al-Awzä`i dealt with political authority and the extent to which his use of the tradition 
played a role in shaping his politics towards the `Abbasid regime. As mentioned above, we 
need to determine the way in which al-Awzä' interacted with political authority through 
actual evidence based on sources rather than ideas based on theories. However, dealing 
with the sources brings a problem challenging modern historians for more than one century 
now. This problem deals with our ability to determine the authenticity of sources and use 
them in the context we need for our efforts to enhance our understanding of Islamic history. 
Thus, we need to determine the authenticity of any material used to support our argument so 
that our work would have its basis on facts rather than assumptions. 
The meeting between al-Awza' and `Abdullah b. `Ali (d. 148/765; Baghdad) 
represents us with the first official encounter of the former with the `Abbasid regime. This 
meeting is particularly significant for our work since it shows the way in which al-Awzä` i 
dealt with the `Abbasid rulers. This meeting shows that al-Awzä`i did not champion 
`Abbasid claims to legitimacy yet he continued to heed to the authority of the state and 
cooperate with its leadership. This is reflected in the part of the meeting where `Abdullah 
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b. `Ali examined al-Awzä'i's attitudes towards the claim that the caliph should be related to 
the Prophet's family. This presents the most significant point in the meeting since al- 
Awzä' rejected this sole claim to legitimacy. However, using this episode as evidence for 
our work is somewhat problematic. Indeed, Schacht regarded the whole story about this 
meeting as legendary, ' and his views continue to find support among scholars with similar 
unhealthy skepticism rendering the bulk of Islamic history as collections of lies. Many 
scholars believe this particular encounter as a fabricated account inserted by third century 
Muslin scholars aiming to portray the so called virtues of the `ulamä' (manägib al- `ulama). 
Perhaps the character traits of the two figures and the circumstances surrounding 
this meeting support the claim that it was legendary. For instance, when we look closely 
into the way in which `Abdullah b. `Ali handled his military responsibilities, history sources 
tell us that he carried out massive executions of Umayyad officials and their associates. 
`Abdullah b. `Ali was appointed as the commander of the `Abbasid army in 132/749 by his 
nephew the first `Abbasid caliph al-Saff`ah. The first mission of this army was to go to 
Syria and eliminate the Umayyad regime, its army, and its supporters on all levels. Al- 
Tabari indicates in his outline of the year 132 the narrations about how `Abdullah b. `Ali 
marched into Syria and fought with the Umayyad army. The Umayyads were annihilated, 
the last Umayyad Marwän b. Muhammad fled, and `Abdullah b. `Ali chased him until he 
killed him in Egypt. 2 
1 Joseph Schacht, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 773. 
2 al-Tabari, vol. 9, p. 89 
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`Abdullah b. `Ali would not stop his killing rampage throughout his rule over Syria 
which extended from 132/749 to 137/754. The question remains: if the story of their 
meeting is really authentic, why would `Abdullah b. `Ali spare the life of an important ally 
of the Umayyads such as al-Awzäl? Again, why would `Abdullah b. `Ali listen to heavy 
criticism levied against the legitimacy claims of the `Abbasid without admonishing al- 
Awzä' or make him pay for his position towards the `Abbasid regime? These two 
questions raise various concerns about the authenticity of the meeting and strengthen the 
claim that this story was made up by later scholars to idealize the early scholars and portray 
them as heroes in front of brutal rulers. 
This takes us back to the significant issue raised earlier in our research about the 
problems of dealing with Islamic history sources. This story is likely to make a strong 
impression on a researcher, making him believe that later scholars were motivated to 
fabricate such a story in an effort to idealize earlier scholars. This is only natural. 
However, this research will not base its investigation on impressions or feelings for 
otherwise what is the difference between a historian and a propagandist? We must be able 
not to judge historical accounts on the basis of our impression of what may appear as facts 
but on how actual facts present historical reality. In a sense, the way in which historical 
research must be carried out needs to rest on more than just assumptions and be grounded in 
facts attested to by concrete evaluation of historical sources. In this research we will 
propose an objective methodology for dealing with the sources containing this story without 
being affected by impressions likely to bias historical research. Still, we have to deal with 
previous methodologies in order to show the merit of ours and the extent to which these 
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previous methodologies hinder the ability of researchers to conduct objective historical 
research. 
For a quick view of one methodology dominating the field of Islamic history for the 
past few decades, one must mention the theory of common link adopted by Schacht. This 
theory led him to conclude that the majority of early historical reports were fabricated, 
including the above story. Similarly, Cook developed the theory of the spreading isnad. He 
believed that this theory proved that early reports dealing with the Prophetic tradition were 
false. The skeptical attitudes reflected in these two theories ignore hadi-th criticism as a 
valuable tool for evaluating the reputation of those circulating a given story. This method 
has been recently championed by Harald Motzki. 3 His analysis of the story of Ibn Abi al- 
Huqayq shows the inconsistency of the common link theory. Similarly, Iftikhar al-Zaman 
responded to the theory of spreading isnäd by showing that the narration of Sa'd b. Abi 
Wagqäs with its several versions goes back to various narrators. For him, each narrator 
presented a certain version of the tradition and this suggests that the narrators did not copy 
from one student. Thus, our research of the al-Awzä'T story will adopt Motzki's method of 
analyzing the chains of transmission with their texts in order to reach certain conclusions 
about the authenticity of our tradition. 
Our work in this chapter will be divided into four parts: The first will be the isnäd 
analysis in which different isnäds are analyzed. The second part will be the matn analysis. 
This part will discuss the differences in various texts. The third part will deal with how the 
3 Harald Motzki, "The Murder of Ibn AT al-Hugayq" unpublished work. 
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first two parts show the inconsistency of the common link theory and the theory of the 
spreading isnäd. The fourth part will deal with the significance of the content of the 
meeting illustrated in the questions about `Abbasid legitimacy claims. This part will show 
that al-Awzä' rejected `Abdullah b. `All's claims on the illegitimacy of the Umayyads and 
the legitimacy of the `Abbasids. 
Isnäd analysis 
The narrations of al-Awzä'i's meeting with `Abdullah b. `Ali appear in our sources 
with five different isnäds. The first and second go back to two of al-Awzä'l's students4: 
Al-Firyäbi (d. 212/827; Syria), 5 and Abü Khulayd `Utba Ibn IIammäd (d.?; Syria). The 6 
third isnäd goes back to Marwän b. Muhammad (d. 210/825; Syria), 7 the forth goes to 
Ahamad Ibn al-Ghamr (d.?; Syria), 8 and the fifth goes to al-`Abbäs b. al-Walid b. Mazyad 
al-Bayria-t (d. 270/883; Syria)9, a son of al-Walid b. Mazyad, One of the most famous 
students of al-Awzä'i. I will analyze these isndds in order to see how this may help explain 
the differences in each narration. Our analysis of the isnäds will deal with each authority in 
a detailed manner, outlining their death date and place, names of teachers and students, and 
any significant information related to the isnäd whenever available. 
° For biographical information we will cite the number of the first page in the biography of the narrator. 
S al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-kamil fi assmä' al-rijäl, vol. 6, p. 570. 
6 a1-Mizzi, vol. 5, p. 94. 
7 al-Mizzi, vol. 7, p. 74. 
8 Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 5, p. 145. 
9 al-Mizzi, vol. 4, p. 77. 
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The tradition of al-Firyäbi 
Al-Firyäbi (d. 212/827; Syria) was one of the most diligent students of al-Awzä' 
and he was known for his wide travels for collecting traditions. Al-Firyäbi had various 
teachers besides al-Awzä' (d. 157/773 ; Syria)1°, he heard traditions from Mälik b. Anas 
(d. 1791795; Madina)" as well as many other scholars. Al-Firyäbi's efforts to gather 
traditions helped him establish a strong reputation in collecting Prophetic traditions thereby 
attracting many students to his teaching circles. Muhammad b. Härün al-Baghdadi 
(d. 258/871; Baghdad), 12 Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri (d. 246/860; Syria), 13 and `Abd al- 
Rahmän b. `Abd al-'MU( d. ?; Syria) 14 are considered as some of the main students 
learning under al-Firyäbi. 
This tradition is the first of three other major traditions dealing with this story; it 
occurs in seven sources: Ibn Abi Hätim's al-Tagdimahls, Abu Nu'aym's al-Hilyah16, 
10 al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 571. 
t' Malik once told al-Firyäbi that he gathered all the hadth of Muwatt' in a very short time. Malik was upset 
and told al-Firyäbi. "You gathered in ten days what I gathered in sixty years. " Mizz7, vol. 6, p. 571. 
'Z al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 540. 
13 al-Mizzi, vol. 1, p. 52. 
'" Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, pp. 78-79-80. 
15 Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 212-213. 
16 Abu Nu'aym. Hilyat al-awliyä' wa. tabagät al-aafiyd', vol. 6, p. 212. 
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Ya'qub b. Shayba's Musnad, '7 Ibn `Asäkir's Tärikh, 18 al-Dhahabi's Siyar, 19 Tärikh al- 
islam, 20 and Tadhkirat al-huffq-z (Diagram 1 Appendix B). 21 
Al-Firyäbi narrated the story to three of his students. 1- Muhammad b. Härün al- 
Baghdadi (d. 258/871; Baghdad) transmitted this story to two narrators: First, he narrated it 
to his student Ibn Abi Hätim, 22 the author of al-Tagdimah 23 A close analysis of this isänd 
shows a sufficient teacher student sequence. This sequence is significant in this early 
period of our isnäd analysis in that it shows that this narration started in Syria, traveled to 
Iraq, and then ended up in the Taqdima of Ibn Abi Hätim. The second narrator receiving 
this narration from Muhammad b. Harlin is Muhammad b. Khalaf (d. 309/921; Baghdad) 24 
The biography of Muhammad b. Khalaf does not include Muhammad b. Hanin among his 
teachers, 25 though both narrators were contemporary Baghdadis. Still, three of al-Dhahabi's 
books document Muhammad b. Khalaf to be the narrator receiving this narration from 
17 Ya' qub b. Shayba. Musnad Ya qub b. Shayba, p. 65-66. 
18 Ibn `Asäkir. vol. 35, p. 78-79. 
19 al-Dhahabi. Siyar a'lam al-nubalä', vol. 7, p. 123-124. 
20a1-Dhahabi. Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 9, p. 494-495. 
21al-Dhahabi. Tadhkirat al-Iluf a`dh, vol. 1, p. 180-1. 
22 al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 540. 
23 Ibn Abi Hitim, p. 212-213. 
N al-Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. 14, p. 264 ; al-Dhahabi. Tadhkirat al-huf az, vol. 3, p. 829; and Tan-kh al-Isläm, 
vol. 9, p. 493-494. 
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Muhammad b. Hann. This isnäd has a problem because it stops at Muhammad b. Khalaf 
and mentions no transmitters between him and al-Dhahabi (d. 748/1347). The time gap 
between al-Dhahabi and Muhammad b. Khalaf is considerable; it is more than two 
centuries. This weakens the student teacher sequence of this tradition thereby undermining 
its reliability and our ability to locate its place of travel. 26 As a result, the isnäd appearing 
in Ibn Abi IHätim's book is more reliable and presents us with more information than that 
appearing in al-Dhahabi. 
The two traditions transmitted through Muhammad b. Harlin originated in Syria 
then traveled to Iraq. This is attested to by the fact that al-Firyäbi who lived in Syria 
narrated this tradition to Muhammad b. Härün who transmitted it to Ibn Abi Hdtim and 
Muhammad b. Khalaf. Thus, the first analysis of this isnäd shows that Muhammad b. 
Hartgin, who traveled to Syria to study under al-Firyäbi, brought this tradition to Iraq and this 
shows that this tradition entered Iraq in the first half of the third century. 
2- Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawai (d. 246/860; Syria) is the second narrator receiving this 
tradition from al-Firyäbi. According to his biography, Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri received 
traditions from teachers such as al-Firyäbi and Marwän b. Muhammad (d. 210/825; Syria). 
Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri transmitted several traditions including our tradition to Abü Hätim 
Z5 al-Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. 14, p. 264. 
26 Muhammad b. Khalaf died in 309 and al-Dhahabi died in 748. 
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al-Räzi (d. 275/888; al-Rayy), 27 and Ibrahim b. Yüsuf (d. 301/913)28 The narration received 
by Abo Hätim is preserved in the Taqdima and its isnäd shows that it originated in Syria 
and remained there until it was documented by Ibn Abi IHätim. The narration received by 
Ibrdhim b. Yüsuf reached Abü Nu'aym's al-Hilya. The isnird of this particular tradition 
shows that Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri narrated it to his student Ibrähim b. Yüsuf 
(d. 301/913)29 who narrated it to his student Ishaq b. Ahmad (d308/920; Mecca), 3° and Ishäq 
b. Ahmad narrated it to Abü Nu'aym (d. 430; Asbahän) who documented it in the al-Hilya. 
This isnäd shows that the time gap between Abü Nu'aym and his informant is quite long 
and this suggests that the two narrators, namely Ishäq b. Ahmad and Abts Nu'aym, did not 
hear from each other. Thus, the first isnäd appearing in the Taqdima containing the isnäd 
of Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri narrating to Abu Hätim is stronger than the one appearing in the 
al-Hilya. 
3- `Abd al-Rahmän b. `Abd al `Aziz (d.?; Syria) is the third narrator hearing from 
al-Firyäbi, he transmitted to Ya`qüb b. Shayba. 31 This isnnd appears in four sources: 
27 al-Mizzi, vol. 1, p. 52. 
28 al-Dhahabi, al-Siyar, vol. 14, p. 115. 
29 a1-Dhahabi, al-Siyar, vol. 14, p. 115. 
30 a1-Dhahabi, al-Siyar, vol. 14, p. 289. 
31 Ibn `Asäkir. vol. 35, p. 78-79-80. 
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Ya`qüb b. Shayba's Musnad'32 Ibn `Asäkir's Tärikh, 33 and two of al-Dhahabi's books; 
Siyar and Tärikh al-Islam. `Abd al-Rahmän transmitted this tradition to his student Ya`qüb 
b. Shayba (d. 262/857; Baghdad) 34. Ya`qüb b. Shayba preserved this tradition in his 
Musnad. 35 This Musnad became the source of this tradition for Ibn `Asäkir and al-Dhahabi. 
This isnäd shows that the tradition of al-Firyäbi circulated in Syria and traveled to Iraq with 
Ya'qab Ibn Shayba during the middle of the third century. 
Observations on the tradition of al-Firyabi 
The tradition of al-Firyab consists of three different partial links: Muhammad b. 
Harlin al-Baghdadi, Ahmad b. Abi a1-Hawaran and `Abd al-Rahmän b. `Abd al-`Aziz. The 
isnäd of this tradition shows that Ya`q ib b. Shayba, Ibn `Asäkir, and al-Dhahabi got the 
tradition only through `Abd al-Rahmän b. `Abd al-`Aziz. Abd Nu'aym, on the other hand, 
got it only from Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawän. Thus, the only scholar reporting the tradition 
from two narrators is Ibn Abi Hätim, reporting his authorities to be Muhammad b. Harlin al- 
Baghdadi and Ahmad b. Abi al-Ijawäri. The isnäds of the tradition of al-Firydbi indicate 
that the narrators of this tradition were completely independent from each other since 
32 Ya`qub b. Shayba,. al-Musnad, p. 65-66. 
33 Ibn `Asäkir. vol. 35, p. 78-79. 
34 a1-Dhahabi, al-Siyar vol. 12, p. 476. 
35 al-Dhahabt, al-Siyar vol. 12, p. 476. 
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different sources report the tradition through different isnäds. Furthermore, this tradition 
contains mains with medium size; the only short version of the tradition is that of Ahmad b. 
Abi a1-Haw5ri. He is a partial common link reporting the tradition to Abü Nu`aym and Ibn 
Abi Hätim. This suggests that Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawdr is the one responsible for the 
shortening of this particular version of the tradition. 
The tradition of Marwan b. Muhammad 
Marwän b. Muhammad (d. 210/825; Syria) heard from Mälik(d. 179/795; Madina) 
and transmitted to Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawari. 36 However, al-Awzä' is not included among 
his teachers in his biography. Marwän lived in Syria and heard from narrators 
contemporaneous with al-Awzä'T. However, the birth date of Marwän 147/76437 indicates 
that he reached the age of ten when al-Awzä' died 157/773. This suggests that Marwän did 
not hear this tradition directly from al-AwzZi'i. Marwän transmitted this tradition to his 
student Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawaii (d. 246/860; Syria) who was also a student of al-Firyäbi 
and he narrated to Abu Hätim al-Razi. 38 Marwän transmitted this tradition to Abis Hätim 
al-Razi (d. 275/888; Rayy), 39 who transmitted it to his son `Abd al-Rahmän Ibn Abi Hätim 
the author of the al-Taqdima (Diagram 2 Appendix b). 40 The only problem in this isnäd is 
36 Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 57, p. 313. 
37 Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 57, p. 313. 
38 al-Mizzi, vol. 1, p. 52. 
39 al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 218. 
40 Ibn Abi Hätim. Taqdimah, p. 213. 
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the absence of the link between al-Awzä' and Marwän b. Muhammad. However, the rest 
of the transmitters in this isnäd have a teacher-student connection. Thus, Marwän b. 
Muhammad is another common link from Syria transmitting this tradition during the end of 
the second century. 
The tradition of Abü Khulayd 
Abü Khulayd `Utbah b. Hammäd heard from al-Awzä' and transmitted to 
Sulaymän b. `Abd al-Rahmän (d. 232/846; Syria). 41 Abn Khulayd's tradition appears in 
three sources: Al-Dhahabi's Siyar42, his Tärikh al-Islam43 and in Ibn `Asäkir's Tärikh. 44 
Ibn `Asäkir's book is the only one reporting the tradition with a complete isnäd. Al- 
Dhahabi's, on the other hand, reports this tradition with an incomplete isnäd. In his Tärikh 
al-Islam, al-Dhahabi reports Abü Khulayd's name in the isnäd but in his Siyar he adds the 
name of Sulaymän b. `Abd al-Rabmän. 
Abn Khulayd transmitted this tradition to his student Sulaymän b. Abd al-Rahmän 
(d. 232/846; Syria)45 who transmitted it to his student Muhammad b. al-WaGd al-Dimashgi 
(d. 280/893; Syria) (Diagram 3 Appendix B). 46 This isnäd shows that the tradition is 
41 al-Mizzi, vol. 5, p. 94. 
42 a1-Dhahabi, Siyar. vol. 7, p. 123-124. 
43 al-Dhahabi , 
Tärikh al-islam. vol. 9, p. 495-496. 
°° Ibn `Asäkir , vol. 35, p. 211-212. 
45 al-Mizz?, vol. 3, p 289. 
46 al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p 549. 
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connected from teacher to student without any interruptions and that this tradition became 
popular among the people of Syria since they held al-Awzä`i in high esteem. Thus, this 
isnild shows that this tradition circulated in Syria through its common link Abü Khulayd at 
the end of the second century. 
The tradition of Ahmad b. al-Ghamr 
The tradition of Abmad b. al-Ghamr exists in al-Dhahabi's Siyar, 47 Tärikh al- 
Islam, 48 and in Ibn `Asäkir's Tärikh. 49 The two scholars have somewhat similar isnäds 
(Diagram 4 Appendix B). al-Dhahabi, as mentioned above, often presents us with 
incomplete isnäds. Thus, al-Dhahabi reports the tradition in his book but stops at the fourth 
transmitter, whereas Ibn `Asäkir reports the complete chain of narrators. 
Ahmad b. al-Ghamr's (d.?; Syria) biography appears only in Ibn `Asäkir's Tärikh. 
He lived in Damascus and heard traditions from Abü Bakr b. `Ayyäsh (95-193/713-808; 
Kufa) however, his biography does not include al-Awzä`i as one of his teachers 50 Ahmad 
b. al-Ghamr transmitted this tradition to Häshim b. Marthad (d. 278/891) whose biography 
does not include Ahmad b. al-Ghamr as his teacher nor does it include Muhammad b. 
47 al-Dhahabi, Siyar. vol. 7, p. 122-123. 
48 al-Dhahabi Tärikh. vol. 9, p. 495. 
49 Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 210-211. 
so Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 5, p. 145-147. 
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`Abdullah b. al-Ghamr as his student 5' Häshim transmitted this tradition to Muhammad b. 
`Abdullah b. al-Ghamr who is unknown to us. 2 Muhammad transmitted this tradition to 
Ishaq al-Adhru'i (d. 344/955; Syria) 53 and his biography does not include Muhammad b. 
`Abdullah b. al-Ghamr as one of his teachers 54 
The transmitters of this isndd lived in Syria where al-Awzä' had resided for most of 
his life. Still, this similarity of residence between the students and al-Awzä' does not 
strengthen the isnäd since we cannot prove the existence of a teacher-student sequence. 
Furthermore, Muhammad b. `Abdullah b. al-Ghamr is unknown, thus, we conclude that this 
particular isndd is the weakest in this tradition. 
Al-Dhahabi does not mention the books that he used for this tradition; however, we 
may safely assume that aI-Dhahabi copied this tradition from Ibn `Asäkir. A1-Dhahabi 
relied on Ibn `Asäkir's book for reporting narrations about al-Awzä'i. 55 This is evident 
since al-Dhahabi's isnäd contains the first four names appearing in Ibn `Asäkir's isnäd. As 
mentioned above, al-Dhahabi provides shorter isnäds in that he would include few 
authorities between himself and the first authority in the narration. Al-Dhahabi does not 
mention his direct informant because most of these stories were already copied during his 
51a1-Dhahabi, al-Siyar vol. 13, p. 270. 
52 I checked Ibn `Asäkir , al-Mizzi, al-Dhahabi's 
Siyar. 
53 al-Dhahabi, al-Siyar vol. 15, p. 478. 
54 See his biography in Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 2, p. 369, al-Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. 15, p. 478. 
55 See, for example, al-Dhahabi Siyar. vol. 7, p. 128. 
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time. Thus, he would insert the isnäds appearing in the sources from which he copies his 
narrations and would not mention the book or his link to it. As a result, we will consider 
this tradition as a single narration with one isnäd and Ahmad b. al-Ghamr as a common link 
living in Syria and circulating the story at the end of the second century. 
The tradition of al-'Abbas b. al-Walid b. Mazyad 
Al- 'Abbas b. al-Walid b. Mazyad (d. 270/883; Syria) heard from his father and 
transmitted to Ibn Abi IIätim. The tradition of al-`Abbäs is preserved only in Ibn Abi 
Hätim's Taqdimah (Diagram 5 Appendix B). 56 Al-`Abbas heard the tradition from his 
mother and heard a part of it from an unnamed student of al-Awzä'T. Al-`Abbas 
transmitted this tradition to his student Ibn Abi Hätim who reported it in his book. 
This tradition has two weaknesses in its isnäd. First, the non-existence of any 
information about al-`Abbäs's mother; secondly, the isnäd refers to one of al-Awzä'i's 
students without mentioning his name. These problems will be shown to be insignificant 
when we consider al-`Abbäs's biography. AI-`Abbäs b. al-Walid b. Mazyad had a good 
reputation among mu1 addithün57 and his father al-Walid b. Mazyad was one of the most 
famous students of al-Awzä'i. The muhaddithün considered al-Walid as the most 
56 Ibn Abi Hätim. al-Taqdimah, p. 211-212. 
57 Ibn Hajar, p. 131. 
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knowledgeable scholar regarding al-Awza`i's fiqh and traditions " `älimun bi al Awzä `i. "58 
al `Abbäs narrated many of al-Awzä'i's traditions on the authority of his father, al-Walid, 
59 
and al-`Abbäs's family preserved and collected almost all of al-Awza`i's traditions. Thus, 
the reputation of al-`Abbas and his family helps to overcome the weakness in this isnäd. 
This tradition has a single transmission line with al-`Abbäs b. al-Waled as its common link. 
It seems that this tradition existed in Syria during the first quarter of the third century. 
General observations about the isnäds of this tradition 
The need to understand the significance of analyzing these isnäds appearing in these 
traditions is necessary for dealing with the claims of the skeptical scholars of our field. For 
the sake of brevity, we will discuss the source most worthy of scrutiny, the source that 
purposely tries to idealize the status of early scholars. This source is the al-Tagdima of Ibn 
Abi Hätim. The isnäds appearing in the al-Taqdima undermine the claim that its author 
fabricated the material. For instance, the al-Tagdima mentions the story with three different 
isnäds, each with different length and different narrators. This is hardly the behavior of a 
fabricator who would presumably make up one or even two very strong isnäds with equal 
numbers of narrators to show the strength of his narration. One would raise the question of 
why would Ibn Abi Hätim mention three different isnäds unless he heard an actual account 
of the story from the three different authorities mentioned in the sources. 
SS Husayn `Atwan, al-Riwäyah al-Tarikhyyah fi biläd al-sham, p. 207. 
59 These traditions preserved in many traditional works see for example the Index of al-Tabarl's history under 
the name of aI= Abbäs b. al-Walid. 
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Another point against those; who claim that the isnäds of these traditions are 
fabricated is the quality of the isnäd of al-`Abbas b. al-Walid b. Mazyad. This isnäd 
mentions that al-`Abbas got this narration from an unknown person and this would not 
support the claims of the skeptics about how people make up isnäds to link them to this 
authority or that authority. Another line of the narration of al-`Abbas goes through his 
mother who also happens to be unknown. These two lines of narrations are significant 
knowing that al-`Abbäs b. al-Wal-id b. Mazyad was the son of al-Wal-id b. Mazyad who was 
one of the most famous students of al-Awzä'i. The two isnäds of this particular tradition do 
not mention that a1-`Abbäs received it from his father at all; it mentions that he received it 
from his mother and an unknown person and this actually weakens the isnäd. A fabricator 
would naturally try to make up an isnäd showing that al-'Abbas had gotten this narration 
from his father. This would be a natural impulse for someone trying to fabricate the 
material and make a strong isnad. These two weak isnads attest to the fact that al-`Abbas 
did not make up informants for this story. 
The other two isnäds appearing in the al-Taqdima show that Muhammad b. Harlin 
and Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri received their narration from the common links of this 
tradition. Ahamd b. Abi al-Hawär received it from al-Firydbi and Marwän b. Muhammad, 
both are common links in this tradition, whereas Muhammad b. Harlin received it from al- 
Firyäbi. The patterns of these two isnäds strengthen the claims propagated by the skeptical 
scholars. Indeed, the likelihood of the common link fabricating this material is fairly 
strong. We will deal with this claim after analyzing the maths of this tradition; only then 
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would we be able to respond to such claims. As a result, we find it sufficient to show that 
the narration is authentic at least until we reach the common link. 
Math analysis 
In the Man analysis we will deal with several versions of the story. The story can 
be divided into six parts: An introduction dealing with how the meeting between al-Awzä' i 
and `Abdullah b. `All began; we will refer to this section as part A. After the introduction 
we see a series of questions: The first question, part B, deals with the `Abbasid movement 
"makhrajunä. " The second question, part C, deals with the `Abbasid killing of the Bang 
Umayya. The third question, part D, deals with the `Abbasid appropriation of Umayyad 
property. The last question, part E, deals with whether the caliphate is an inherent right for 
the `Abbasid family or not. Lastly, part F deals with the end of the meeting and how al- 
Awzd'T left the tent of `Abdullah b. `Ali. The various versions of this tradition do not 
include all the different parts of the story; however, the narrations of Abü Khulayd and al- 
`Abbäs b. al-Wald include all the parts of the story. The difference between the two is that 
the former narrates the whole tradition on the authority of one informant: al-Awzä'i, and the 
latter narrates all the parts of the tradition on the authority of his mother but narrates only 
part E on the authority of an unnamed student of al-Awzä'i. Given this situation, we will 
begin with the translations of parts A, B, C, D, E, and F based on the version of Abü 
Khulayd. 60 
60 1bn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 211-212. 
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Part A 
`Abdullah b. `Ali had sent for al-Awzd'l who felt pressured by this invitation. When al- 
Awzä'i arrived and entered the tent of `Abdullah b. `All, he saw people standing in two 
lines (simätayn) and holding sledge hammers (käfirkubät) 6' 
Part B 
`Abdullah b. `Ali ordered al-Awzd'i to come closer and said to him: Abü `Abd al-Rahmän 
what do you say about our journey? al-Awzä' said: May God guide the Commander; there 
was friendship between me and Däwüd b. `Al. 62 `Abdullah said: you must answer. Al- 
Awzä' thought that he must tell him the truth and he bravely got ready for death. Al- 
Awzä`I said to him, on the authority of Yahya63 from Muhammad b. Ibrahim" from 
`Algama b. Wagqa 65 that he heard `Umar b. a1-Khttäb66 narrating on the authority of the 
Prophet that deeds are with intentions, and every man gets what he intends; so whoever 
emigrates to Allah and his Messenger, his emigration is for Allah and his messenger, and 
61 Ba atha ilayya 'Abdullah b. Ali fa a iamani dhdlika wa ishtadda 'alayya qäl fa qadimtu `alayhi fa 
dakhaltu 'alayhi wa al-näsu simätayn giyämun fi aydThim al-käfirkubät. Ibid. 
62 Däwüd b. `Ali (d. 133\750; lived in Syria and died in Madina) his biography shows that al-Awzä`i was one 
of his students. al- Mizzi, vol. 2, p. 420. 
63 Yahya b. S`id al-Ansari (d. 144\761; lived in Madina died in Iraq) head from Muhammad b. Ibrahim and 
transmitted to al-Awzä'i. al-Mizzi, vol. 8, p. 43. 
64 Muhammad b. Ibrahim (d. 120\737; Madina). al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 196. 
6$ `Algama b. Wagqiis died in Madina during the rean of `Abd al-Malik. He narrated many traditions in the 
authority of `Umar b. al-khttäb. al-Mizzi, vol. 5, p. 221. 
66 This hadith is preserved in many hadith collections with the same isnad to Yahya see al -Bukhäri, Sahih 
al-bukhäri, p. 11. 
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whoever emigrates for a worldly affair or a woman whom he wants to marry, then his 
emigration accounts for that to which he emigrates. 7 
Part C 
`Abdullah b. `Ali said, while scratching the floor with a stick in his hand: Abü `Abd al- 
Rhmän what do you say about the killing of the people of this house [the Umayyads]? al- 
Awzä'i thought that he should tell `Abdullah b. `Ali the truth and he bravely got ready for 
death. al-Awzä`i said: May God guide the Commander; there was a friendship between me 
and Däwüd b. `Ali. So `Abdullah b. `Ali said: Tell me. Then al-Awz5' narrated on the 
authority of Muhammad b. Marwän68 from Mutarrif b. al-Shikhkhir69 from `A'isha, that she 
said: The Prophet (peace be upon him) said the killing of a Muslim is not permissible 
except for three cases: An apostate from his religion, a man who killed a human being so he 
must be killed for it, or a man who committed fornication 70 
67 giala fa adnäni thumma sa'alani mir taqülu fi makhrajinä hädha wa mä nahnu fihi fa qultu aslaba allahu 
al-amira qad käna bayni wa bayna Däwüd b. AC mawadda gäla litukhbirni qä1 fa tafakkartu thumma qultu 
wallahi la asdugannahu fa istaslamtu lil mawti fa qultu lahu fladdathani Yahya b. Said al Ansäri 'an 
Muhammad b. Ibrahim 'an Algama b. Wagqäs sami'a 'Umar b. al-KhaUäb yaqül gala Rasül Allah al- 
a'mälu bi al-niyya wa innamä limri'in mä nawafa man kamt h jratuhu ila allahi wa rasülihi fa hijratuhu ila 
allahi wa rasülihi wa man känat hijratuhu ila dunia yusibuhä aw imra'atin yuatazawwajuhä fa hijratuhu ila 
mä häjara ilayhi. Ibn 'Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 211. 
68 Muhammad b. Marwän (d. ?; Bapra). Al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 500. 
69 Mutarrif b. al-Shikhkhir (d. 95/ 713; Basra) heard from `Aisha. al-Mizzi, vol. 7, p. 128. 
70 gäla wa bi yadihi qa4ib yankutu bihi al-ar4 thumma gäla yä 'Abd al-Rahmän ma taqülu fi qatli ahl hädha 
al-bays gala fa warada 'alayya amrun 'azim wa istabsaltu lil mawtfa qultu wallahi lasdugannahu fa qultu 
asalha allahu al-amir qad käna bayni wa bayna Däwüd mawadda giila fa qä1 hi li tuhaddithani fa qultu 
haddathani Muhammad b. Marwän 'an Mutarraf b. al-Shikhkhir 'an Ä'isha gälat gäla Rasül Allah 14 
yahillu qatlu al-muslim illd ft thaläthin al-täriku li dinihi aw rajulun qatala nafsan fa yuqtalu bihä aw 
rajulun zanä ba'da ihsän. Ibn 'Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 212. 
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Part F 
He ['Abdullah b. `Ali] paused for a while then said: Tell me about the caliphate, is it not a 
trusteeship for us (wasiyyah) from the Prophet? I said [to my self]: This has become a 
difficult matter for me, and I got ready for death, but I thought: I will tell him the truth. I 
said: If it was a trusteeship from the Prophet, then `AG b. Abi Tälib would not have allowed 
someone to precede him. 7' 
Part D 
He ['Abdullah] paused a while then he said: What do you say about the property of the 
Bann Umayya? I said [to my self]: This has become a difficult matter for me and I got 
ready for death, I thought: I will tell him the truth. I said: If it was rightfully theirs, then it is 
illegitimate for you; and if it was illegitimate for them, then it is even more illegitimate for 
you. 72 
Part E 
Then it was ordered that I be taken out, so I left. 73 
71 gäla thumma atraga hawnan thumma qäl akhbirni 'an al-khiläfa wasiyyatun land min rasül allah? Fa 
warada alayya amrun 'azfm wa istabsaltu lil mawt fa qultu la asdugannahu fa qultu aslali allah al-amTra 
kän bayni wa bayna Däwüd mawadda thumma qultu law känat wasiyya min al-nabi mä taraka Ali b. Abi 
Tdlib ahadan yatagaddamahu. Ibid. 
72 thumma sakata saktatan fa gäla mä taqülu ft amwäli Bani Umayya ahali lun hiya land? Fa istabsaltu lil 
mawti thumma qultu wallahi lasdugannahu fa qultu asalka allahu al-amir qad kän bayni wa bayna Dmvüd 
mawadda qäl litukhbirni qultu in känat lahum halal fa hiya 'alayka laräm wa in kr nat alayhim lardm fa 
hiya `alayka ahram. Ibid. 
73 thumma umira bi fa ukhrijtu. Ibid. 
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The tradition of al-Firyäbi 
Three different transmitters narrated the tradition of al-Firyäbi: Muhammad b. 
Harlin, Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri, and `Abd al-Rahmän b. `Abd al-`Aziz and each narrator 
gave a slightly different version of the tradition. We will explore each version and show 
how this may help us reveal certain conclusions about this tradition. 
1-The tradition of Muhammad b. Harlin 
This tradition has two versions: The first version occurs in the Tagdimah74and its 
isnäd shows that Ibn Abi Hätim directly received it from Muhammad b. Härün. The second 
version occurs in al-Dhahabi s Siyar, 75 Tarikh al-Islam'76 and Tadhkirat al-Huffaz. 77 The 
isnäd of this version shows that al-Dhahabi received it through Muhammad b. Khalaf. 
Ibn Abi Hätim's version of this tradition contains parts A, C, E and F. However, 
part C substantially differs in content from the rest of the versions of this tradition in that it 
inserts an entirely different hadith supporting al-Awzä' s view of the impermissibility of 
the killing of the Bane Umayya. This hadith states that the prophet sent Muhammad b. 
74 Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 212-213. 
75 al-Dhahabi,. Siyar, vol. 7, p. 128-129. 
76al-Dhahabi, Tärikh al-islam. vol. 9, p. 493-494. 
77a1-Dhahabº, Tadhkirat a1-ffu, 02ig. vol. 1, p. 180-181. 
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Maslamah (d. 42/662; Madina)78 and ordered him to fight people until they profess that 
there is no true God except Allah, and if they do so, they will protect their blood and 
money, unless they have transgressed, their final judgment will be up to God. 79 
The second version also contains part A, C, E, and F. It occurs in three of al- 
Dhahabi s books with each book presenting slightly varying words in the text of the same 
tradition. These slight differences are clearly the result of copyists' errors. For instance, 
the word jazarah appears differently in each version: it is 'al-jarazah' in the Tadhkirat al- 
huffa-z, `al-Kharazah' in Tärikh al-isläm, and `jazarah' in the Siyar. 
Overall, the two versions of the tradition of Muhammad b. Härün contain two 
significant differences: The hadith used in part C is entirely different in wording, though it 
has the same meaning. Secondly, part A in the second version adds how al-Awza i and 
Sufyän al-Thawri (d. 161\777; Basra)80and `Abbäd b. Kathir (?; Macca)81met in Mecca and 
how Sufyän asked al-Awzä' to tell them his story with `Abdullah b. `Ali. Furthermore, it 
78 al-Mizzi, vol. 6, p. 516. 
791nna Rasül Allah ba'atha Muhammad b. Maslama wa amarahu an yugätila al-nasa harta yaqülü lä illäha 
illä allahfa idhä gälühä 'asamü dimä'ahum wa amwälahum illýr bi hagqihä wa hisabuhum 'ala allah. Ibn 
AbT Hätim, Taqdimah, p. 212. 
ß° al-Awz5' herd from Sufyän al-Thaws. al-Mizzi, vol. 3, p. 217. 
81 He herd from Sufyän al-Thawri and transmitted to al-Firyäbi. al-Mizzi, vol. 4, p. 53. 
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describes the two lines of soldiers and the different weapons that they carried. 82 
The analysis of the two different versions of Muhammad b. Harlin shows that al- 
Dhahab did not copy his version from Ibn Abi Hätim. This is evident when looking at the 
content of the two versions of this tradition: Although they present similar structures and 
adopt at times identical wordings, the two versions differ in part C. This proves that these 
versions are not identical copies but two narrations originating from one common source, 
namely Muhammad b. Härün. 
2-Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawai 
The tradition of Ahmad b. Abi al-Hawäri occurs in al-Taqdimah and Abü Nu'aym's 
Hilyah. This tradition contains part A and E only. The only difference between the two 
texts is the place in which the description of the two lines of the soldiers is inserted. Ibn 
Abi Hatim puts this description at the end of the story, whereas Abü Nu'aym puts it at the 
beginning. Overall, this tradition contains only the question on the caliphate and whether 
the Prophet left it as a trusteeship (wasiyya) to his family. This shortening of the story 
appears to be the responsibility of Ahmad b. Abi al-IHawdr and the isnäd of the tradition 
attests to this fact. 
82 Ijtama'a Sufyän wa al-Awzä'i wa 'Abbäd b. Kathir bi makka fa gala Sufyän ya Abä `Amr haddithna 
hadithaka ma `a Abdullah b. Ali 'am al-Sash fa gala lammä qadima al-shäma wa qatala bani Umayyata 
jalasa yawman 'ala saririhi wa 'abba' ashäbahu arba'a asnaf sinfin b. al-suyüf al-musallala wa sinfun 
ma'ahum al-jazara wa sinfun ma ahum al-a `midatu wa sinfun ma'ahum al-krkubät. Dhahabi, Siyar, vol. 
7, p. 128. 
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3-'Abd al-Rahmän b. `Abd al-`Aziz 
The tradition of `Abd al-Rahmän b. `Abd al-`Aziz is preserved in Ya`qüb b. 
Shayba's Musnad, %3 Ibn `Asäkir's Tdr kha, %4 al-Dhahabi's Siyar, and Tärikh al-islam. It 
contains all of parts A, C, E, and F. 
Ibn `As kir's version is identical with Ya`qüb except for the following: First, 
Ya`qüb shows that al-Awzä' entered on `Abdullah after he killed around seventy people 
except for one man " qatal nayyifan wa sab in bi al-käfurkübät illä rajulan wähidan". Ibn 
`Asäkir's text does not include the statement "except one man. " Secondly, Ya`qüb's version 
has the word fagäla when `Abdullah b. `Ali begins to speak and Ibn `Asäkir has gäla. 
These differences are the result of copyists' errors especially when considering that the 
Musnad of Ya`qüb's edition was based on one manuscript containing several mistakes and 
this might have hindered the ability of the editor to correct such mistakes. 85 
A1-Dhahabi's two versions of this tradition are identical except that they differ in 
some words. The math of both versions show that he clearly intended to summarize the 
story for some unstated purpose. He did not include the prophetic hadith occurring in C 
and D) but refers to its title. Overall, al-Dhahabi's two versions of this tradition differ from 
Ya`gnb and Ibn `Asäkir's versions because of his attempt to summarize the story. 
93 Ya`qüb b. Shayba, p. 65-66. 
" Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 78-79. 
85 Ya`qüb Musnad is edted by Sämi Hadäd from one manuscript that had many mistakes see the introduction. 
Ya'qüb b. Shayba, p. 7-8. 
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He dropped a few sentences in order to summarize the story: He took out the 
description of the two lines of soldiers. He also took out the part where al-Awzä' said that 
he greeted `Abdullah b `Ali who pointed him to a seat " wa sallamtu fashära bi yadihi fa- 
qa `adtu". These sentences were deleted from al-Dhahabi's text as he intended to summarize 
the story perhaps for editorial reasons. 
The tradition of al-Firyäbi presents us with many versions and each version contains 
similar structures and word usage, although they include several differences in style and use 
of some hadiths. This suggests that these versions were not mere copies of each other but 
different narrations originating from one common source. As a result, our analysis of al- 
Firyäbi s tradition and its maths shows that this story circulated among al-Firyabi's 
(d. 212/827) students. 
The tradition of al-Firyäbi is composed of several versions, each version excluding 
part B and D. This shows that al-Firyäbi originally narrated the story without including 
these two parts. Perhaps al-Firyabi received this version of the story in this particular way 
directly from al-Awzä'i. 
The texts of al-Firyäbi's tradition greatly resemble each other. Its various versions 
consisted of parts A, C, E, and F, except for the version of Ahmad b. al-Hawaii which 
contains only parts A and E. These versions suggest that Ahmad b. al-Hawari summarized 
this tradition in order to answer afiqh question about the caliphate. Indeed, this version of 
the tradition presents a strong legal argument for the necessity to evaluate the caliph on the 
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basis of performance rather than blood tie or honorable descent. This shows how a legal 
issue could affect a historical narration. The legal need for historical precedence drove the 
fugahä' to shorten many narrations in order to cut out irrelevant details and clarify the main 
point of a given narration. 
The tradition of Marwan b. Muhammad 
The tradition of Marwän b. Muhammad is preserved in Ibn Abi IIätim's 
Tagdimah. 86 It is short, containing only parts A and B. The shortening of this version may 
be attributed to the fact that Ibn Abi al-I Iawari narrated it with part A and B only. Perhaps 
Ibn Abi al-Hawari concerned himself with narrating a tradition dealing with the question of 
the journey of the `Abbasids (makhraj). Indeed, the isnäd attached to the version of al- 
Firyabi's tradition showed that Ibn Abi al-Hawan narrated a short story with part A and E 
only. 
This shows that narrating short versions of a given tradition was typical of Ibn Abt 
al-Hawäri. Still, this observation is easily doubted since we have no other version to 
corroborate the tradition of Marwän b. Muhammad. But we can't be certain that Ibn Abº al- 
Hawäri had deliberately shortened the story. Perhaps Ibn Abi IIätim shortened it in order to 
add it to his book after presenting al-Firäybi's tradition. As mentioned above, part B was 
86Ibn Abi Hätim. al-Tagdimah, p. 213. 
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missing from al-Firäybi's tradition. Thus, Ibn Abi IIätim might have shortened Marwän b. 
Muhammad's tradition in order to complement the missing part of al-Firyäbi's tradition and 
avoid repeating the same text twice. 
The tradition of Abn Khulayd 
Abü Khulayd `Utbah b. Hammäd's tradition appears with the same isnäd in three 
sources: al-Dhahabi's Sryar, 87Tärikh al-islam88 and in Ibn `Asäkir's Tärikh 
89 Ibn `Asäkir's 
version is longer than that of al-Dhahabi. As indicated above, al-Dhahabi has a tendency 
for eliminating unnecessary material. For instance, al-Dhahabi would use the word (al- 
hadith) or the title of a given hadith instead of narrating the entire hadith. Abü Khulayd's 
tradition contains A, B, C, D, E, and F. The different texts of the Abü Khulayd tradition are 
identical in structure as well as vocabulary. The minor differences appearing in the 
different versions may be attributed to A1-Dhahabi's attempt to summarize the tradition 
cutting what he believed to be irrelevant. 
In addition, the differences between al-Dhahabi's two texts are insignificant and 
may be attributed to copyists' errors. For example, the words (istaslamtu lil-maws) appear 
in a different text as (istabsaltu lil-mawt). Although the original narration might have had 
the same word, the texts used two different words carrying almost the same meaning. This 
87 Al-Dhahabi, Siyar. vol. 7, p. 123-124. 
ßg Al-Dhahabi, Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 9, p. 495-496. 
89 1bn `Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 211-212. 
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suggests that the two narrations are mere copies of the same original text. This observation 
is further substantiated by considering the isnäd appearing in both al-Dhahabi and Ibn 
`Asäkir's books. The fact that the isnäd of Ibn `Asäkir is the same as that of al-Dhahabi 
and that al-Dhahabi copied several traditions about al-Awzä' from Ibn 'Asakir suggests 
that al-Dhahabi might have copied this tradition from Ibn `Asäkir. 
This tradition presents part E differently from all other versions of the tradition. 
The answer that al-Awzä' presents to the question of the caliphate in this version goes as 
follows: "If the caliphate was a wasiyyah from the prophet, then why did `Ali b. Abi Taub 
agree to the appointment of the two arbitrators? "90 All other versions have "if the caliphate 
was a trusteeship from the Prophet, why did `Ali b. Abi Tälib allow someone to precede 
him? s91 This shows that the tradition of Abü Khulayd is an independent version of the 
story. 
The tradition of Ahmad b. al-Ghamr 
The tradition of Ahmad b. al-Ghamr appears in al-Dhahabi's Siyar92 and in Ibn 
`Asäkir's Tärikh 93 As mentioned in the tradition of Abü Khulayd, al-Dhahabi copied from 
Ibn `Asäkir, and the tradition of Ahmad b. al-Ghamr is no different. This is evident when 
90 law känat wasiyya mä radiya 'At bi al-hakamayn. Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 213. 
91 law känat wasiyya mä taraka 'Ali ahadun yataqaddamuhu. al-Dhahabi. Siyar, vol. 7, p. 122. 
92 al-Dhahabi. Siyar vol. 7, p. 122. 
93 Ibn 'Asäkir, vol. 35, p. 210-211. 
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considering the isnäd and the matn of the two texts. Although the isnäd in both versions is 
the same, the maw in al-Dhahabi books differs insignificantly from that of Ibn `Asäkir. 
This maybe attributed to the fact that al-Dhahabi usually summarizes his traditions and 
restricts the content of his book to what he regards as relevant material. For example, al- 
Dhahabi begins this story with the section (thumma säga al-gissah). This show that al- 
Dhahabi intentionally deletes parts of the story in order to avoid repeating information 
commonly known to the reader of his books. 
This tradition contains A, C, D, and F, but adds some unique parts to the story. For 
instance, part A shows that al-Awzä'i encountered a man named Thawr on his way to the 
meeting. This man talked to al-Awzä`i about the concept of predestination (qadar), but the 
story shows that al-AwzA' neither responded to the man nor presented any theological 
arguments 94 Perhaps the narrator of this tradition aimed to show how al-Awzä' i ignored 
al-gadariyyah. Finally, this tradition included a description of how al-Awzd'T left the tent 
when the meeting ended. The tradition indicated that `Abdullah b. `Ali offered al-Awzä' 
the position as a judge, but al-Awzä'T refused the offer. 95 
94fa nazala `alä Thawr b. Yazid al-Ifim i qäl al Awzä i falam yazal Thawr yatakallamu fl al-qadar min 
ba'di saläti al- ishä' al-äkhirati ilä an ; ala `a al fajr wa al-Awzil 7 säkit ma ajäba bi harf. Ibn `Asäkir, vol. 
35, p. 210. 
95fa gäla yä Awzä 7 hamamtu an uwallika al-ga4ä' fa qultu aslaha allahu al-amir wa qad kana ingitv'i ilä 
salafika wa man ma4ä min ahl baytika wa kdnu bi hagqi 'ärifn fa in ra'ii al-amir an yastatimma ma 
ibtada'u fa liyafal. Ibid. 
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The tradition of al-`Abbäs b. Al-Walid b. Mazyad 
The tradition of al-`Abbäs b. al-Walid b. Mazyad is preserved in the Tagdimah 96 
This tradition contains A, B, D, E, and F. Al-`Abbäs narrated A, B, C, and D on the 
authority of his mother, but narrated E on the authority of "one of al-Awzä'T's students". 
This version differs greatly from the other versions of the tradition. All the traditions say 
that the meeting took place in IIamäh a city in Syria97 whereas this version indicates that it 
took place in al-Nd'arah which seems to be one of four Nä`üras in Hamäh that Yägnt al- 
Hamawi mentions. 
8 
This shows that this tradition provides accurate details of the location of the meeting 
inside Hamäh and this fits with what we know about al-'Abbas b. al-Walid. Indeed, he 
lived in Beirut and might have been very familiar with the geography of the region. Again, 
this tradition gives more details about al-Awzä`i's trip back from the meeting. The 
narration speaks of a hospitable man whom al-Awzä' met on his way back to his home in 
Beirut. 9 Another difference in this tradition appears in the isniid that al-Awzä' cites while 
narrating the hadrth forbidding the killing of Muslims without just cause. In this particular 
96 Ibn Abi IFatim, p. 211-212. 
97 City in Syria in the river of al-`Äsi. Yäqüt , Mil jam al-buldän, vol. 4, p. 180. 
98 Yäqüt, vol. 4, p. 180. 
99fa nazaltu bi rajulin min bni Salmän fa mir surirtu bi dyäfati abadin kamä surirtu bi diyäfati hädhä al-rajul. 
Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 212. 
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isnäd, al-Awzä' said: "on the authority of your brother Ddwüd b. `Ali the Prophet said. " 
Whereas other traditions indicate that al-Awzä'T narrated this hadith on the authority of 
Muhammad b. Marwän and Mutrrif b. al-Shikhkhir who narrated on the authority of 
`A'isha. The differences in this tradition are in A and F. 
General observations about the mains of this tradition 
The most important observation about this tradition is that the mains do not present 
us with what may be seen as a typical work of forgers reflecting the spirit of typical 
forgeries during the `Abbasid period. Indeed, the `Abbasid revolution brought with it 
strong anti-Umayyad sentiments and it was normal to find traditions strongly criticizing the 
Umayyad caliphs. This was expected of a regime that saw the Umayyads as its main rival. 
The tradition discussed above presents a view that favors the Umayyad caliphs at the 
expense of the `Abbasid caliphs. This is evident when looking into al-Awzä'i's answers 
about the legitimacy of killing the Umayyads or taking their money. Al-Awzä' responded 
firmly in favor of the Umayyads, asserting that it is prohibited to kill any Muslim unless in 
cases of apostasy, murder, or fornication. 
Secondly, al-Awzä' maintained that taking the money of the Umayyads is 
illegitimate even if they gained it illegitimately. Finally, the tradition shows that al-Awzä' 
rejected `Abbasid legitimacy claims when `Abdullah b. `Ali asserted that the Prophet chose 
`Ali to be his successor to the leadership of the Muslim community. Al-Awzä' rejected 
this claim firmly and asserted that if this was the case then `Ali would not have allowed 
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anyone to precede him to the caliphate. These above views hardly represent the work of 
forgers during the `Abbasid rule since they undermine `Abbasid legitimacy claims and the 
way in which they dealt with the Umayyads. This report does not reflect the spirit of this 
time where the `Abbasid caliphate and its propaganda became dominant. 
Another significant observation about this tradition is that the text shows a 
noticeable level of hesitation and fear on behalf of al-Awzzi'i. This is evident when looking 
into the beginning of the meeting and how al-Awzä`i was hesitant in answering the 
questions of `Abdullah b. `All. Furthermore, al-Awzd'l talked about the good relationship 
between him and Däwüd b. `All, the brother of `Abdullah b. `Ali, as a way of seeking a 
warm relationship with the `Abbasid. The mains of this tradition shows the extent to which 
al-AwzA' was fearful for his life and how he hesitated in responding to the questions posed 
before him. This is hardly the work of a fabricator aiming to boost what he would portray 
as the courageous nature of the `ulamä' when facing political leadership. Indeed, the work 
of a fabricator trying to bestow this courageous character on the `ulamä' would not show 
the extent to which al-Awzä' was hesitant nor would show the way in which he tried to 
link himself to Däwüd b. `Ali. 
The third significant point against the claim that this tradition is the work of a 
fabricator is the form of the maths. Indeed, a fabricator would be more occupied with 
inserting texts aiming to support a given propaganda. Why would a fabricator choose this 
inserted text to appear in different forms? This means that the fabricators would be 
motivated to choose one form to fabricate a tradition, a form that reflects a sort of strength 
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and authenticity. This tradition, on the contrary, has three different forms: the beginning 
two answers provide Prophetic traditions, the first deals with the intention of those involved 
in migration and the second deals with the cases in which capital punishment applies. The 
third answer appears in the form of a legal opinion (fatwa). This answer differs from the 
first in that al-Awzä' did not use Prophetic tradition but gave his own opinion rendering 
the liquidation of the Umayyad money as an illegal act. The fourth answer appears in a 
form again different from the above two in that al-Awzä' neither used Prophetic tradition 
nor a personal legal opinion but he employed a kind of personal logic. In this answer, the 
form is very different from the above two since al-Aw2: 5'i raised what may be seen as a 
logical doubt rendering `Abbasid claims to legitimacy illogical. This fourth answer shows 
that al-Awzä`i did not need hadith orfatwa to undermine this legitimacy claim. Thus, he 
used this form of logical rebuttal asserting that if the Prophet entrusted `Ali with the 
succession of the caliphate, then `Ali would have neither allowed anyone to precede him 
nor let the two judges decide the matter. 
The above observations about the authenticity of the mains of this tradition help 
strengthen our authenticity claims. Indeed, this tradition is not a typical forgery reflecting 
the spirit of `Abbasid propaganda. The tradition shows a level of hesitation and a level of 
patronage in that al-Awzä' hesitated in answering `Abdullah b. `Ali and claimed to have a 
good relationship to his brother. This is not a typical forgery trying to boost the image of 
the `ulamä' as courageous men who would stand up to political authority without 
reservation. Finally, answers in this tradition appear in different forms and this does not 
suggest the work of a fabricator whose main aim would be textual additions rather than 
form variety. Still, the authenticity claims are not completely established because we need 
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to know for sure that this meeting is authentic in order to continue the building of our 
argument. As a result, we will go to our last step in proving the authenticity of this story by 
comparing the isnäds and maws. 
The analysis of isndds and matns result 
The isnäds and Tans analysis presented above establishes certain significant facts. 
The isnäds analysis presented above proves that the narration has to go back at least to the 
common link appearing in the isnäd bundle. This is evident since the branching off of 
narrators into various ways and several bundles establishes the impossibility that all these 
variations were the work of one person. As a result we have to check whether the common 
link fabricated the story and made up an isnäd going back to al-Awzä'i. The way in which 
this is done must begin by first examining whether al-Awza Y himself narrated the story, 
then we must assess how he narrated it, and finally we have to see if it is possible for the 
common link to have fabricated the tradition and put it into circulation. 
On the claim that al-Awza' created this tradition and put it into circulation, the 
evidence is clear to the contrary. Indeed, the notion that al-Awzä' made up this story does 
not stand for two basic reasons: Firstly, the narration shows that `Abdullah b. `Ali sent his 
deputies to call al-Awzä' to this meeting and this happened in front of all those aware of 
al-Awzä'l's position as fagih. This means that al-AwzA' could not have lied about being 
escorted from his village to go and meet with `Abdullah b. `AG. Secondly, the conversation 
of the meeting could not have been invented by al-Awzä' since he narrated it to several 
people at different times in different places thereby running the risk of having this story 
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reach `Abdullah b. `Ali himself. This shows that al-Awzä' would not have made up such a 
lie for the sole reason that this tradition became public knowledge and the `Abbasid 
authorities would have punished al-Awza' severely for spreading such lies. 
This takes us to the level of those narrating the tradition directly from al-Awzä'i. 
The above analysis of the isnäds shows that this tradition circulated on the authority of five 
different narrators, all claiming to hear directly from al-Awzä'i. When looking into these 
various narrations, we see that each one differs from the other in length, context, and 
wording. These differences may be explained in light of three possibilities: Firstly, al- 
Awzä' might have narrated this tradition in different ways, including some parts or 
excluding other parts at different times. Secondly, the students hearing the narrations might 
have shortened their version of the tradition. Thirdly, the changes may be attributed to the 
way in which al-Awzä' narrated the tradition as well as the way in which his students 
narrated the story afterwards. 
These differences in the various versions of this tradition are clear especially when 
looking into the tradition of Abo Khulayd. This tradition is the longest tradition in that it 
includes all six parts of the story: A, B, C, D, E, and F. The tradition of al-Firyäbi, on the 
other hand, is shorter and more diverse. This tradition excludes parts B and D and the 
specific narration of Ibn Abi al-Hawdr excludes B, D, C and F. This presents us with two 
possible explanations: al-Awzä' i might have narrated this tradition in that short form to al- 
Firyäbi or al-Firyäbi might have shortened the story after receiving its complete content 
from al-Awzä'i. Again, the narration of Ibn Abi al-Hawar presents us with the same two 
possibilities: either al-Firyab or Ibn Abi al-Hawän was responsible for the shortening of 
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this particular version of the narration. The narration of Marwän b. Muhammad is even 
shorter than that of al-Firyäbi in that it includes A and B only. This shortening might be the 
outcome of al-Awzä'i's narration or that of Marwän b. Muhammad's or both. The same 
thing may be said about the narration of Al mad b. al-Ghamr which also includes unique 
details about the meeting as well as information different from the narration of al-'Abbas. 
The analysis of the various maths with their isnäds of this tradition produces 
significant observations. Indeed, when looking to all of these traditions, we see that they 
differ in length, parts, and organization. These differences strongly suggest that the various 
versions of this tradition were not a result of mere copying on part of those preserving the 
story in their books. On the other hand, we notice that our sources narrate the same story 
including the same questions and the same answers. This shows that the various versions 
of this tradition derive from one common source. As a result, the similarities and the 
differences present in each version of the story prove that this narration derives from the 
authority that our isnäd suggests, namely al-Awz i'i. 
Examination of the common link and spreading isnäd Theory 
We have proved the impossibility of fabricating the above tradition into all these 
variant versions with different isnäds. This is evident since it is not humanly possible for 
one fabricator to have created all these versions and their attached isndds. This is simply 
not the way people fabricate reports. Still, the proponents of the common link theory and 
that of spreading isnäd prefer to think that narrations with different versions and variant 
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isnäd bundles are fabricated. Thus, we decided to examine these two theories by applying 
them to our tradition. In other words, we would like to pose the question of whether it is 
possible for the common link and the spreading isnäd theories to explain how our tradition 
spread from its original narrator. 
The common link theory suggests that the common link of the isnäd is the narrator 
responsible for creating and circulating the tradition. In al-Awza'i's story, al-Firyäbi was a 
common link of the tradition. The fact that there were students narrating the same story 
directly from al-Awzä'i like Abu Kulayd or indirectly like al-`Abbds proves that this story 
is older than the common link himself. Furthermore, the story happened when some of al- 
Awzd'i's students were present in Syria. 
The theory of spreading isnäd, on the other hand, poses a significant problem since 
its proponent provided no concrete example of how this theory applies to traditions. Cook 
chose to apply his theory by creating hypothetical situations where three characters A, B, C, 
transmit a given tradition from a teacher D. Cook claimed that when B fabricates a 
tradition then attributes it to his teacher D, A and C will take this tradition and attribute it 
to D without mentioning B. Thus, the spreading isnäd theory suggests that a student of 
hadith would hear a given tradition narrated on the authority of his teacher from another 
student. The first student would narrate this tradition without showing his immediate 
informant in the isnäd, namely the second student. 
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This process would continue and a third student would receive this tradition from 
the first student and attribute it directly to his teacher. For the proponents of the spreading 
isnäd scenario, this process explains why the isnäd of a given tradition branches out after 
the common link. This claim, however, does not recognize that the notion of tafarrud is 
considered as a negative trait among the muhaddithün. tafarrud is a term that describes a 
given narrator when he independently transmits a tradition on the authority of his teacher. 
Indeed, the muhaddithün would avoid the tradition of a narrator unless his tradition is 
corroborated with the traditions of other students from the same teacherloo Thus, students 
of a given teacher would reject a tradition transmitted on the authority of their teacher 
through a single student (mutafarrid) and would regard this student as a weak narrator. 
On the level of math, the theory of spreading isnäd claims that a student of hadith 
would forge a tradition then put it into circulation and other students would copy this forged 
tradition. Thus, this theory may render this tradition of al-Awza' as a forgery put into 
circulation by one of al-Awzä`r s students, presumably al-Firyäbi. The theory will further 
claim that other students such as Abü Khulayd copied the text of this tradition from al- 
Firydb and fabricated an isnäd showing that he directly heard the tradition from al-Awzä'i. 
This claim is unfounded, when considering that the various versions of our tradition are not 
mere copies of one version. For example, al-Firyäbi's tradition has no B or D and these 
sections occurred in the rest of the versions. If other students copied from al-Firyäbi, then 
B and D should have not appeared at least in one version. This indicates that the rest of the 
'°° Muslim, al-Jämi ` al-Sahih, p. 5. 
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students did not copy al-Firyäbi's tradition. This tradition shows that the different versions 
in which the tradition occurs contain significant variations and this proves that these 
versions are not mere copies of one tradition but independent traditions driving from one 
common source. 
Analysis of al-Awzä'i's views towards `Abbasid legitimacy 
Now, we move to the fourth part of this chapter to show why this meeting is 
significant for our understanding of how scholars deal with leadership. As we showed in 
part three of this chapter, `Abdullah b. `Ali raised four significant questions in this 
encounter. The first question was general; it focused on how al-Awzä' i felt about the 
journey of the `Abbasids makhrajuna. This question presented the starting point of the 
encounter in that it focused on dealing with al-Awzä'i's general attitude towards the 
`Abbasids. When al-AwzA' answered the question with another question, namely that 
one's deeds are judged according to one's intentions and every man gets what he intends, 
`Abdullah b. `Ali realized that there was a need to raise more questions. 
The second question is particularly significant in that it shows how al-Awzd'i felt 
about the Umayyad regime. This question raised the point of whether killing the Umayyad 
rulers is legitimate. Again, al-Awza' i provided an answer unfavorable to `Abdullah b. `Ali 
by raising yet another question. Al-Awzä' narrated the Prophetic tradition indicating that 
the blood of a Muslim is protected except in three cases. This shows that al-Awzä' 
regarded the Umayyads as Muslims whose blood must be protected unless they commit 
criminal acts. 
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This answer forced `Abdullah b. `Ali to raise another question dealing with the issue 
of legitimate inheritance of the Prophet's position of leadership. This question is the most 
significant one in this meeting in that it provides a direct focus on how al-Awzä' evaluated 
the `Abbasid claim for legitimacy. For him, the `Abbasid claim that the family of the 
Prophet deserves to hold the caliphate over all others is unfounded. Al-Awza`i illustrated 
this point clearly by raising the question of why did `Ali b. Abi Tälib, a member of the 
Prophet's family, allow other people to dispute his claim to the caliphate. This direct 
response to the question of `Abdullah b. `Ali brought the subject to an end. `Abdullah b. 
`Ali realized that al-Awzä' i did not think highly of `Abbasid claims to legitimacy. 
Finally, `Abdullah b. `Ali raised his last question in this meeting by asking al- 
Awzä`Y about the money of the Umayyads. This question is also significant in that it pushes 
the issue of Umayyad legitimacy once more. However, al-Awzä'i's answer was consistent 
with previous answers in asserting that the blood of the Umayyad must be protected as well 
as their property. Al-Awzä' clearly answered this question in his own daring style by 
saying that Umayyad property obtained legitimately becomes illegitimate for the `Abbasids 
and Umayyad property obtained illegitimately becomes even more illegitimate for the 
`Abbasids. 
This meeting illustrates two significant issues: first, al-Awzä`i believed that the 
Umayyad leaders were legitimate Muslim rulers and shedding their blood or liquidating 
their property was not permissible. Secondly, this meeting showed that al-Awzä' rejected 
`Abbasid claims to legitimacy completely. However, this picture presented here needs 
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further clarifications in that how did al-Awza i deal with `Abbasids after what we saw of 
his views about their legitimacy claims. As we proved in the previous chapter, al-Awzä' 
interacted with the `Abbasid regime without any reservations, he accepted their presents, 
sent letters to the caliph advising him about certain matters, and had no trouble what so ever 
with any of their leaders. This significant point will be clearly represented in the following 
chapter when dealing with some of al-Awzä'i's letters which shed light on this unique 
relationship with the caliphate. 
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Chapter V 
AL Awz5I s Letters to the `Abbasid 
Caliph, prince, and government officials 
In the previous chapter, we proved that the meeting taking place between `Abdullah 
b. `Ali and al-Awza' is authentic. As mentioned above, the striking observation about this 
meeting is that al-Awza'i rejected `Abdullah b. `All's argument about `Abbasid wasiyya. 
Nevertheless, clips from al-Awzä'i s life as documented in history sources' show that he 
continued to deal with the `Abbasids and recognized their presence as leaders of the 
community. It is impossible to read al-Awza i's mind or know the actual motives behind 
his behavior with the `Abbasids. The alternative for getting at al-Awzä'l's attitudes 
towards the `Abbasids is to examine the way in which he interacted with their state. This 
requires us to rely on evidence showing actual dealings between al-AwzR' i and the state. 
Thus we need to examine any possible correspondence existing in our sources dealing with 
this aspect of al-Awzä' s life and his interactions with the state. 
The most significant evidence for assessing the way in which al-Awzd'T felt about 
the state and its proponents appears in the letters that he sent to the caliph, the prince, and a 
few government officials. These letters present us with some useful findings about al- 
Awzd'-rs attitudes towards the state. For instance, they show that al-Awz-a'! had 
recognized the 'Abbasid authority to be legitimate Muslim leadership. Again, the letters 
1 The letters quoted by Ibn Abi Hätim will illustrate this. 
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confirm what we saw in the above meeting in that they show the same rejection of `Abbasid 
claims tQ wasiyya. Finally, the letters show that al-Awza' believed in a hierarchical system 
of power in which God watches over the caliph who in turn watches over his state 
secretaries and scholars and those secretaries and scholars watch over society and bring to 
the attention of the caliph matters of importance to the welfare of the Muslim community. 
This system, as will be shown in the analysis of the letters, regards the caliph to have this 
significant status and this element makes it imperative upon him to use his authority for 
establishing justice in accordance with the example set by the Sunna and the practice of 
rightly guided caliphs. 
This chapter will begin by examining the authenticity of these letters through the 
analysis of their contents in light of what may be considered as the motives of possible 
fabricators. Secondly, we will approach the letters and divide their content into four 
categories: the category of title, the category of. du'd', the category of purpose, and the 
category of persuasion. These categories will present some aspects of al-Awzd'y's views 
towards authority, its responsibilities, and its legitimacy. 
Examining the authenticity of aI-Awzä'i's letters 
The letters available in Ibn Abi IIätim's collections present valuable information 
about what al-Awzä' thought of the state. These letters are ten in number and address 
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six different people. The first two letters address AbO 'Ubaydullah. 
2 The third, the fourth, 
and the fifth letters address at-Mahd7i. 3 The sixth and seventh letters address al-Mansur. 
4 
The eighth letter addresses Sulaymdn b. Mujalids, the ninth letter addresses 'TsFL b. 'AII, 
6 
and the tenth letter addresses Abfa- BaIj. 7 
The obvious question that comes to mind is how do we know that these letters go 
back to al-Awzii'-i? First, we mentioned that al-AwzWT was known for helping people in 
writing letters that address specific needs and this became one of his professions. As 
mentioned above, al. -Manýflr's kitib, Sulayman b. Mujdlid, used to collect al-Awzd'T's 
letters for their elegant style and beautiful language. 8 Again, Abri Zur'a narrated that al- 
2 MuIwiya b. Tbaydullah b. Yasir he was the kdfib of al-Mahdr before and after holding the caliphate 
according to the instructions of al-Manýflr. He was from the people of Tabafiyya, he learned ýadl-th from Abil 
Isb5q al-SabT'T and narrated to Mangir b. AbI Muz-aýim. He was born at 100/718 and died in Baghdad at 
1701786. Abmad b. 'AIT al-Khaýb al-Baghdadr, TdrTkh Baghdid, vol. 13, p. 196. 
3 The 'Abbasid caliph, he was bom at 127/744 and died in Sabadhin in K11fa at 169/776, his rein lasted for ten 
years 159/775-169/785. al-DhahabT, Siyar, vol. 7, p. 402. 
4 The 'Abbasid caliph, his rein was for 22 years (136/753-158/774). A shorter version of the seventh letter 
appears in Aba Nu'aym, ffflyat al-awliyd'wa ta baqdI al-asflyd', vol. 6, p. 146. 
,5 He was Sulaymdn b. Mujalid b. AbT Mujilid, he ruled al-Rayy during the time of al-Mansflr and was his 
Mfib and close secretary. He died before al-Manstir. Ibn 'Askir, vol. 22, p. 365. 
6 al-Man$Ur's uncle died at 163/779. al-DhahffbT, vol. 7, p. 409. 
71 was not able to find him anywhere, but I speculate that he was the tax collector of $dlib b. 'AIT and this 
wil I be shown below. 
8 k6nat tarid 'ala at-Manqfir min al-Awzd'! kutub yataajabu minhd wa ya ja= kuti5buhu 'an al-ý, iba fa 
kdnat tunsakhu ft dafa-fir wa tfida'u bayna yaday al-Man4ýarfa yukthiru al-naýarafthd istibsCinan Ii affa-; iha. 
Ibn 'AsEkir, vol. 35, p. 190. 
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Awzd'! used to write elegant letters and this was his profession. 9 Secondly, the end of the 
fifth letter has a date indicating that it was sent in the month of RabT' al-Akhar (152/769) 
and this indicates that this particular letter was sent during al-Awzä'i's life. 
Thirdly, all the letters use the same isndds and this takes us back into the issue of 
isndd analysis. As we showed in chapter four, many scholars ignored isnads and focused 
on mams only for understanding traditions. In fact, many scholars went as far as rendering 
any given matn to be inauthentic especially if it is attached to an isnfid. This unhealthy 
skepticism had created a major problem in the study of Islamic history and undermined the 
foundation of Islamic tradition. However, the work of Motzki has overcome this problem 
in that it showed that isndds were not mere tools at the hands of fabricators to circulate their 
lies. For him, isndds appear in patterns that undermine the fabrication hypothesis in that 
they present a variety of names and lengths, some carry long chains of connected names 
and others have nothing but few disconnected names. This makes it impossible to assert 
the claim that all these isnads were the work of one fabricator aiming to legitimize the 
existence of a given narration. As a result, we will analyze our isndd to see if it overcomes 
our suspicions of fabrication so that we may regard it as authentic. 
Our isnad begins with al-Aw2VT who narrated to al-Wallid b. Mazyad al-Baydit-i 
(d. 183/799; Syria), 10 who narrated to his son al-'Abbds (d. 270/883; Syria)" who read the 
wa kdnalyanatuhu al-kitaha wa al-trassul wa rsa'iluhu tuthar. Al-Dhahatii Siyar, vol. 7, p. 109. 
10 1 already mentioned that this student was highly favored by al-AwzA'T for his accurate collections of books. 
Furthermore, Abil Dawfid considered him an expert on a]-Awz&'T, al-Mizzi, vol. 4, p. 77. 
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letters to Ibn AbY Udtim, the author. This isndd is particularly strong for several reasons: 
first, the gap between the death dates of each narrator and his informant is short with the 
exception of al-'Abbas and his father who are separated by 87 years. However, we have 
reports confirming that al-'Abb5s died at the age of 100 and he began learning under his 
father and copying his books at an early age. 12 Secondly, our reports show that each one of 
these Syrian narrators had met his informant and the author of the book, Ibn AM ljdtim, 
actually traveled to Syria and heard directly from al-'Abb5s. 13 Finally, our reports show 
that each narrator had a teacher-student relationship with his informant. 
Another aspect strengthening the authenticity claim appears in the style of the 
letters. Indeed, some letters are responses to other letters. The sixth letter reminds the 
caliph of a previous letter which he sent to al-Awzd'T informing him to bring to the 
attention of the caliph's court matters of great benefits to the Umma. The ninth letter 
reminds 'Tsa b. 'Al-i of a letter exchange between him and a]-Awzd'T about the Q51iqala 
prisoners. One significant point about these letters is that they deal with the issue of 
QFLITqald and mention that pervious letters about this matter received no attention. This 
shows that a fabricator would not have fabricated these letters and attributed them to al- 
AwzFM for the purpose of establishing good reputation for the scholars. Indeed, a 
fabricator trying to establish this scholarly status would not have referred to letters being 
ignored repeatedly as our case here shows. The fact that these letters present rejection 
11 One of Abil Dawild and al-NasRTs teachers, According to Abil Dawad, he was thiqa, al-'Abbds was bom 
170/786, he mentioned that he heard narration from his father and showed him what he wrote and this method 
is the best. samilu AbT wa 'aradtu 'alayhi wa al-'arou apbbu, Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibn Abi Hätim, al-Taqdima, p. d. h. w. 
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undermines the claim that a fabricator put them into circulation. This would contradict 
what we may consider as motive for elevating the status of the scholars. 
Again, the content of these letters refers to actual places, people, political 
authorities, and historical events confirmed by historical sources. For instance, the letters 
mention places such as Qdftqal& and Jabala. These two places have been mentioned in 
various historical sources, the former as a city in greater Armenia 14 and the latter as a 
known castle on the coast of Syria in the outskirts of Ijalab near al-Ladhiqiyya. 's Again, 
the letters mention al-Mahd-i, al-Man%ir, Tsa b. 'Ali, Abu 'Ubaydullah, and Sulaym5n b. 
Muj5lid and their biographies not only show that they were contemporaries of al-Awzd'! 
but confirm the description of their political status as described in these letters. The claim 
that a fabricator created this situation and inserted these actual places so that the forgery 
would look real is unfounded. Indeed, a fabricator trying to boost the status of the scholars 
would not have used remote places as appear in the letters. A fabricator would show that 
al-AwzR'T petitioned the state to resolve an important problem and those do not happen 
usually in remote areas. This means that the motive of fabrication is unfounded in this 
case. 
Another aspect strengthening our claim of authenticity deals with the nature of the 
issues discussed in the letters. These issues present a variety of concerns dealing with 
releasing prisoners, increasing stipend money for soldiers, raising aid money to inhabitants 
14 al-Hamawi, vol. 7, p. 13. 
'Sal-Hamawi, vol. 3, p. 31-2. 
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of remote areas, and ransoming prisoners of Q5lTqal5. This variety undermines the 
fabrication hypothesis since a fabricator would not have purposely used such random topics 
to assert his views of the scholars. Again, the letters mention insignificant people whose 
impact on the political arena is next to nothing. This means that a fabricator did not 
circulate these letters since these insignificant names and places undermine the claim that 
scholars enjoy significant political connections with notables and statesmen. Indeed, a 
fabricator trying to show the level of influence scholars posses would not have attached al- 
AwzA'T to such insignificant characters as those appearing in these letters. 
Furthermore, the capture of Muslims in Qiil7iqal5 by the Byzantines is a historical 
event that is mentioned in the early sources. This occurred in 133/750 when Byzantine 
forces attacked QdlTqald and captured many people as prisoners of war. The city was 
destroyed and its people remained in captivity until 139/756, when al-Man5ar decided to 
ransom their survivors and resettle them in QdUqaId after rebuilding what was left of it and 
fortifying its borders against Byzantine attacks. 16 
Finally, the tenth letter sent to Aba BaIj admonishes him for his unfair punishment 
of Muslims and people of the book. Al-Awz5'T had dealt with this problem in a separate 
16 al-Baladhun, Futüh al-Buldän, p. 280. 
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letter 17 going to 55lib b. 'AIT. 18 A small part of this letter survived in Futflý al-buldan and 
its content shows that it addresses the same problem and provides the same advice. 19 
Perhaps al-Awz5'T attempted to deal with this problem by sending one letter to $FLlib b. 
'AIV and another to Abfa- BaIj. I believe that to be the case since al-Awzd'T admonished 
both people for the same behavior then informed AbO BaIj that he already sent another 
letter to the caliph about this issue. This supports the authenticity claim of this particular 
letter since it follows the same pattern of another letter. 
The above claims supporting the authenticity of these letters are stylistic in that the 
reference to previous correspondence, ignored petitions, existing places, and real People 
undermine doubts about intentions of fabrication. Indeed, these particular letters with this 
content proved to be the product of al-Awzii'T's labor rather than the work of forgers. This 
observation did not escape Schacht himself in that he also believed that these letters were 
authentic. According to him, "The application which al-Awz-a'! addressed to this prince, to 
the caliph al-Manýfir, and to influential persons at the court... are doubtless genuine. "20 
" Ibid, p. 222. 
'a Srtlib b. 'AIT b. 'Abdullah b. al-'Abbas was the brother of 'Abdullah b. 'AIT, another one of al-Manpr's 
uncles; he helped capture Syria when the 'Abbasids came to power, then became the first to govern Egypt 
under the 'Abbasids. M-Mangir delegated him to be in charge of Damascus in 138/755 to protect it and 
confront the Byzantine army, which he ultimately defeated in 139/756. He took the people to ha on 140/757 
and died in 150/767. Ibn 'Asikir, vol. 23, p. 358. 
19 Both letters show that the addressee must resemble the Prophet in his fairness especially towards the people 
of the book. This issue will be analyzed below in detail. 
20 Schacht, EI 2, vol. 1, p. 772. 
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Analyzing al-Awzä'Y's letters 
The need to get at al-Awzd'T's views as reflected in his letters requires us to 
approach this material in an analytical manner. The content of these letters contain 
similarities and differences dealing with various issues; thus, we found the most effective 
method of dealing with such material to be categorizing its content. These categories will 
help us bring out the actual understanding of al-Aw2VT regarding the state and its 
operation. As a result, we divided the content of these letters into four different categories: 
The first category deals with the title used to address political authority. The second 
category deals with the type of supplication dua' used to ask God for certain favors to the 
addressee of each letter. The third category deals with the purpose of-each letter in terms of 
the actual request that prompted al-Awzd'T to write to these authorities. The fourth 
category deals with the means in which al-Aw7&'T pursues his pressure on his addressees so 
that they would comply with the requested tasks. 
The Category of Title 
The titles used in these letters provide us with important information about how al- 
Awzd'T addressed the head of the Muslim community and the proponents of the state. The 
early Muslim community used specific titles such as successor of the Prophet or 
commander of the believers. In the Umayyad period, the title of God's Caliph was used 
and this led some scholars to view the adoption of such a title as an attempt to give political 
leadership divine status . 
21 These letters show the opposite, they show that at-Awzd'l held 
21 This claim rests on the assertion that God manifests his will through Caliphs: Patricia Crone & Martin. 
Hinds, God's Caliph, p. 22. 
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authority in high esteem, recognizing that they maintained a high level of legitimacy, but 
never considered the ruler to have divine status or infallibility. 
The first letter uses the second person pronoun (anta), the pronoun suffix (ka), and 
the word (mar) when addressing Abra 'Ubaydullah . 
22 The second letter also addresses Abfa 
'Ubaydullah and uses the same language of the first letter. The same letter mentions al- 
Manýflr and gives him the title amTr al-muminfn then mentions al-Mahd7i but uses no 
particular title . 
23 The third letter is sent to al-Mahdi and it addresses him as amTr in nine 
different places. 24 The same letter addresses al-Mangir as caliph of the Muslims khalffat 
al-muslimTn in one place 25 and amTr al-muminTn in three different places. 26 The fourth 
letter is sent to al-Mahd7f and it addresses him in five different places as amTr. The same 
letter addresses al-Manýor as amTr al-muminTn in two different places. 27 
The fifth letter was sent to al-Mahd7i and it addresses him as amTr in four different 
places, addresses al-Mangir as amrr al-muminTn in three different places, khairfat al- 
muslimTn in one place, and al-khaftfa in one place. The end of this letter mentions that both 
22 Ibn AbT ljdtim, vol. 1, p. 188. 
23 Thid. 
24 
Ibid., p. 188-90. 
25 Ibid, p. 189. 
26 Ibid, p. 189-90 
27 Ibid, p. 190-91. 
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al-Man%ir and al-Mahd7i should succeed the Prophet in governing their Umma with mercy 
and forgiveness. 28 The sixth letter is sent to al-Manýrir, it addresses him as amTr al- 
mu'minrn in twelve different places and uses the singular third person pronoun suffix (hu) 
throughout the letter. 29 
The seventh letter is sent also to al-Mangir and it addresses him as amTr al- 
mu'minTn in four different places and uses the singular third person pronoun suffix (hu) also 
throughout the letter. In the same letter, al-Awz5'T appeals to God to let the commander of 
the believers do well in his succession of the Prophet. 30 The eighth, ninth, and tenth letters 
are sent to Sulaym5n b. Mujalid, Isa b. AIT, and AbO BaIj respectively. These letters 
address the above people in the second person pronoun (anta). 31 
The titles used in these letters suggest that al-Aw2VT addresses the head of the 
Muslim community as the commander of the believers or the successor of the Prophet. 
Naturally, this suggests that a]-Awzd'T recognized the Abbasids as legitimate leaders. 
Furthermore, the titles used suggest that al-Awzd'T viewed the head of the Muslim 
community to be the successor of the Prophet just as the rightly guided caliphs were 
successors of the Prophet. This is apparent since Abil Bakr, the first person using this title 
29 wa hiya ummatukum wa a6aqqu man khalaflumji'ha bi al-a)W wa al-rafa rasula allah. lbid, p. 193. 
29 lbid, p. 193-95. 
30 ukin bihi al-khildfata lirasalihi. lbid, p. 197. 
31 lbid, p. 198-202. 
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kharifat rasal allah, had been recognized by almost all the members of the Muslim 
community as a successor of the Prophet. Again, 'Umar was the first to use the title AmTr 
al-Mu'min7in and addressing al-Man§flr with a similar title shows that al-Awz5'T believed 
that the two men enjoyed the same level of legitimacy. This shows that al-Awzd'! 
recognized al-Man, ýQr to be no less legitimate than AN! Bakr and 'Umar in their position as 
respective successors of the Prophet. 
Furthermore, the use of the title AmIr to address al-Mahd7i suggests recognition of 
the position of succession or heir to the caliph. This shows that al-Awzd'Y believed al- 
MahdT to be the legitimate heir of al-Man4or as the successor of the Prophet. The question 
now arises: what are the duties that the commander of the believers is expected to succeed 
the Prophet in performing? Apparently, the task of receiving revelation ended with the 
death of the Prophet. Thus, al-Awzd'T must have some other task in mind when informing 
the commander of the believers to succeed the Prophet. This is the sub ect of the following j 
category: the category of du `ä'. 
The Category of Du`ä' 
Du'a is the action of asking God to fulfill a need or a request dear to the da'p, the 
person making dua. According to Gardet, Vu'd' is an appeal, invocation addressed to 
02 God either on behalf of another or for oneself or else against someone. The dud' used 
in these letters adds a new meaning to the above definition in that the appeal which it has 
32 L. Gardet, EI2, vol. 2, p. 617. 
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for God contains subtle arguments as well as blunt warnings for its addressees. This du'Cz' 
is certainly not a mere set of supplications produced as a standard introduction of a formal 
letter, but a group of carefully chosen words that adopt a soft tone with the caliph and a 
harsh tone with his secretaries. In fact, al-Awzd'! equates himself with these secretaries by 
making du'j7' for them and himself at the same time. This strategy of distancing oneself 
from the high ranks of political authority and equating oneself to its low ranks shows al- 
Awzd'! 's unique skills. As we will see below, these letters will prove that al-AwzWT uses 
du'd'not only to appeal to God but to emphasize the legitimacy of his demands and prompt 
his addressees to act accordingly. 
I will proceed by translating the content of du'd' then providing an analysis for it. 
The first letter to Abil 'Ubaydullah includes two du'll's. The first begins by asking God not 
to take away Abd 'Ubaydullah's religion or sanity and make the avoidance of matters of 
hateful consequences the guiding force over his affairs before he gets inflicted and neither 
temptation of greed nor numerous pursuits make occupy him form holding on to his 
religion. 33 The second duil' starts by asking God to favor him by letting him ask for few 
possessions and the nearing of its time of loss, and to make him happy with his gains in 
religious knowledge and wary of its loss. 34 
33 As'alu allaho an-ld yasluba minka 'aqlan wa Id di-nan wa yajala al-ghdliba 'alaykaft-mcl antafthi al-tuqa 
limd kunta la'rif wa lakrahu qabla an tubtala wa Id yujhiluka 'anhufttnatu tamain wa Id kathratu shughlin. 
Ibn Abi Hätim, p. 187-8. 
3 34 As'alu allaha an yamunna 'alayka bi-dhikri qillati al-matd'i wa laqrTbi 4Ud9rifurjqihi thumma yaj'aluka 
li-badhdhikajthi muthiran wa 'ala salbihi minka mushfiqan. lbid, p. 188. 
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The second letter to the sarne person has two duTs. The first begins by asking 
God to protect him from divine anger and give him the intention of fulfilling the rights of 
those whom he is capable of alleviating their suffering when they ask for his help and take 
him as their hope. " The second dud' begins by asking God to help him in performing 
good deeds and to make the most difficult affairs the dearest to his heart. 36 
The third letter was sent to al-Mahd-I and it has three duds. The first starts by 
asking God to make the prince one of those inspired to virtue and lead life with it; and that 
God may support him and reward him in his final destiny. 37 The second du'd' begins by 
asking God to make the prince one of those who support the weak, worry about the affairs 
of common people; passionately provide the afflicted with what God may will to lift their 
affliction, and give them what they deserve when in need of his help. 38 The third AV 
begins by asking God to reward the prince for the best of his deeds and make him reach 
with his deeds and sayings perpetuity in God's mercy and acceptance. 39 
35 qasama allahu laka wa limd antafthi 'ayiman min sakhaohi wa niyyatan tamalu 'alayhd wa Wad& bihd 
haqqa man yalzamuka filmd waja, *a al-sabfla ilayhi Plaba al-faraji 'anhu idhd istaghatha bika wa kunta 
rajd'ahuft nafsihi. lbid, p. 188. 
36 aCinaka allahu 'ala al-khayr wajaala aghalba al-umarl 'alayka dtharahd 'indaka. lbid, p. 189. 
37 jaala allahu at-amrra miman alhamahu al-khayra wa istnafa bhT 'umrahu wajaalafthi quwwalahu wa 
ila thawabihi munqalibahu. lbid, p. 189-90. 
38 ja'ala allahu al-amTra miman yu4i4 (laTfa ummatihi wa yahtammu bi-amri 'awdmmihim wa yayiqqu 'ala 
Vali ilayhi sihibi al-baliyyali minhum bima 'asa allahu an yukhaiiiyahu bihi minhC7 wa yuwafflhi 'inda al-ha 
ajrahu. lbid, p. 189. 
39 as'alu allaha an yajziya al-amTra bi-ahsani sa ývihi wa yublighahuji'qawlihi wa ealihi ri(hvanahu wa al- 
Mulfidafitr4matihi. lbid, p. 189-190. 
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The fourth letter is sent to al-Mahdi- also and it includes two different du'd's. The 
first starts by asking God to guide the prince through his trial toward that which is most 
straight, protect the prince from the consequences of his affairs, and provide him with His 
proof (ýujja) . 
40 The second dud' starts by asking God to bring calm between the prince 
and his subjects, provide the subjects with the prince's compassion and kindness, and 
reward the prince with forgiveness and perpetuity in God's mercy. 41 
The fifth letter is sent to al-Mahd7i and it includes two duds. The first du'd' is 
directed to the prince and the commander of the believers. It begins by asking God to 
firmly dispose the prince and the commander of the believers towards patience in 
resembling the Prophet, adherence to his sunna, and competing with the righteous for 
charitable deeds. 42 The same du'd' continues by adding a request to God to make their 
reward on the Day of resurrection that of safety and return to His mercy. 43 The second 
du'd' starts by asking God to make the prince in a position of trust and acquaintance for his 
people, make them content with him, and dispose their minds towards him. 
The sixth letter is sent to al-Man5rlr and it includes four du'j's. The first starts by 
asking God to delegate the affairs of the commander of the believers with that which he 
40 hadq allahu al-amTra JI'ma ibtalahu li-allatT hiýva aqwamu wa waqdhu tabi'atahu wa laqqahu hujiatahu. 
lbid, p. 190. 
41 jamaa allahu lil-amTri ilfa ra'i)yalihi wa razaqahum rahmatahu wa al-rafata bihim waja'ala thawabahu 
minhum maghfiratahu wa al-khuladaft ra6Matihi. lbid, p. 192. 
42 asalu allaha an yazima li-amTr al-muminTna 'ala al-sabri bit-tashabbuhi bi-nablýyihi salla allahu 'alayhi 
wa sallama wa al-itivdmi bi-sunnatihi wa munqasati al-akhy&i i'mCila al-birri. lbid, p. 191-2. 
43 wa yaj'ala thawlbahumfiftyawmi al-bathi al-amni wa al-iftidi ila ri(lwdni allah. Ibid. 
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delegated the affairs of whom He guided and favored and to make the commander of the 
believers follow their steps. 44 The second duT begins by asking God to inspire the 
commander of the believers with the charitable deeds which make him reach God's 
forgiveness and favor in the final abode . 
45 The third AV starts with a request directed to 
God asking Him to complete His bounty on the commander of the believers and perfect his 
46 doings for his subjects. The fourth dua' begins by asking God to make the commander 
of the believers resemble the Prophet in his forgiveness and mercy on the believers and 
complete upon him His bounty. 47 
The seventh letter is also addressed to al-Maoir and it contains two AWs. The 
first begins by asking God to calm the majority of the umma towards the commander of the 
believers, make him straighten up its affairs, and provide him with the ability to forgive and 
be merciful towards its members . 
48 The second dud' starts with asking God to make the 
commander of the believers attain the decisive argument (bujja), improve with him the 
succession of the Prophet in his umma, and reward him with the best of rewards. 
The eighth letter goes to Sulayman. b. Muj5lid and it includes three. different du', d's. 
The first starts by asking God to make both al-Awzd'! and Sulaym5n b. Mujdlid successful 
44 walla allahu li-amrr al-muminTna umarahu bimd walla bihi umara man hada wa #taba waja'alahu bihim 
muqta*yan. lbid, p. 193. 
45 asalu allaha 'qUa wajalla an yulhima amrra al-muminrna min a'm6li al-birri ma yublighuhu bihi 'afivahu 
wa?! (hvdnahu. Ibid. 
46 atamma allahu ala am[ri al-muminTna ni'matahu wa a6sana balrz'hujj'raiyyalihi. Ibid. 
47 ja'ala allahu amrra al-muminTna bi-rasfdihi salla allahu 'alayhi wa sallama mutashabbihanft ra fatihi wa 
raýmafihi bil-muminTna wa atamma 'alayhi ni'malahu. Ibid, p. 195. 
48 naalu allaha an yusakUna dahmd'hadhihi al-umma 'ala amTr al-muminTna wa yusliha hihi umarahd wa 
yarzuqahu rabimahd wa al-ra fata bihil Ibid, p. 196. 
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in becoming righteous servants by God's mercy. 49 The second starts by saying that God 
may save him when inflicting a punishment on people and distinguish him with virtue 
when bestowing virtue on people. 'O The third dua' starts by asking God to make 
Sulaymdn b. Muj5lid a helper in establishing that which He loves and reward him with the 
best of rewards. 51 
The ninth letter was sent to 'Tsa b. Art in the aftermath of one of his expeditions and 
it includes two duds. The first begins by asking God to make this expedition one that 
ends the difficulty which faced this Umma and would not make this difficulty return. The 
du'd'continues by asking God to accept the repentance of this Umma, forgive it after what 
it suffered, and improve the succession of the Prophet in his Umma. Then al-Awzd'! asks 
God to complete the reward of 'Tsa b. 'Ari for what he does for this Umma and enable him 
to devote himself to its help. 52 The second du'd' starts by asking God to make 'Tsa b. 'Al-I 
a witness on earth and a helper for what He loves to establish. The dua' continues by 
asking God to make him among those chosen for His mercy so that He rushes his 
forgiveness and return to His mercy. 53 
49 nasalu allah an yaj'alaka wa zyyand min ni'matin ft dh&in baynand 'ala tawji'qin yudkhulunCi bihi bi- 
ra6matihift 'ibddihi al-$dIffiTna. Ibid, p. 198. 
50 'asa allahu in massa Ybddahu bi-7qjbin najdka minhu wa bi-rahmatin yakhW$uka biM. Ibid. 
51 asalu allaha an yaj'alakaft'md yuhibbu an yuqTma bihift 'ibCz&hi mudwinan wa bil-. h. aqqifi'hi qdiman wa 
an yutiyaka 'alayhi ajran 'a, -Tman. Ibid, p. 199. 
52 naalu allaha an yaj'alahj ghazwalan yaqta'u bihd md kdnatfihi hddhihi al-ummatu minjahdin 6adathahd 
14 yu'rduha fthi wa an yastaqbila bihi al-tawbata 'a*him wa al-'afiva 'anhum wa 6usna al-khildfata li- 
nabiyyhi valla allahu 'alayhi wa sallama fthim innahu ra'izfun ra6Tmun; wa nas'aluhu an yutimma laka 
ajraha wa tWela al-nafaqatafthil. Ibid. 
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The tenth letter is sent to Abu BaIj and it includes two du'd's for him and al- 
Awzd'T. The first begins by asking God to avert Abfa- BaIj and al-Awzd'! from being led 
astray from the path of that which is right after knowing it, avert them from ignorance of 
what is useful, and avert them from following whims without clear guidance. 54 The second 
du'a'begins by asking God to turn both of them to His affair and forgive their past deeds. ss 
The notion that the commander of the believers succeeds the Prophet in his Umma 
appears clearly throughout these du'd's. However, the capacity in which the commander of 
the believers is expected to succeed the Prophet needs to be examined. The five letters sent 
to al-Mahd-i and al-ManýQr suggest that al-Aw2: 5'T expected the commander of the believers 
to support the weak, worry about the Umma's affairs, help the needy, adhere to the sunna, 
and resemble the Prophet in his forgiveness and mercy towards the Umma. This shows that 
al-Awzd'! asked God to make the commander of the believers succeed the Prophet in his 
capacity as a compassionate leader rather than an infallible Prophet receiving revelation. 
The rejection of inheriting the infallibility of the Prophet is clear especially when 
looking into al-Awz5'I's emphasis on the term hujja. This term appears in the fourth and 
53 asa allahu an yajalaka lahuJIal-ar4h shdhidanwa lahuji'mayu6ibbu an yumala bihi muwdlianjaalaka 
allahu miman ikhtaga bi-raýmalihifa s&i'ila maghfiratihi wa fibi ila ri&inihi. lbid, p. 200. 
R sarafa allahu 'annd wa 'anka al-mayla 'an al-baqqi min badi al-ma'rifati wa al-jahli 'amma nafaa wa 
ittibd'I al-hawa bi-ghayd hudan minhu. lbid, p. 201. 
55 asalu allaha an yuthnT binj wa bimuk ila am? ihi wa yataghammada ma saWa minnd wa minkum bi- 
'afwihi. Ibid. 
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seventh letters. " The meaning of this term and how it relates to the issue of infallibility is 
best understood in the context of these two letters. In the Fourth letter, al-AwzTT asks God 
to help the prince in his trial and provide him with the decisive argument ýqjja. The 
seventh letter emphasizes the need for calming the majority of the Umma towards the 
commander of the believers. The same letter emphasizes the need for the commander of 
the believers to straighten up the Umma's affairs, succeed the Prophet in his forgiveness 
and mercifulness towards its members, and attain the decisive argument ýqjja. 
It seems from the context of the above duW that the word bujja refers to the 
decisive argument, which the commander of the believers must attain before God on the 
Day of Judgment when asked about his responsibility for succeeding the Prophet in his 
capacity to dispense mercy and forgiveness for his Umma. This shows that the term hujja 
does not mean that the caliph is able to inherit the decisive argument but must attain it 
through his own earned deeds. As a result, the term hu#a does not refer to a sort of 
infallibility that the caliph obtains by virtue of his kinship or position but a proof that al- 
Man§ar must gain through his deeds so that he presents it to God on the Day of Judgment 
as means of escaping divine punishment. 
Other members in the caliph's court received different types of du'd's. The letters 
sent to the caliph and his son emphasize the necessity to succeed the Prophet in his mercy 
and compassion so that God would be pleased and the Umma would be calm. These letters 
are less subtle than the previous letters in that they deliver a warning to its addressees, 
56 The phrase laqqLihu &&tahu struck me first as a du'd' for strengthening the belief of the caliph but I will 
try to explain it here within its actual context. 
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asking them to help the needy or face God's scorn and the caliph's punishment. This tone 
is apparent in the first two letters where al-Awzd'T emphasizes the need not to be ignorant 
in times of trial and avoid God's anger by fulfilling the requirements of the Umma. The 
letter sent to Sulayman b. Mujdlid adopts a lighter tone and asks God to spare him 
punishment. The letter sent to AN! BaIj admonishes him and adopts a harsh tone by asking 
God to save him from being led astray by following whims without clear guidance. The 
letter sent to 'Tsa b. 'Aft adopts a much softer tone than the above letters and asks God to 
make him a helper of good deeds and a humble servant among those chosen for His mercy. 
The letters sent to people other than at-Mansarg his uncle, and al-Mahd-i show that 
al-Awzd'T was very careful in choosing his language. As we maintained above, al- 
Awzd'T's way of addressing the commander of the believers was more subtle than 
addressing other people. This shows that al-AwzFL'I's dud'was an actual device employed 
to convince the addressees to take certain actions. 
The notion that the commander of the believers succeeds the Prophet is mentioned 
in the opening paragraph of the seventh letter. Al-Awzd'T infonns a]-Man*tlr that God 
entrusted him with the affairs of this Umma so that he be just and eager to resemble the 
Prophet in performing deeds of mercifulness. 57 This repeated emphasis on mercifulness 
requires us to give a concrete meaning to what it entails. Thus, we need to look into actual 
57 Ibid, p. 195. 
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tasks which al-Awzd'! requires the caliph to perform. These tasks will be shown in the 
following category. 
The Category of Purpose 
This category deals with the purpose of sending these letters to their addressees and 
provides an understanding for what is meant by this Prophetic mercy which appears in the 
category of dua' repeatedly. Al-Awzd'! follows a certain pattern for presenting his 
demands, especially in the letters sent to al-Manýftr, al-Mahd7f, and 'Tsa b. 'AIT. The 
presentation of these demands usually follows an emphasis on the responsibilities placed on 
the shoulders of each addressee by virtue of his unique position at the caliph's court. This 
is usually followed by a vivid description of the harsh conditions of those badly in need of 
help. The demands then appear as one particular task dealing with either a request to 
release a prisoner from the caliph's prison, or a plea to send food supplies to starving 
people, or an appeal to ransom prisoners of war. 
Now, we will analyze the content of this category. The first three letters do not 
follow the pattern specified above but use appeals based on personal knowledge of the case 
in question. The first letter directly asks Abu 'Ubaydullah to help a man named ldrTjS58 
reach a place called Jabala. Al-AwzR'T maintained that IdrTs asked him to write a letter 
specifically to Aba 'Ubaydullah in order to arrange for his travel to the people of Jabala. 59 
58 1 was unable to find him. 
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The second asks the same person to bring to al-Mahd-i's attention the case of Yaii-d b. 
Yabyd al-Khusham 60 so that he would write a letter to the caliph asking for his release from 
prison. Al-Awz5'T defended the man by saying that he was among the supporters of Ibn al- 
Azraq. 61 He also states that his stay in prison has been harsh, though he maintained a sound 
reputation before his imprisonment. 62 
The third letter starts by emphasizing al-Mahd7i's unique position in the caliph's 
court. Al-Awzd'T indicates that the am-ir gained the reputation of being able to defend those 
in the caliph's prison without fear of being rejected or accused of treason. This paves the 
way for asking al-Mahd7i to discus the release of Ismd'TI b. al-Azraq with al-Manýrir. In this 
letter, al-AwzWT emphasizes the need to approach the case compassionately and to realize 
the weakness of this prisoner due to his old age, severe punishment, and harsh 
imprisonment 63 
59 wa qad sa'alanr idrTsu al-kilaba i1cWkafain qaddarta lahu ra6imaka allahu 'ala lah. qinft suWn jabalata 
talabta lahu wa aantahu. Ibid, p, 188. 
601 was unable to find him. 
6' 1 was not able to find him but the letter suggests that he was the governor of Ba'labakka. Ibid. 
62 inna yazTda b. Yabya al-khathanTfl' babsi amir al-muminTna avlabahu allahu wa kan min a ývfini ibn al- 
ft azraqi wa lam yablughnT 'anhu saun wa qad fillat iqtimatuhu IN fain raVa an yaWna min al-mahdr 
kitdbun da amTr al-muminina a4a6ahu Oahu Jihi bi-dhikrin min amrihi md narji! takhlrýahu bihi mimd 
huwafthi min <1arari al-babsifa'alta. Ibid, p. 189. 
63fa'in raa amrr al-muminTna an yahtamma bi amrihi wa yarifa ýWahuflal-udhri wa mablaghahu min al- 
sinnifa-yukallimuamTraal-mu'minTnaftsarabihiwatakhliyatisabYlihifa'alahu. fbid, p. 190. 
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The fourth also emphasizes al-Mahd-I's unique position in the caliph's court and his 
reputation of being merciful towards the umma. Then, Al-Awzd'T asks al-Mahd7i to ease up 
the suffering of his subjects and lighten their punishments by advising al-Man5or to release 
an imprisoned group failing to join an expedition. 64 The letter does not mention the name 
of these people or the expedition, which they neglected to join, but it describes vividly the 
type of torture these men endured after their capture. 
The fifth letter describes the harsh economic conditions facing the people of Mecca 
as well as those living around its area. This letter also emphasizes al-Mahd7i'ls unique 
position and his ability to soften the caliph's heart towards the Umma. This is followed by 
a demand to inform al-Manýar about what happened to those living in Mecca and to advise 
him to send necessary food supplies in order to avoid starvation. 65 
The sixth letter presents al-Mangar with a vivid description of the poverty that 
struck ahl al-Sabil and affected their living conditions tremendously. Then, al-Awzd'T 
emphasizes their brave role in protecting the gaps (thughfir) of the western frontiers against 
64fa 7n raa al-amTr adhaqahu allahu 'afwahuft al-Czkhirati bi-hubbihi al-tabrTda 'an ra'iyyafihi wa qa$da al- 
'uqfibati fthim rajd' an yaguba lahum min amir al-muminTna aslaýahu allahu 'afwahu wa al-tajCnvuza 
'anhumfa'ala. lbid, p. 191. 
0 fain raa al-amir aFlalwhu allahu an yali66a 'ala amir al-muminTna ft igh&hati ahli macca wa man 
6awlahum min al musliminaft barrihi wa babrihi bi-bamli al-ta'dmi wa al-zayti ilayhim qabla an yublala bi- 
halaki abadin minhumfa'al. lbid, p. 193. 
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the Byzantines. This is followed by a demand to increase ahl al-sdýil's annual financial 
shares so that it meets their bare means of subsistence. 66 
The seventh letter emphasizes the significant responsibility of the caliph to be 
strong in following the example of the Prophet in being kind to the Umma. This letter also 
provides a vivid description of the bad conditions facing women and children captured by 
the Byzantine army in Qdl7iqald. Al-Awzd'T emphasizes the state of shame which Muslim 
women face when they are forced to uncover their bodies in front of strange men. This 
image is coupled with another one emphasizing the agony of these women when they 
witness the baptism of their children at the hands of priests converting these Muslim 
children to Christianity. Then, al-AwzR'T inserts his request by saying that the caliph must 
seek God's support, be passionate towards the weak of his Umma, and make the ransoming 
of these war prisoners a top priority. 67 
The eighth letter emphasizes the necessity of advising the caliph to do what is useful 
and avoid what is harmful. Al-Awzd'T also emphasizes the important position that 
Sulayman b. MuJalid occupies in the caliph's court. This is followed by a warning against 
putting off responsibilities towards those badly in need of assistance but who have no court 
connections or kinship. Finally, al-Aw2VT describes the bad conditions that the war 
prisoners of Qdriqald are facing and then outlines his demand of getting Sulayman b. 
66 yamum alhumft Wtaydtihim qadra al-kaja-f wa yujrThi 'alayhimfa'al. lbid, p. 194 
67 fa-lyasta'in bi-allah amrni al-muminrna wa Iyatabannan 'ala 4u'aja-i ummatihi wa lyattakhidh ila allahi 
fthinna sabTlan wa Iyakhruj min huyati allahi 'alayhi fthinna bian yaMna a; amU hammihi wa aktharu 
umari ummalihi 'indahu mufa-ddtihinna. lbid, p. 196. 
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Mujdlid to do his share of reminding the caliph of this matter which would have grave 
consequences if ignored by the state. 68 
The ninth letter describes the bad conditions of those living in QdlTqalZi then 
emphasizes the need to support those without supporters and ransom the women and 
children held as prisoners of war in QdlTqalii . 
69 In the tenth letter, al-Awzd'T mentioned that 
he received various letters complaining about Aba BaIj's harsh punishment of the Muslims 
and his cruelty towards the people of the book. Al-AwzFL'T then advises Aba BaIj to avoid 
excessive punishment and be fair to the people of the book. 70 
The demand for presenting these services to the Umma explains the mercy and 
forgiveness that al-AwzFL'T mentions in our category of du'd'. Al-AwzWT believed that 
succeeding the Prophet in the Umma necessitates the fulfillment of these demands. For 
legitimating his requests, al-Aw2: 5'T reminds the authorities of their unique position as 
authority capable of reaching the caliph and advising him to help people. The use of the 
category of purpose explains the notion of mercy appearing in the previous categories and 
confirms that succeeding the Prophet means succeeding him in his acts of helping the 
needy. 
68fa'ddi rahimaka allahu higatakafthinna. lbid, p. 199. 
69 fakun rabimaka allahu lil-4u'aja-i bi-buqiiqihim qdiman wa biamd sab4d al-mumin&i muhtamman. 
lbid, p. 200. 
70 The historical background of this event was discussed above in the category dealing with the letter's 
authenticity, p. 22. 
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The category of purpose brings out the essence of al-Awza'! 's views of government 
legitimacy. These letters contain valuable information emphasizing al-AwzA'Y's assertions 
that the caliph is a successor of the Prophet in his acts of mercy and forgiveness towards the 
Umma. The category of purpose actualizes the notion of mercy in the performance of 
services such as freeing prisoners, sending food supplies to the hungry, increasing aid for 
the poor, ransoming prisoners of war, and treating both Muslims and people of the book 
justly. At-Awzd'T believed that the caliph's main source of legitimacy is very specific in 
that it is derived from looking out for the welfare of the Muslims rather than being the kin 
of the Prophet. 
Category of persuasion 
This category is significant for our understanding of the tactics that al-AwzZi'l used 
to persuade his addressees of the necessity to deliver the requests mentioned in his letters. 
This category is a completion of the previous one in that it illustrates the way in which al- 
Aw2VI Persuades his addressees. For him, Qur'5nic verses, Prophetic tradition, practices 
of the rightly guided caliphs such as 'Umar b. al-Khaft5b and 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'A25z, and 
invocation of accountability to God as well as punishment on the hereafter present the most 
effective means of persuasion for getting the government to fulfill this task or that task. 
Our analysis of this category will show that these tactics reflect some aspects of al- 
Awzd'! 's views of the structural hierarchy in society. For him, God watches over everyone. 
The caliph acting as the successor of the Prophet in society watches over members of the 
Umma, especially his secretaries, military commanders, and the scholars, who in turn, 
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watch over society and provide advice to the caliph on what needs to be done. This 
hierarchy makes everybody in society accountable to the caliph who in turn is accountable 
to God only. This means that al-AwzR'I held authority to be responsible to God, the only 
authority capable of punishing or rewarding the caliph for his refusal or acceptance to 
succeed the Prophet in his acts of mercy towards the Umma. 
Now we will turn to the content of the letters dealing with the tactics that al-Awza'! 
uses to influence government. The first letter does not use Qur'dn, hadIth, or acts of the 
rightly guided caliphs, but uses a subtle technique by emphasizing the existence of a unique 
relationship prompting al-Awzd'T to advise Aba 'Ubaydallah to perform a task that would 
please God and create a great good for everyone. 71 This is followed by another sentence 
indicating that the long distance between the two men is not an obstacle but an 
encouragement for al-Awz5'T to offer advice to Aba 'Ubaydallah, wishing God to protect 
his religion and turn him away from evil. 
72 
The second letter also uses subtle means of pressure to convince AbU 'Ubaydallah 
to do the requested task. First, al-AwzA'Y emphasizes the need to help those who look up to 
authority and build their hopes on its good intentions of alleviating their suffering in times 
of misfortunes . 
73 Secondly, al-Awza'! emphasizes the importance of fulfilling his 
71 fa innaka al-maru u4ibbu an alaWhadahu bi dhikri md 'asd allahu an yu4ditha bihT khayran. Ibn Ab; lf 
Watim, p. 188. 
72 fa inni arji! an yakana al-ghaybu (unclear) 'ala al-nu$hi laka wa hub al-iymaji- dinik wa prf al-sil ' 'anka 
fthi. Ibid. 
73 wa innahu 16 yazdlu min uldika (subjects in need of help) mutawassilun bT ilaykafa ld difikafthi nushan. 
Ibid. 
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requested task by invoking the issue of divine judgment in the hereafter and how Abri 
'Ubaydallah would find a minor good deed to be extremely helpful and a minor sin to be 
extremely damaging. This means that al-AwzIM regarded this task as minor in the scale of 
worldly affairs and that he raised the issue of the hereafter to bring a new scale into the 
picture, making a minor deed in this world carry major consequences in the hereafter. 
The third letter uses no Qur'anic verses, Prophetic traditions, or acts of rightly 
guided caliphs, but other means of persuasion such as the emphasis on the hereafter. For 
instance, al-Awz5'T mentions al-Mahd-t's need to fulfill the task requested in order to defend 
his position when standing divine questioning on the Day of Judgment. 74 Again, al-AwzR'T 
outl[nes the douýle rewards which al-Mahd7i will receive in the hereafter when fulfilling this 
task of bringing to the attention of the caliph the case of Ibn al-Azraq. 
In the fýmrth letter al-Aw; z5'T legitimates his request by outlining a Prophetic 
tradition and an important precedent set by 'Umar b. al-Khal4ab. Firstly, al-Awz5'T 
mentions a tradition where the Prophet forgave three people failing to join the battle of 
TabUk . 
75 Secondly, he mentions an event where 'Umar b. al-Khaftiib vowed to punish some 
people for departing the battlefield without his permission. This tradition indicates that 
'Umar ordered these people to gather in a place and wait for his arrival, he admonished 
74 haua yuftij allah 'anhu bali)yatahu aw yatakhidh minhu 'inda al-sudli 'udhran. Ibn Ab, ljdtim, p. 189 
75 This event took place when three companions, Ka'b b. Milik (d. 51/671; Madina), Murdra b. al-RabT'a (d. 
? ), Hildl b. Umayya (d. ?) failed to participate in the Battle of Tabok 9/630, the Prophet and the companions 
boycotted them for fifty days until the Qur'in announced their forgiveness 9: 118. Ibn KathTr, vol. 2, p. 343- 
345. 
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them and informed them of their fault then he ordered their release. 76 
The fifth letter uses three traditions; one from the Prophet and the other two from 
the practice of 'Umar b. al-Kha4ab. The Prophetic tradition starts by raising a rhetorical 
question of how is one able to stretch his joints feeling ease in his sleep while his neighbor 
is scrunched-up from the agony of hunger. 77 The second tradition deals with the famous 
event of the year of famine (ramada) where 'Umar b. al-Khýdb made a great effort in 
securing food for everyone until large amounts of food supplies arrived. Al-Aw2WT 
emphasizes these efforts and maintains that 'Umar b. al-KhaMb would have ordered 
wealthy families to divide their subsistence with poor families, since two would not die by 
feeding on that which is sufficient for one. 78 The third tradition mentions the famous 
saying of 'Umar that he would feel responsible before God if a sheep died on the river 
banks offurfit as a result of negligence. 79 
Finally, this letter similar to pervious letters invokes the issue of the hereafter as a 
means of convincing the caliph to fulfill the requested task promptly. Al-AwzW! mentions 
the need to save the people of Mecca before they die so that the caliph would not receive 
76 1 was not able to find this story in 'Umar's biography in Ibn Sad. 
77 This narration appears with different wording but provides the same meaning at the end of Musnad'Umar 
b. al-Kha"b. Abmad Ibn Ijanbal narrates this With on the authority of 'Abd al-RaWfin b. Mahdr - Sufýln 
al-Ilawry, his father Sald b. Masrilq - 'abRya b. rifa'a - 'Umar b. al-Khapb. Abmad b. Ijanbal, al- 
Musnad, vol. 1, p. 326. 
78 This narration appears Ibn Sa'd, vol. 3, p. 294. 
79 law halakat sh&un 'ala shaf'al-furtll dayCz'an ; anantu anna allaha sayas'alunT 'anhd. Ibn Abli HAtim, p. 
193. 
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divine punishment for not saving them. 80 Again, al-Awzd'T mentions that ftiffilling this 
task will help the caliph do well in the hereafter when people will seek God's mercy before 
hisjustice. 81 
The sixth letter cites a tradition from the Prophet where he mentioned that it would 
be dear to him to leave this life after undoing any injustices affecting Muslims and their 
money. 82 This letter uses another means of persuasion closely related to a well known 
Prophetic tradition where the Prophet indicates that each Muslim is a shepherd and every 
shepherd is responsible for his flock. Al-Awza'! uses this similar analogY83 to describe the 
relationship between the Umma and their caliph in that he is the shepherd whose 
responsibility for the welfare of the Umma is subject to divine scrutiny and this will yield 
either punishment or reward. 
The seventh letter mentions two Qur5nic verses: the first commands the Muslims 
for jihdd to support the poor and the Weak. 84 the second deals with God's order to the 
Israelites to ransom their prisoners of war and warned against ignoring the matter. 85 This 
letter cites five different Prophetic traditions, two Qur'dnic verses, and other means of 
so qabla anyubtala bi halCzki abadin minhumjaan. Ibid. 
81 wa inna al-amra wdhid wa kullun min al-adlifi- al-hulani 'alayhi mushfiq illa an yaafua allah. Ibid. 
82 innahu lababibun iIqyya an ufa-riqa al-dunya wa laysa minkum ahadun yatiubunT bi-maziamafin fi- nafsihi 
wa Id mdlihi, Ibn AbY Uatim, p. 194. This badrth is narrated with slightly different wording from the way of 
Abli Hurayra-'Abd a]-Rabm&n b. Ya'qUb - his son al-'AIEL' b. 'Abd al-RbMan b. Ya'qnb, Abmad b. Ijanbal, 
vol. 10, p. 269. 
83 Kullukum Win wa kullu rdin mas'fllun 'an raiyyatihi. Ibn AM lifitim, p. 194. 
84 4: 75. 
85 al-AwzA'T is referring to 2: 85 but he does not use the exact words of the verse. 
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persuasion dealing with God's punishment. The first Prophetic tradition indicates that al- 
Zuhri narrated to al-Awz§'T that the book which the Prophet drafted between al-Muh5jrOn 
and al-Amýdr stipulated that "they shall not leave anyone who is burdened, or burdened 
heavily, or overburdened by debt, until they aid him to acquit himself of what became 
,, 86 incumbent upon him, of blood wit or a ransom. In the second Prophetic tradition, al 
Awzd'T indicates that the Prophet commanded the Muslims to help the two weak ones, 
namely women and children. 87 
The third tradition describes the Prophet's mercy by indicating that he would 
shorten the prayers when he hears the cries of a baby in need of his mother's attendance. 88 
Al-Awz5'T maintained that the mother's cry for her son when he is captured in war and 
gone forever is greater than his crying for her when she is away for a few minutes. 89 The 
fourth tradition mentions that the Prophet informed his kin that they must avoid God's 
punishment by deeds not kinship. According to al-AwzFL'T, the Prophet informed his 
daughter Fdtima and his aunt $afiyya on the day he died to work for God's rewards since he 
86 wa qad baddathanT al-zuhrT annahu Minaft kitab rasfil allah alladhT kataba bihi bayna al-muhC7jirTna wa 
al-Ansdri an 16 yatruka mufraban an yu'Inuhuftfidil'in aw 'aqlin. Ibid, p. 197. This translation of this part of 
the text is found in Edward William Lane, An Arabic English Lexicon, Beirut, Librarie du Liban, 1968, 
(fa, ra, ha). Al-AwzS'T narrates this on the authority of al-ZuhrT and I was not able to find this particular 
narration or its isndd, but a somewhat similar narration appears with a different isndd in Abmad b. Ijanbal, 
vol. 3, p. 1 14; Ibn Kathir, al-Biddya wa at-nihaya, vol. 3, p. 224. 
97 innamd %ftum bil-4a7fayni at-marata wa at-sabi. Ibn AbT Ijfttim, p. 197; This is part of the famous 
farewell speech in the Prophet's last pilgrimage. The isndds of this narration, as far as I was able to find in 
the six books, does not include al-AwzR'L 
"' This badt1h is narrated on the authority of 'Abdullah b. al-Mub5rak- at-Aw&T - Yabya b. AbT Katlrir - 
'Abdullah b. AbY Qat5da - his father AbIl Qat5. da al-Hdrith b. Rabal. Ahmad b. Hanbal, vol. 16, p. 365. 
89 Ibn Abif liatim, p. 197. 
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cannot save them ftom God's punishment. 90 The fifth tradition deals with the mentioning 
of another occasion where the Prophet called Quraysh for a meeting then informed them 
that his supporters (awfiyd) must be Godfearing; so whoever fears God is more worthy of 
the Prophet than Quraysh in spite of its close kinship. 91 
Besides the use of traditions, Al-AwzR'T relies on the same strategy deployed in the 
pervious letter as means of persuasion, namely the claim that the caliph is a shepherd 
responsible for his flock and observed by God whose judgment results in punishment or 
reward. Unlike other letters, this letter emphasizes worldly punishments reflected in 
undesirable consequences to show the importance of his requested tasks. For instance, al- 
Awzd'T depicts the problem of the hostages held in QRl-tqala to be the result of worldly 
punishment from God to those who ignore the needs of the weak and spread corruption. 
This is followed by a statement of encouragement asserting that God will forgive the sins of 
this Umma once they start looking after the hostages of QRlTiqala. Al-Awzd'y emphasizes 
yja al-Mansar's need to help these hostages so that he would have the decisive argument hu - 
when asked about his deeds in the hereafter. This term hujja has appeared in the category 
of dud' and we proved that that aI-Awzd'T regarded the caliph to be a normal person in 
need of God's rewards so that he escapes His punishments. 
90 yd ja-limta binta rasol allah wa yd vqfiyyata 'ammala rasfil allah i'mald limd 'ind allah fa innr M amliku 
lakumd min allah shayan. Ibid. p. 195-6. This version of the hadith is narrated on the authority of Aba 
Hurayra (d. 57/676; Madina), it exists in the five books except Ibn Mija. The problem with al-Awzi'T's 
mention of this badith is that it was mentioned when 26: 214 was revealed rather than the day the Prophet 
died. The sfira orders the Prophet to deliver the message to his next of kin and close ones and this hints to a 
Meccan period. 
91 Ald inna awhyd'i hum al-mutaqan faman ittaqd fahuwa awid br minkum wa in kuntum aqraba minhu 
rabiMan. Ibid, p. 196. The version of this With is narrated on the authority of MFilik b. Anas who narrates 
to Nab b. AbT Maryam (weak). The version I was able to find of the 6adi-th appears as reason of revelation 
for 8: 34, but there is no mention of the section dealing with kinship. Ibn KathTJr, TafsTr al-qur'lin al-'azTm, 
vol. 2, p. 266. 
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The eighth letter mentions no traditions or Qur'dnic verses but reminds Sulaym5n b. 
Mujalid of the serious responsibility placed on his shoulders to inform the caliph of the 
misery of those suffering in Q511qaId. Al-AwzR'I invokes the issue of divine punishment 
and informs Sulayman b. Mqjdlid that he would avoid this punishment and gain reward if 
he brings the matter to the attention of the state. 
The ninth letter reminds 'Isa b. 'Art of a previous correspondence between him and 
al-Awzaly. The letter states that 'Tsa b. 'All had sent a letter to al-Awzd'T where he 
expressed his disappointment with the way in which the problem of Q51-iqaId has been 
handled and how the Muslims were neither able to bring the issue to the caliph's attention 
nor capable of sending a powerful army to overcome the Byzantine siege. 'Tsa b. 'Aly 
mentioned that he would like al-AwzW! to remind him of QW-iqaId upon returning from his 
raid so that a solution be reached for the hostages. Al-AwZA'T sent his letter and chose not 
to invoke the issue of divine punishment as we saw in previous letters. Perhaps the 
expressed agreement of 'Isa b. 'All made al-Awzd'T use a quick reminder rather than 
mentioning divine punishment as consequences of ignoring the issue. 
Besides this quick reminder al-Awzd'T uses a unique means of persuasion simply by 
depicting the problem to be larger than the hostage issue itself. After this, Al-Awz5'T 
describes 'Isa b. 'Ari to be part of the solution of this problem. For al-Awzd'T, Muslim 
society had suffered a huge problem resulting from those who have access to the caliph and 
urge him to resolve the problems of those with strong ties and social clout. This system of 
favoritism undermines the welfare of those in need, making the caliph concentrate on 
helping those who are fortunate at the expense of those who are less fortunate. AI-Awz5'T 
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reminds 'Isa b. 'AIT of his access to the caliph and ability to influence him on behalf of 
those cut off from his reach as a result of long distance or captivity. This shows that al- 
Awzd'l tried to magnify the importance of the Qdliqal5 prisoners in the eyes of 'Isa b. 'AIT, 
depicting them as victims of a system of favoritism that divides Muslims and undermines 
their welfare rather than simply being hostages at the hands of the Byzantines. This method 
of persuasion is particularly significant for it convinces 'Tsa b. 'All that his participation in 
ransoming the hostages would not only solve this minor problem' but would provide a 
remedy for the biggest problem facing the Muslims. 
The tenth letter cites three different traditions: one showing the extent to which the 
Prophet was fair to the People of the book 92 and the other shows the openness of 'Umar b. 
'Abd al-'Azi-z towards accepting people's advice even when it is accompanied by 
criticism. 93 The third goes to Aba al-Dardii's comments about how the Umma's welfare 
would be intact as long as it is able to distinguish right from wrong when the righteous utter 
their advice. 
94 
These traditions form the first step of persuasion in which al-Awzd'T tries to show 
Abe BaIj that accepting advice and being merciful is something that every Muslim must 
perform. This is accompanied with a strong criticism and warning to the extent that al- 
"2 The badi-th is narrated on the authority of $afWan b. Sulaym -thiqa- (d. 132/749; Madina), but the link 
between him and the Prophet is mentioned as a group of the companions sons. Ibn a]-Qayyim al-Jawziyya, 
'Awn al-maabrid bi-sharb sunan abT dihvad, vol. 8, p. 211. 
93 Ibn Abi Ijitim, p. 201-2. 
94 la tazälü bi khayr mä ahbabtum khiyärakum wa mä qilaftkum bi al-haqqifa 'ariftumühfa inna Wrifa al- 
haqqi ka 'ämilihi. Ibid, p. 200. 
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Awzd'! levies a personal attack on AbfI BaIj. Al-Awzd'i describes the unjust person as one 
who is led by his ignorance to believe that he is able to exercise his own conception of 
justice. This person is likely to believe that his criminal acts are considered to be wise 
doings and his anger would make him take personal revenge thereby dismissing God's 
laws. 
This attack never describes AbO Balj to be that unjust person; however, al-Awzd'l 
levies another attack more direct than this previous one. According to him, Aba BaIj's 
insistence on following his own whims made him violate what God entrusted to the 
Muslims as laws that must be applied in order to protect the rights of Muslims as well as 
the people of the book. This resulted in committing mass torture coupled with unjust 
killings and waste of property and money. Al-Awzd'T adds the issue of God's punishment 
and threatens Abil BaIj by saying that God punishes those who commit light crimes such as 
hitting the face. This is followed by a rhetorical question of what would the divine 
punishment be for someone whose crime of torture cause more pain than death itself.? 
Finally, al-Awzd'T mentions that some soldiers with awakened conscience who operate 
under the command of Abri BaIj sent letters questioning the legitimacy of conducting raids 
with such an army. This is followed by a direct warning about informing the caliph of what 
has happened and the grave consequences resulting from Abri BaIj's criminal behavior. 
The means of persuasion utilized in this letter vary, starting with a description of 
unjust commander to a harsh divine punishment of that commander and the consequences 
resulting from following one's own whims rather than applying God's law. These elements 
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appear to be more than means of persuasion in that they deliver a direct threat to Aba BaIj 
so that he changes his course of actions. Unlike pervious letters that include a form of 
praise or divine rewards for pursuing a given course of action, this letter includes threats 
only. Perhaps this was the case because of the severity of the situation and the significant 
criminal acts committed by Abfa- BaIj. 
This letter does not stop at invoking divine punishment but adds a unique element 
not appearing in previous letters. This element appears in the mention of the caliph as an 
authority that watches over state opponents and punishes those hurting state interests. Al- 
AwzR'Y talks about the good relationship existing between him and al-Mansflr, emphasizing 
how the caliph listens to his advice. This is followed by the mention of how some soldiers 
with an active sense of right and wrong began asking about the legitimacy of fighting in the 
army. This situation of fear and discomfort undermines one of the major sources of income 
for the state and jeopardizes the state interest. Al-Awzd'T presents himself as the authority 
judging Abra BaIj and rendering his actions to be hurtful to Muslim interest and that the 
caliph will be informed about the situation so that he would personally get involved to 
remedy the situation and levy an appropriate punishment. This shows that al-Awzd'i 
invokes worldly punishment as well as divine punishment to persuade Abd BaIj to change 
his course of actions. 
Our analysis of this category shows some significant findings. First, the seventh 
letter confirms what we saw in chapter four were al-Aw2: d'! 's rejection of the issue of 
wasi>ya appeared as a central theme. This rejection appears again in the seventli letter 
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where al-Awzd'! asserts that the caliph must establish legitimacy based on his ability to 
follow the example of the Prophet rather than relying on his kinship. This is evident since 
al-Awz5'T presented two traditions narrated from the Prophet encouraging his family to 
have good standing with God by performing good deeds rather than relying on Prophetic 
kinship. 
The second significant finding in our analysis of this category showed that the 
tactics utilized by al-AwzA'T appear in two different forms, textual and logical. The textual 
include Qur'anic verses, Prophetic tradition, or well known practices by previous caliphs 
and companions. These texts mention similar cases to the matters in question and help 
provide legitimacy for al-Awzft'T's requests. The second form in which al-AwzR'T's tactics 
appear are logical in that they use either worldly or divine punishment to motivate the 
addressees to perform the requested tasks. 
These tactics reflect some aspects of al-Awzd'! 's views of the structural hierarchy of 
society. For him, God watches over everyone and this is apparent when looking into all the 
letters and how they invoke the notion of divine punishment. For instance, the first letter 
emphasizes the need of Abo 'Ubaydallah to fulfill the requested tasks so that he pleases 
God. The second letter invokes the issue of divine judgment as motivation for doing good 
deeds and avoiding bad deeds. The third letter invokes the issue of divine judgment and 
advises al-Mahd7i to perform the requested task so that he would have little difficulty 
answering God's questions. 
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The fifth letter invokes the issue of divine punishment of the caliph if he fails to 
fulfill the requested task. This letter warns al-Manqfa-r that ignoring his responsibility 
towards the people of Qdl-iqald would gain him severe punishment in the hereafter. The 
seventh letter emphasizes al-Manýfir's need to fulfill the requested task so that he would 
have the decisive argument in the hereafter when he stands questioning before God. The 
eighth letter invokes the issue of divine punishment and informs Sulaymdn b. MqJ51id of 
the importance of fulfilling the requested task. The tenth letter invokes the issue of divine 
punishment and shows Abri Balj that his behavior needs to change in order to avoid God's 
divine punishment. 
The second aspect of al-AwzFLTs hierarchy is the notion that the caliph acting as the 
successor of the Prophet in society watches over the Umma including his secretaries, 
military commanders, and scholars. For instance, the sixth and seventh letters invoke the 
notion that the caliph is a shepherd and every shepherd is responsible for his flock. This 
shows the extent to which al-Awzd'Y believed that the caliph should watch over his cabinet 
in order to carry out his responsibility towards the Umma. Lastly, the tenth letter 
crystallizes this notion that the caliph should watch over his secretaries in order to carry out 
his responsibilities effectively. The language of scom directed to Abu BaIj invoked the 
issue of the caliph's ability to punish his assistants when they undermine the effectiveness 
of the state operation by committing criminal acts. This shows the extent to which al- 
Awz-a'! recognized the necessity of the caliph to be vigilant when dealing with his cabinet. 
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The third aspect of at-Awzd'I's system of hierarchy appears in his treatment of how 
those under the caliph must watch over society and inform him of the problems facing 
those in need. For instance, the ninth letter informs 'Isa b. 'AIT that he should bring to the 
attention of the caliph the problem of Q511qaId's hostages. This letter captures al-Awz-aTs 
view of how a system of favoritism is likely to undermine Muslim strength and the 
effectiveness of their state. Al-AwzTL'T regards the actions of those concerning themselves 
with their own interests while ignoring the welfare of the weak as corrupt worthy of 
worldly as well as divine punishment. This confirms that al-Aw: zA'I believed himself to be 
part of this huge system were his knowledge necessitates him to bring to the attention of the 
caliph that which would benefit the Muslims and please God. 
These three aspects of al-Awz5'1's hierarchy makes everybody in society 
accountable to the caliph who in turn is accountable to God only. This means that al- 
Awzd'l held authority to be responsible to God, the only authority capable of punishing or 
rewarding the caliph for his refusal or acceptance to succeed the Prophet in his acts of 
mercy towards the Umma. This succession is achieved through deeds rather than wapyya. 
Conclusion 
This chapter has provided a detailed analysis of al-Awzd'! 's letters to al-Mangir, al- 
Mahd-i, 'Isa b. 'AIT, and other significant state secretaries. The authenticity of these letters 
was examined and we proved that their validity as correspondences between al-Awza'! and 
the Abbasid state is undisputable. This is true since the content of the letters themselves 
undermine all possible motives of fabrications. Our analysis after establishing the 
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authenticity of these letter categorized their content into four different sections dealing with 
title, dud', purpose, and persuasion. These categories brought significant findings about 
the nature of al-AwzZi'! 's views of the Abbasid government and established a close 
understanding of his position on other several matters. For instance, the category of title 
proved that al-Aw2XI regarded the Abbasids to be no less legitimate than the rightly guided 
caliphs in goveming the Umma. This category is particularly significant for showing that 
al-AwzW! regarded the Abbasids to be the successors of the Prophet in his Umma. The 
following category showed that aI-Awzd'I asked God to make the caliph resemble the 
Prophet in his acts of mercy towards the Umma. This showed that aI-Awz5'! wanted the 
caliph to be a successor of the Prophet in his acts of mercy rather than his infallibility in 
receiving revelation. The following category showed the type of tasks that the caliph must 
perform in order to establish legitimacy as the true successor of the Prophet in his Umma. 
The following category showed the means of persuasion utilized to convince the addressees 
of the necessity of fulfilling the requested tasks. These tasks vary in form, textual and 
logical; the former brings revelation and precedent of the rightly guided caliphs, while the 
latter invokes the danger of undesired worldly consequences as well as divine punishment. 
This work provides us with four significant findings: First, it established that al- 
Awzd'Y regarded the Abbasid as legitimate. Secondly, this work shows that al-Awzd'T 
regarded the claim of the wasi . yya of 
the Prophet to his relatives to be unfounded and has no 
grounds whatsoever in dealing with government legitimacy. Indeed, al-Awzd'! maintained 
a position of strong rejection of this claim. This was clear in the meeting that we dealt with 
in the previous chapter. The letters confirmed this position and showed that al-AW&I 
attacked the 'Abbasid caliphs, maintaining that legitimacy does not come from being the 
kin of the Prophet but from the ability to follow his sunna in dealing with the Muslims. In 
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fact, al-Aw2: 5'I regarded the kinship between al-ManqUr and the Prophet to increase the 
duty of the former and make him much more responsible than anyone else in resembling 
the sunna of the latter. 
The third finding of this chapter is that al-Awzd'l provided an actual dynamic in 
which government would exercise power and interact with Muslim society to establish a 
model of governance resembling that of the early Muslim generations. The letters show a 
unique system of hierarchy promoted by al-Aw2VY in handling government responsibilities. 
Although al-Awza'! never speaks about this system clearly in his letter, the content dealing 
with the means of persuasion suggest few findings. First, al-Awz5'Y believed that the caliph 
is the highest authority in the land and that everyone must obey him without reservations. 
This is manifested in certain sayings regarding al-Manýflr as the shepherd responsible for 
the safety and welfare of his flock. Again, al-Awzd'! delivers warnings mentioning that 
God will punish al-Manýar if he ignores the requested tasks. This warning is not unique to 
al-Mangir's letter but the view that the divine is the only authority capable of punishing the 
caliph confirms our analysis of the issue of caliphal accountability. 
The second aspect of this hierarchy deals with the position of the state proponents. 
This system regards state secretaries and military commanders to be accountable to the 
caliph's scrutiny; they are subject to caliphal punishment as well as divine punishment. 
This is evident in the tenth letter where al-AwzW! threatens Abil BaIj with the intervention 
of the caliph in the maUer of mass torture. 
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The third aspect of this hierarchy deals with how the state proponents watch over 
society, looking out for its needs and fulfilling the requests of those seeking the support of 
the state. This system regards the sole function of these state proponents to be the ability to 
work as channels, bringing to the attention of the caliph matters of importance to the 
Umma. Al-Awz5'T believed that the functionality of the system depends on the ability to 
fulfill the needs of those with meager access to the system such as those living in remote 
areas or held in captivity. As we saw in the ninth letter, al-Awzd'l showed 'Tsa b. 'Ali that 
helping the hostages of Q5l-iqaI5 would not only provide a great benefit for those in need 
but would also cut through the favoritism that threatens the ability of the system to function 
effectively. Again, the tenth letter delivered some serious warnings to Aba BaIj in that al- 
Awz5'T regarded the issue mass torture as a problem that would undermine the system and 
is worthy of caliphal punishment. This shows the extent to which al-Awzd'! regarded the 
success of this system to depend on caliphal vigilance over his secretaries as well as their 
responsibility to channel people's needs to the caliph. 
The fourth finding in this chapter deals with al-Awz5'Y's views of the role of the 
sunna in dealing with state opponents. This is evident since al-Awz5'T relies heavily on the 
use of Prophetic traditions in dealing with al-Mansfa-r, al-Mahd-i, and other state proponents. 
These above findings, namely al-AwzWT's views of Abbasid legitimacy, rejection of 
wa. yiyya, system of hierarchy, and his view of the role of the sunna in dealing with 
authority lead to a major question. If al-Awzd'! believed the obedience of the caliph to be 
. yya necessary, why would 
he reject the wasi which presented the essence of Abbasid claims 
to legitimacy? If al-Awzd'T believed the authority of the caliph to be absolute in that it is 
only accountable to God, why challenge the caliph by presenting traditions rejecting his 
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claims to legitimacy? Finally, how would we reconcile the fact that al-Awz5'1 saw himself 
as part of this system yet he challenged its claims to legitimacy? These questions will be 
dealt with in the following chapter. 
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Chapter VI 
Al-A: wzA'rs views regarding the state 
Observations about al-AwzalV views towards the state 
In the three previous chapters we emphasized some major elements in al-Awzd'! 's 
life, dealing with his skills of narrating badi-th and how this impacted hisfiqh. We dealt 
with the issue of how this description created various disputes between scholars, causing 
them to have doubts about the extent to which al-Awzd'l relied on hadi-th for makingfiqhi 
rules. Although many scholars considered al-Awz-a'! to have belonged to an ancient school 
of fiqh, based on treating the sunna as a living tradition, no serious attempts have been 
exerted in getting at the dynamics of such afiqh. This unsubstantial treatment left us no 
alternative but to avoid building on the work of past scholars so that we rid ourselves of 
their biases and unfounded opinions. Thus, we start afresh, hoping to outline some aspects 
of al-Awza'! 'sfiqh so that we put this early legal school into a new perspective. 
After discussing al-Awz-aTs skills in narrating Prophetic traditions, we brought a 
fiqhi case showing how he regarded the tradition of the Prophet, as reflected in his practices 
and as narrated on the authority of the members of the umma, to be the main source of 
legislating fiqhi rules. This example showed how al-Awz5'T regarded the permission of 
dividing booty in the battlefield to be consistent with the sunna of the Prophet. Aba Yfisuf 
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who depended on ray more than tradition in making fiqhi rules rejected this opinion, 
claming that booty must be divided in dar al-Islam since a critical reading of this tradition 
would make it imperative for the Muslim armies not to divide booty in dar al-Harb. Al- 
Shdfi'!, on the other hand, confirmed al-AwzdTs opinions claiming that they reflect the 
sunna more closely than that of Abra Yiisuf. 
The second main element in al-Aw2VVs life was his rejection of the claim of 
. yya, which constituted the essence of 
'Abbasid claims to legitimacy. This rejection wasi 
manifested itself in two encounters between al-Awzd'T and state authority. The first 
encounter dealt with the meeting between al-Awzd'l and 'Abdullah b. 'AU. After proving 
the authenticity of such meeting, we showed how al-Aw2: 5'T rejected the claim of wasiyya 
as alleged by 'Abdullah b. 'All. In this encounter al-Awzza'! maintained that the notion that 
the Prophet gave waslYya to 'Ali b. Ab-1 T51ib to be his heir as the leader of the community 
is unfounded. Al-Aw2: 5'T believed this to be evident since 'AIT allowed someone else to 
precede him to this position. According to this meeting, 'Abdullah b. 'AIT started to ask 
about the caliphate claiming that it was a wa" from the Prophet to his family, 
specifically 'All Al-AwzWT felt this to be a difficult matter; he got ready for death but 
thought to tell the truth anyway. He asserted his views by saying that if it was a waoW 
from the Prophet then 'AIT b. Abl, Tdlib would not have allowed someone to precede him. ' 
The second encounter in which al-Awz5'1 dealt with the wamy . ya appears 
in his 
letter to al-Manýfir. This particular letter rejects the notion of wa. Fiyya by subtly showing 
1 qJla thumma afraqa hawnan thumma qdl akhbirnF 'an al-khilga waTiyyatun land min rasfd allah? Fa 
warada 'alayya amrun 'a#M wa istabsaltu lil mawtfa qultu la aTdziqannahufa quitu aqlah allah al-amira 
kdn baynT wa bayna Ddivad mawadda thumma quitu law k4nat waFiyya min al-nabi mil laraka 'AIT b. AT 
(dlib ahadan yataqaddamahu. . Ibn 'Asdidr, vol. 35, p. 212. 
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that one must work for his deeds. In his letter to al-Manýfa-r, Al-Awz5'T brings evidence for 
his view indicating that the Prophet gathered his family members and tribe on his death 
date to inform them that they have to earn their good status with God by performing good 
deeds rather than depending on their kinship. This showed that al-Awzd'l viewed one's 
deeds to constitute the basis of his success or failure and this is consistent with his view of 
the caliphate which he saw as a position that must not be earned through kinship but 
administered by a person capable of inheriting the Prophet in his acts of kindness towards 
the Umma. 
The third element in al-Awzd'Y's life is his understanding of a system of hierarchy, 
which is reflected in his letters dealing with the caliph and his secretaries. This system of 
hierarchy is particularly significant since it helps us understand how al-Awz-a'T viewed the 
actual operation of state and society. This system regards the head of the Islamic state to be 
responsible to God whom al-Awzd'T regarded as the only authority capable of punishing the 
caliph for his wrong doings in this life and the hereafter. It seems that aI-AwzA'Y believed 
that it was not necessary to have another authority to watch over the caliph or hold him 
responsible for whatever injustices would be perceived to have resulted form his actions. 
For al-Awz-a'T, God alone would be able to punish the caliph and that is why it becomes 
imperative on whoever holds this position to be vigilant in observing the behavior of his 
secretaries since their mistakes would be regarded as part of caliphal responsibilities in the 
eyes of God. This system treats the scholars, army commanders, and state secretaries as a 
private group khdga by virtue of their ability to access the caliph and inform him of this 
demand or that demand. 
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In such a system, every entity has a function and the ability to ensure efficient 
operation depends on the extent to which each person is committed to doing his share. Al- 
AwzW! describes the danger of neglecting the duty of informing the caliph of the needs of 
those who have no access to state apparatus. He speaks of the pitfalls of a system of 
favoritism that is likely to undermine the unity of Muslims and spread corruption. This 
theme appears to be consistent throughout al-Awz5'Vs letters in that he regards decline to 
manifest itself in the caliph's failure to substitute the Prophet and inability to choose 
vigilant state secretaries to help open channels between himself and the needy. This shows 
that al-Awzd'T saw himself as part of this system and his success would depend on his 
ability to inform the caliph of the needs of those with no access to the state. 
These aspects lead to a contradiction in al-Awzd'Y's adopted positions towards the 
nature of state functions and his actual role in this system of hierarchy. In the previous 
. yya and chapter, we raised the question of 
how would al-Aw2: 5'T reject the claim of wasi 
undermine the essence of legitimacy adopted by a system that he himself considered to be 
legitimate? The answer to this question requires some further analysis of the sources that 
al-Awz5'T used for reaching what seem to us inconsistent positions. For instance, we need 
to get at the reason why al-Awz5T believed that the 'Abbasids were legitimate rulers 
worthy of obedience just as the rightly guided caliphs were worthy of obedience. As we 
showed above, al-Awz-a'T believed in this hierarchy of power where the caliph answers for 
his deeds to God only. This is manifested in the claim that God is the only authority 
capable of punishing or rewarding the caliph in this life and in the hereafter. 
This means that al-Awzd'! believed that the sha? Ta does not allow for the power of 
the caliph to be checked by another power, namely that of an elite capable of impeaching 
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the caliph or an executive counsel with the power to try him for what may be perceived as 
wrong doings. This unique position of being above human retribution naturally 
accompanies a high level of obedience on part of those governed by such a caliph. Indeed, 
the caliph is not subject to scrutiny by those whom he governs and this means that rejection 
of caliphal orders would be regarded as a sin punishable by the state in this world and by 
God in the hereafter. This means that al-Awz-a'! being part of this Muslim system must be 
obedient to the caliph just as the rest of society must be obedient to the caliph. 
This claim is further substantiated when looking into the ýadlth dealing with some 
legal aspects of the position of caliphate that al-Awzd'Y participated in narrating. As 
mentioned in chapter three, this Wdi-th appeared in various books of tradition under the 
chapter of imdra and al-AwzA'T appeared in its isndd as one link in a huge bundle. This 
ýadlth indicates that the Prophet said that the best of your leaders are those whom you love 
and they love you; and you pray for them and they pray for you; and the most evil leaders 
are those whom you hate and they hate you; and you curse them and they curse you. Then 
it was said to the Prophet if it were permissible to fight these evil leaders with the sword, 
the Prophet indicated that this would not be permissible as long as they maintain prayers in 
society. Furthermore, the Prophet said that if the Muslim community witnessed something 
hateful from their leader then they should hate it in their hearts and never withdraw their 
obedience from the leader. As we mentioned above, this same tradition appears in Musnad 
Ahmad b. &nbal and Sunan al-Ddrimi without al-Awz5'T as part of their isnid bundle. 
The wording in the Musnad adds five prayers when talking about the leader's obligation in 
maintaining prayers in society and the narration in al-Wrimi follows the same wording as 
that of Muslim. 
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- This narration confirms what we saw of al-AwzFL'I's attitudes towards the state. 
Similar to hisfiqh, al-Awzd'! seems to depend on badi-th in dealing with the state in that the 
Prophetic tradition orders the Muslims to obey their leaders even if they do something 
hateful. This Oath orders Muslims never to rebel against their leaders but to stay quiet in 
times of great injustices committed by the state. This means that al-AwzZi'T would not have 
rebelled against the state under any conditions as long as the caliph does not fail to establish 
prayers. This failure to establish prayers alone is perhaps the only hateful act that would 
earn the caliph the disobedience of the people. 
The above analysis shows that al-Awzd'Y reached what appears to us as 
contradictory positions as a result of his adoption of the tradition of the Prophet. As we 
have seen in hisfiqh, al-Awzd'! seems to have treated what he regarded as the sunna of the 
Prophet as the main source of direction while dealing with state authority. This shows that 
the sunna played a significant role in al-Aw2ýM's efforts to adopt positions regarding his 
fiqh as well as his interactions with the state. Still, how do we explain the contradictory 
positions of demanding obedience to the state while rejecting one of its main claims to 
legitimacy? In order to answer this question we need to raise another question particularly 
directed at the nature of al-Aw7A'I's view of state behavior and how the umma should deal 
with its proponents in general. We need to know how al-Awz-a'! evaluated the acts 
resulting from state operation and the acts resulting from the umma in responding to that 
operation. 
The need to get at the answer to these questions would help us shed light on the 
above contradiction manifested in al-AvaVY's support for obedience to the state and his 
rejection of 'Abbasid legitimacy claims. From the content of the analysis presented in the 
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past three chapters, it seems that al-Awzd'l evaluated the acts resulting from state operation 
on three different levels: legitimate acts, illegitimate acts, and acts encouraged by the sunna 
but ignored by the state. The first appears in the letter sent to 'Isa b. 'AITI in that it shows 
how al-Awza'! was pleased with this man for perfort-ning two specific acts: the first was an 
expedition, and the second was the need to be reminded of the issue of the Qd]Tqala 
hostages. For al-Awz5% these acts are legitimate in that the state adhered to the sunna in 
its efforts of conductingfihad and dealing with its responsibilities towards the Umma by 
resembling the Prophet in his acts of kindness towards the needy. The letter shows that al- 
Aw7A'I regarded these acts as legitimate and praised 'Isa b. 'All for performing these 
efforts on different occasions. 
The second evaluation of state actions appears in the notion that the state may 
perform acts that are illegitimate in that these acts would be in breach of the tradition of the 
Prophet and inflict major harm on the Umma. The meeting with 'Abdullah b. 'Ari 
illustrates three basic actions performed by the state that al-AWZIM found to be in breach of 
the sunna. First, he regarded the killing of the Umayyad as an illegitimate act punishable 
by God. Secondly, he saw the confiscation of the legitimate or illegitimate property of the 
Umayyads as an illegal act punishable by God. Thirdly, al-AWzd'T regarded the notion of 
claiming the wasi . ýya as part of 
'Abbasid legitimacy to be in breach of the sunna given that 
the Prophet emphasized deeds rather than kinship as reflected in 'Al7i b. AM- T51ib's 
acceptance of allowing someone else to precede him to the caliphate. 
The letters also present us with state acts that appear to be in a complete breach of 
the sunna. The most vivid example of this is the letter sent to Abii BaIj in admonition of 
his harsh treatment and mass torture of Muslims as well as people of the book. Another 
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example of finding state actions to be in breach of the sunna appears in the letter sent to 
AbU 'Ubaydallah where al-Aw2: 5'I regarded the imprisonment of al-Azraq to be harsh and 
unjust. The third evaluation of state actions appear in letters where al-Awzd'T regards the 
state to be in breach of the sunna for ignoring the needs of the Umma. These acts appear in 
various letters in correspondence with state proponents as well as the caliph. The letter 
sent to al-Mahd-i depicts the state to be lax in dealing with the issue of releasing few 
prisoners failing to join one of the expeditions. This letter showed that al-Awzd'i 
encouraged its recipient to take an active role in bringing the issue to the attention of the 
caliph so that these people be released. 
Another letter going to al-Mahd-i is the one that emphasized the need to raise the 
stipend of the people of the Ribil so that they would be able to protect the borders of the 
Muslims against the attacks of the Byzantines. Lastly, al-Awzd'i sent a letter to al-Mah& 
to encourage him to bring to the attention of the caliph the issue of the people of Mecca 
who were facing starvation at that time and the state offered them no help. This letter 
showed the extent to which al-AwzA'Y regarded the neglect of this issue to be in complete 
breach of the sunna in that he raised the issue of how the caliph would be tried before God 
on the day ofjudgment if he continued to ignore the needs of the people of Mecca. 
This issue also appears in the letters sent to al-Manýiir where at-Aw2: 5'T dealt with 
the problem of Qdriqala and encouraged the caliph to take an active role in ransoming the 
hostages from the Byzantines. As shown above, al-AwzWT presented a long argument to al- 
Man%Ir in order to convince him of the need to ransom these hostages so that the state 
would not ignore this important act which is highly encouraged by the sunna. This is 
another issue were al-Awzd'! regards the state to be in breach of the sunna for neglecting to 
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act according to the example of the Prophet. These evaluations describe to us what would 
be legitimate or illegitimate behavior when state proponents deal with the members of the 
Umma. Still, we need to view how al-Awza'T evaluated the Umma's behavior towards the 
state. This is necessary for our assessment since al-Aw2V! believed himself to be part of 
the Umma and his responses to the state would shed light on what he considered as 
legitimate or illegitimate actions of the Umma towards the state. 
On the issue of how people should respond to the operation of the state, it seems 
that al-Awza'! believed the behavior of the Umma towards the state to appear in three 
different responses: illegitimate response, legitimate response, and neglect of some actions 
encouraged by the sunna when dealing with the state. The actions that appear to be 
illegitimate responses to state operation in al-Awz&'I's view would involve acts of 
disobedience. The most significant example of this is the Prophetic tradition narrated 
above where al-Awzd'! regarded disobeying the leaders to be impermissible even if the 
leaders do hateful acts. Again, al-Awzd'! admonished AbO Han-ifa for giving a fatwa 
permitting lbrdhYrn al-Qd'im to rebel against al-Makisflr. For al-Awzd'T this fatwa is 
illegitimate and the support of rebellions against the state has no basis infiqh and this is 
why al-Awzd'T refused to follow the opinion of AbU Haffifa on this issue. 2 
On the issue of performing legitimate acts towards the state, al-Awzzi'T believed the 
umma to be able to perform various acts that would be considered as legitimate and 
pleasing to God. The first obvious act is to be obedient to the ruler and support him for 
2 ihtamalna 'an abT hanTfata kadha wa 'aqada bi isbaihi wa ihtamaina 'anhu kadha wa 'aqada bi isba 7hi al- 
thdniya wa ihtamalna 'anhu kadha wa 'aqada bi isba 7hi al-thLilitha al-'uyi7b hatta jd' al-sayfu 'ald ummati 
muhammadin falamma jd' al-sayfu 'ala ummati Muhammad lam naqdir an nahtarnilahu. 'Abdullah b. 
Abmad b. Ijanbal, al-Sunna, p. 65. 
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carrying out state commands. The second act deals with the efforts ofjihdd in connection 
with the state against non-Muslims. This act is particularly significant since al-Awz-a'! 
regarded the act of abandoning the military while in battle as an illegitimate act worthy of 
punishment. This is evident in al-Awzd'Y's letter to al-MahdT where we see an interception 
on behalf of those abandoning the battlefield claiming that they already received the 
appropriate punishment for performing such illegitimate acts. This shows that al-Aw7ii'! 
viewed the act of abandoning the battlefield to be an illegitimate act that is worthy of 
punishment. 
The third response of the Umma towards state operation that al-AwzA'I considered 
as illegitimate deals with the level of interaction with the caliph. This response is 
particularly significant for what it describes as acts that must be performed by those who 
are able to access the state and influence its operation. Al-Awzd'T believed that the act of 
ignoring such responsibilities as informing the state of the right course of action to 
constitute a major breach of the sunna. This description is presented clearly in the letter 
sent to 'Tsa b. 'All. For al-Awz5% Muslim society had suffered a huge problem resulting 
from those who have access to the caliph but ignore urging him to resolve the problems of 
those without political ties or social clout. This apathy undermines the welfare of those in 
need, making the caliph unable to help those who are less fortunate. Al-Aw7A'I reminds 
'Tsa b. 'Ali of his access to the caliph and ability to influence him on behalf of those cut off 
from his reach as a result of long distance or captivity. This shows that al-Aw7a'! believed 
that the main illegitimate act committed by the Umma towards the state to be the neglect of 
providing the caliph with proper guidance as well as advice to carry out proper policy so 
that Muslims on all levels receive state help. 
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Now we may turn to the point dealing with our first question of trying to make 
sense of the contradictory positions adopted by al-Awzd'T towards the state as appears in 
. yya and acceptance of 
'Abbasid legitimacy After showing that al- his rejection of the wasi 
Awz-a'T depended on the sunna for adopting these positions, we raised another issue dealing 
with the way in which al-Awzd'T evaluated state actions as well as the Umma's responses 
towards the caliph. We concluded that the evaluation of state actions appears in three 
different categories. This first dealing with actions that were considered legitimate, the 
second emphasized illegitimate actions, and the third evaluated the actions of being lax in 
fully following the sunna while dealing with the needs of the Umma. Similarly, the 
responses of the Umma towards state operation appear in three different categories: 
responses in conformity with the sunna, responses in breach of the sunna, and responses 
enshrined in the sunna but neglected by the Umma. These categories summarize how al- 
Awz5'T viewed the way in which a Muslim must deal with his authority and how authority 
must deal with the Muslims. 
It seems from the above analysis that al-Awz5'! regarded the sunna, which he 
believed to be the set of Prophetic traditions that were explained in the light of the practices 
of the companions of the Prophet, as the only criteria for defining the permissible course of 
action. This means that the actions performed by the Prophet and his companions defined 
what came to be legitimate, whereas other acts forbidden by them became illegitimate. 
Furthermore, these acts performed by the Prophet and the rightly guided caliphs established 
a model to be adopted by preceding Muslims starting from the level of those who govern to 
those who are being governed. For al-Awzd'T, ignoring such acts would not only 
jeopardize government operation but undermine the welfare of the Muslims. 
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This means that al-Awzd'! did not hold contradictory positions towards the state but 
evaluated state actions and the Umma's actions in light of what he saw as a Prophetic 
tradition that sets the course of legitimate conduct. This is evident in that the content of 
the opinions held by al-Awza! present apparent contradiction yet they seem to be 
congruent with the sunna. This appears in the way in which al-Awz5'T presented his 
arguments dealing with his adopted positions. He found the wasiyya to be inconsistent with 
the tradition of the Prophet as outlined in his meeting with 'Abdullah b. 'Aff and letters to 
al-Manýiir. This consistent position had foundation in the sunna of the Prophet and the 
practices of the rightly guided caliphs. Again, he saw himself as part of the Umma whose 
main responsibility is to obey the caliph and inform him of the right course of actions to be 
taken towards the Umma's needs. This position is stipulated in the sunna consistently. 
This means that al-AwzA'Y was merely performing an act of obedience by advising 
the state that the issue of wayiyya provides no basis for legitimacy. This is evident when 
looking into the nature of the meeting with 'Abdullah b. 'Al-i whose question raised the 
issue of whether the Prophet chose 'All to inherit the caliphate. Al-Awz5'I saw that it was 
imperative to obey the orders and inform the state with that which appears in the sunna. 
Again, the letter to al-Manýfar presented a similar view in that it informed the caliph of 
Muslim needs while telling him that depending on the claim of wayiyya would not suffice 
for establishing the model of the Prophet. As a result, we need to assess al-AW7dTs views 
in light of his understanding of the role of the sunna in society rather than evaluating his 
sayings on the basis of their content. 
The significance of al-Awzd'! 's position towards the state is reflected in the 
admiration of those who came after him and praised his understanding of the sunna. This 
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appears in various works of tradition such as that of Ibn Abi Hatim whose work about the 
scholars and their positions towards the state resulted in creating a special heading in al- 
Awz5Ts biography dealing with his meeting with 'Isa b. 'AlL This work shows the extent 
to which al-Awzd'T's position became popular in the eyes of later scholars. Again, other 
scholars living after al-Awz-a'! admired his encounters with the state and praised them for 
what they considered as the closest understanding of the precepts of the sunna in its outline 
of how Muslims should deal with authority. In the following part we will discuss the 
sayings of some scholars adopting similar views to those of al-AwzZaT and how these 
sayings came to form the basis of new disciplines specifically dealing with theology. We 
will discuss some of the views of Ahmad b. Hanbal, al-Barbahari, and al-Ldlakd'T. 
Observations dealing with scholar's assessments of al-AwzWT views 
In the previous section of this chapter we outlined how al-Aw2VT's understanding 
of the sunna constituted the basic aspects of his dealings with authority. This 
understanding of the sunna that considered the necessity of obeying the caliph while 
advising him of the right course of action received considerable attention from various 
scholars preceding al-Awz-a'!. This is reflected in their work. For instance, the third 
century witnessed the rise of what may be considered as 'aqTdat ahl al-sunna wa al-jamaa 
genre. The underpinning of this theology appeared in the writing of many books 
emphasizing the actions as well as the beliefs that constituted the 'aqTda of the sunna, 
namely the acts that defined those who were considered to be true followers of the Prophet 
as opposed to those who follow innovation. These books are significant since their authors 
believed the way in which al-Awzd'T dealt with authority to form the appropriate 
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understanding of the sunna and constitute the basis of what carne to be known as the 'aqTda 
of ahl al-sunna wa al-jamda. 
The sayings of al-AwzW! about authority and how these sayings were reflected in 
actions towards the 'Abbasid government were highly admired by many scholars to the 
extent that they adopted them and produced similar sayings about how Muslims should deal 
with authority. For instance, Abmad b, lianbal mentions in his book that deals with 
theological precepts similar views to those of al-Awza'! and claims that these views go 
back to what is considered to be the sunna of the Prophet. According to him, Muslims 
must obey their leaders and listen to them in spite of the leaders' level of piety. This 
obedience must be granted to upright leaders just as much as it should be granted to the 
corrupt ones. 
According to Abmad b. nanbal, when a leader assumes power and people get 
acquainted with his new leadership practices so that they began to call him the commander 
of the believers, no one should rebel against this leader or disobey him. 3 This view is the 
exact same view as that of al-AwzZa'! reflected in his narration of the Prophetic tradition 
indicating that Muslims must obey their leaders even if they witness hateful acts resulting 
from government operation. Finally, Aýmad b. Hanbal's statement emphasizes the 
legitimacy of those who acquire the name AmTr al-Mumin-in and this is similar to al- 
AwzA'I who believed that those carrying such title to be worthy of obedience just as the 
rightly guided caliphs were worthy of obedience. 
3 wa al-sam' wa al-p'a lil umma wa amlir al-mu'mirrin al-bar wa al-fajir wa man waliya al-khilfifa wa ijtama'a 
al-nisu 'alayhi wa mdwd bih wa man 'alayhim bi al-sayf battA pdra khalifa wa summiya arnfir al-mu'rninIn. 
Ibid. 
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In another saying attributed to Abmad b. lianbal, we see significant emphasis on the 
need to participate in expeditions carried out by the state in spite of the caliph's level of 
piety. For Abmad b. Ijanbal, Muslims should take part in state expeditions, grant their trust 
to the caliph especially when dividing the booty, support him in establishing sharia laws, 
and they must remain without rebellions or disobedience until the day of judgment. 4 This 
view is similar to that of al-AwzR'T in that both scholars see the imperativeness of 
participating in state expedition and trusting the rulers in taking charge of dividing the 
booty. Undoubtedly, al-Awzd'T believed that those abandoning the battle field were 
criminals who must be judged by the caliph in accordance with their crime. 
Finally, Abmad b. Hanbal requires this obedience to be granted to the caliph to the 
extent that he considers those rebelling against the caliph to be disobedient to the Prophet, 
in breach of the sunna, and their death is similar to that of thejdhiIiyya. *5 This means that 
Ahmad b. Hanbal. believed those not obeying the caliph to stand outside the theological 
beliefs stipulated in the sunna. 
This last point in Abmad b. Ijanbal's position requires further explanation due to its 
importance in clarifying the theological beliefs of what came to be known as the aqTdat ahl 
al-sunna wa al-jarnaa. This topic is fairly long and requires deep analysis and this will 
take us away from our main focus, thus, we have found it sufficient to mention one of the 
main beliefs that constitute the theology of the ahl al-sunna wa al-jmaa. For instance, a 
major element for this group is this notion of complete obedience to the caliph in spite of 
4 wa at-ghazu mdoin maa al-imain mddin da yaum al-qiytima al-ban! wa al-fa-jir 14 yulraku wa qismat al- 
fay'wa iqilmat al-hudý77d 0 al-aimma mildin laysa 1i ahadin an yqtana 'a*him wa Id yunCuiuhum. Ibid. 
5wa man kharaja 'ald imdmin min aimati al-muslim7n wa qad kdna Utama'fi 'alayhi wa aqar? * bi al-khildfa bi ay wajhin kfin bi al-KO5 aw al-ghalabafaqad thawaba hadha al-Wylj 'qsa a[-muslimTna wa khalafa al- dthara 'an rasfil allahfa in m6la al-khdrij 'alayhi m&a mTtat a1-jdhi1iyya. Ibid. 
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his level of piety. This theology regards those -rebelling against 
the caliphate to be outside 
this theology in that they are still considered Muslims but they are viewed as innovators 
who do not follow the sunna of the Prophet strictly and that they should not be considered 
as those of ahl al-sunna wa al-jamaa. This theme is very significant for our assessment of 
the way in which al-Awzd'Y's sayings formed the basis of these theological beliefs of this 
group. 
Now, we turn to the saying of another scholar equally sharing the opinions of the 
above two and is considered to be one of the main scholars for those belonging to ahl al- 
sunna wa al-jamda. This scholar is called al-Barbah5ff and his sayings were collected in a 
book that came to be a standard text for those belonging to ahl al-sunna wa al-jamiia. 
According to him, obedience must be granted to the leaders when they command the Umma 
towards that which they decide to be useful to Muslim society. Whoever takes charge of 
the position of caliph and Muslims regard him as the commander of the believers becomes 
the legitimate ruler of Muslims so that no one is permitted to sleep one night without 
regarding this caliph as the legitimate Muslim leader. This legitimacy is worthy of 
obedience in spite of the caliph's level of piety or his ability to establish justice in society. 
6 
Al-Barbahdr! considers any Muslim rejecting this principle of obedience to stand 
outside those beliefs that make up ahl al-sunna wa al-jamda. 7 This means that this 
particular scholar regarded the act of disobedience to authority as a determinant 
categorizing those rebelling against authority as people of innovation whose activities are in 
complete breach of the sunna. Al-Barbahddregarded such people to be far from the right 
6 al-Barbaharl, Sharh al-Sunnah, p. 7. 
7 Ibid. 
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path to the extent that their death would be similar to those who die in the state of 
jdhiliyya. 8 This position is clearly similar to that of Abmad b. Ijanbal in that it regards 
those rebellipg against Muslim authority to be out of the theology of ahl al-sunna wa al- 
jamd'p. 
Another significant point in al-Barbah5ff's views on the relationship between the 
caliph and the Umma is the necessity of giving advice to the caliph on that which is 
required to protect the welfare of the Muslims. For him, it is not permissible to withhold 
advice about matters that yield any type of benefit to Muslims. A]-Barbahari did not see 
one's level of piety as a necessary condition for giving or receiving advice. On the contrary, 
he saw that those with good moral conduct as well as those with bad moral conduct to be 
equally responsible for looking out for the interest of the Umma and directing whatever 
they see fit to the caliph regardless of his moral conduct. T'his means that every Muslim 
must give his advice to the caliph in spite of their respective levels of piety or desire to 
follow the sunna of the Prophet. This point is particularly significant for how it resembles 
al-Aw7ýM's view of how every Muslim must give advice to the caliph and that the inability 
to do so is regarded as an illegitimate act on behalf of those who neglect the following of 
this particular sunna. Al-Barbah5ff seems to have followed the same view adopted by al- 
Awzd'! towards the Umma and its role in getting Muslims to advise the caliph to do what is 
right. Al-Barbahad has admired al-Awzd'I to the extent that he mentioned in his book that 
those who dislike al-Awzd'! must also dislike the sunna of the Prophet or follow some type 
of innovation. 9 
Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
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Lastly, we will mention the sayings of al-Ldlakd'! and show the extent to which 
they resemble al-Awzd'! 's adopted position towards state operation as it relates to the 
Umma. For al-Ldlakd'!, Muslims must follow the sunna and should not conflict with their 
leaders but obey them and follow their orders. According to him, Muslims should stay 
under the command of their leaders, never raise their swords against other Muslims in 
society and must not abandon their community. 10 Al-L51akd'Y adopts the same views as 
those of al-Awzd'i to the extent that he regards those who dislike al-AwzR'! as people of 
innovation. For him, one should ask Muslims about their attitudes towards some scholars 
and if one shows a level of acceptance towards al-Awz5'T's views then this is a sign of 
close following of the sunna. 11 This shows the extent to which al-AwZA'Y's position 
towards the state became popular. Indeed, the above three scholars collected al-Awzd'! 's 
sayings and regarded them as basis for establishing the theology of ahl al-sunna wa al- 
jama'a. This shows that al-Awzd'Y's views were held in high esteem for their effectiveness 
while dealing with political authority and closeness to the sunna of the Prophet. 
One of the most significant findings in this chapter is how al-Awzd'T's views 
became part of the early Muslim creed and the extent to which his dealings with the 
caliphate provided a model to be followed by later generations aiming to deal with the state 
effectively and successfully. Al-Awzd'T's position was highly admired by al-Dhahab-I who 
mentioned that al-Awzd'T was able to put his understanding of the sunna in the appropriate 
framework while dealing with the state. For him, al-AW71'T did not shy away from telling 
the truth of what he believed even in difficult times and this is more honorable than other 
10 la tunC7zi' al-amra ahlahu wa al-fa'ah ft wuldt al-amr wa Itizim al-jamaatahum wa 141 nara al-sayfa fl 
ummafi muýammad. AK al-Qasim Mbat Allah al-Lilakd% Sharb'uýfal i'tiqad ahl al-Sunna, vol. 2, p. 112. 
" idhdraaytaal-rajulyubibhual-awzCt7fai'lamannahuydhibsunna. Ibid. 
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scholars who know the truth but chose not to mention it to the state for the sake of praising 
state proponent and achieve worldly gains at the expense of the Umma's welfare. 12 Al- 
Dhahablf recorded al-Awzd'! 's meeting with 'Abdullah b. 'Ali and regarded it as a model 
for successful dealings with state authority. " 
These positions adopted by al-Aw7A'T gained the admiration of many other scholars 
whose names and views are far numerous than to be mentioned in this part of our research. 
However, the most important point to be made is how al-Awz-a'! 's views became part of the 
creed of the people of ahl al-sunna wa al-jamda. This shows the extent to which al- 
Awzii'! 's letters and encounters formed the underlying framework for those who aimed to 
follow the sunna of the Prophet. Similarly, rejecting al-AW7.5'1's views constituted what 
came to be considered as an innovation or an alien action practiced by those who chose not 
to adhere to the sunna of the Prophet. 
This takes us to the most significant point in our study, namely the search for 
variables regulating the relationship of the caliphs and the scholars. As mentioned above, 
contemporary scholarship has showed little interest in dealing with the extent to which a 
scholar's own theological beliefs affected his dealings with the state. This is why we found 
difficulty in trying to understand what appeared to us as a contradiction in al-Awz-a'Y's 
position towards the state. However, the close analysis that we provided of al-Aw7. dTs 
high regard to the sunna of the Prophet left us with little doubt about the role of creed in 
dealing with state authority. This is evident since al-Awzd'I's position towards the state 
seemed inconsistent but showed a perfect level of coherence when assessed in light of what 
12 Dhahabi. Siyar. Vol. 7, p. 123-126. 
13 Ibid. 
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he regarded as the tradition of the Prophet. For us, this point makes the most important 
fmding in our research in that it shows that the ability of a given researcher to study the 
relationship between the state and the scholars will prove to be fruitful when assessed in 
light of how the scholar in question views the tradition of the Prophet. 
This means that our research in the topic constituting this relationship must be done 
in light of how the scholar in question regards the sunna of the Prophet. Treating the 
scholars as a class of people with similar positions towards the caliph is erroneous and 
leads to making the wrong conclusion about the nature of state interactions with individual 
scholars. This shows that a research must be directed particularly at the type of scholarship 
a given scholar possesses and how this scholarship asseses the tradition of the Prophet. 
This means that we must view the sUls of the scholar in question then examine the way in 
which he deals with the tradition of the Prophet in order to know how he deals with the 
state. This is necessary for any research aiming to know the nature of the relationship 
existing between the scholars and caliphs. 
This issue takes us to the next and perhaps last step in this chapter, namely the 
analysis of contemporary research and how it viewed this relationship existing between the 
state and scholars. We have pointed out that this relationship is not likely to be explained 
unless outlined in light of the way in which scholars deal with the tradition of the Prophet. 
Indeed, one should not look into the sayings of this scholar or that scholar then make an 
assessment of their respective positions towards the state. We believe that the complexity 
of this topic requires a detailed assessment of the position of the scholars as manifested in 
their sayings as well as actual interactions with the state. This assessment will show how 
scholars came to formulate their views and how they put these views into actions dealing 
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with state operation. If we fail to do this we are likely to reach erroneous conclusions about 
this complex relationship between scholars and state in general. 
Recent research dealing with the interaction of state and scholars 
The most significant research in recent times aiming to resolve the mystery of the 
relationship between the scholars and the caliphs is Patricia Crone and Martin Hinds's 
God's Caliph. This highly controversial work created a major shift in scholarship in that 
the focus was turned from source driven scholarship to theory driven scholarship. This 
means that this work relied heavily on theories for explaining the nature of this relationship 
rather than sources. Unlike our work, the authors of this book had little trust in the sources 
dealing with the early period describing how scholars dealt with political authority. 
The authors of God's caliph start their work by asking the question of who 
possessed religious authority at the birth of the Muslim community. 14 The Prophet was the 
obvious figure holding this power and the four caliphs preceding him exercised a 
considerable amount of religious power by virtue of their knowledge as well as their 
political status. For the authors, this meant that the four early caliphs exercised this 
religious power while exercising political power. The authors believed the exercise of 
religious power was so significant to the extent that it gave rise to what came to be known 
as the suuna of the early caliphs. 15 This means that the early caliphs felt free to legislate in 
religious matters and these legislations became precedents or part of a type of a sunna to be 
followed by later generations. 
14 Patricia Crone& Martin Hinds. God's Caliph. p. 1-4. 
1.5 Ibid. 
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After establishing the fact that early caliphs exercised political authority as well as 
religious authority to the extent that they established their own sunna, the authors account 
for two significant developments taking place when the Umayyad came to power. The 
first development deals with the nature of the spread of knowledge among the new comers 
to this new religion. For the authors, this meant that the number of people versed in the 
Prophetic tradition had dramatically increased. Those who presented this new development 
came from the class of the mawall, namely people who were not Arabs but were 
incorporated in Arabian society through this system of loyalty. The authors viewed this 
class to have had the potential to form the future class of scholars who created what came 
to be known as the sunna of the Prophet and used it to present an actual challenge for the 
struggle over exercising religious power. 16 
The second development manifested itself in the non-religious character of most of 
the Umayyad caliphs. For the authors, this development constituted one of the major shifts 
in the quality of those governing the Muslims in that the caliph came to be viewed as a 
secular leader practicing political power only. This means that the Umayyad leaders were 
not able to gain the religious authority once enjoyed by their predecessors. As a result, the 
authors believed that the Umayyad caliphs were no longer able to exercise this religious 
authority in society. 17 
The coming of Umar 11 brought this religious authority back to the caliph so 
political power and religious power were once again harmonized but for a brief period of 
time. This short lived harmony between the two authorities came to an end when Umar 11 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
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died and Umayyad caliphs returned to their secular inclinations when assuming the seat of 
power. This made religious authority up for grabs between various contending groups and 
the caliphs had no choice but to seek new means for gaining this religious power. This loss 
of religious power coupled with the need to reclaim it faced the other development 
manifested in the rise of the new class of scholars. These two developments have led the 
authors to important conclusions. 
The first conclusion deals with the nature of exercising political power and religious 
power at this early period of Islam. For the authors, the fact that political and religious 
authority were vested in the character of the early caliph makes this model resemble that of 
ShT'T 1mCims whose exercise of the two powers is undisputed. This means that the nature of 
the early caliphate was similar to that of the ShT7 Imams rather than the Umayyad SunnT 
caliphs. This led the authors to believe that the concept of ShT'T Imams as the head of state 
assuming the religious as well as political power resembles the early Islamic model more 
than that of the Umayyads whose exercise of power was restricted to the political one. The 
authors then concluded that the ShTT model represents a closer picture to that of the original 
Muslim model of governance, whereas the SunnT conception represented a departure from 
the origin and this is different from mainstream views on the early development of power in 
Islam whose proponents usually regard the Sunna modal to represent the origin and the 
ShT'T to be an innovation. ' 8 
The second conclusion that the authors derive from this depicted scenario of 
struggle over religious power is that the Umayyad caliphs were not able to compete 
effectively so they had to obtain a new means for legitimately exercising religious power. 
"' Ibid. 
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This new means manifested itself in what came to be known as "God's caliph". For the 
authors, "God's caliph" is simply a title that the caliphs have invented for themselves and 
struck over their coins so that they gain back their religious power. This title showed that 
the caliph is appointed by God to take care of the affairs of Muslims on this earth. This 
means that the Umayyad caliphs used this title in order to claim legitimacy over practicing 
religious authority without being necessarily religious. This is why the use of this title was 
so important for the Umayyad caliphs for it would help them achieve victory over the 
scholars whom the authors saw as the caliph's main rivals for holding religious authority. 19 
The authors of God's Caliph dichotomized early Muslim society into two different 
conflicting powers: religious and political. For the authors, this dichotomy was not visible 
during the time of the early caliphs whose exercise of power combined the religious with 
the political. However, the tension between these two powers became visible as a result of 
the non-religious character of the Umayyad caliphs and the rise of a mawdIT class whose 
members developed the Prophetic sunna and became well versed in religious issues. The 
caliphs tried to reclaim their religious power but the scholars aspired to keep it for 
themselves, claiming that the current caliphs should not hold this power since they proved 
to be no match for the rightly guided caliphs. As a result, the caliphs produced the title 
"God's caliph" in an effort to regain the legitimacy necessary for exercising religion power 
particularly focused at the question of whom should the people turn to when seeking 
knowledge of the permissible and the forbidden. 20 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
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This argument presents a serious problem for the student of Islamic history due to 
the radical nature of the authors' claims and how it presents a complete departure from the 
historical view depicted by the Muslim sources. In our following paragraphs we will try to 
show the contradiction of these views and how they present an inconsistent view not only 
with Muslim sources but also with some basic aspects of academic research. Firstly, the 
authors fail to define what they meant by religious power and political power. This failure 
to provide concrete definitions for the terms used clouds the authors' argument and leads to 
wrong assumptions about the nature of the relationship between scholars and caliphs. For 
instance, the mention of religious power is likely to lead the reader to believe that there is a 
religious institution with a type of structured hierarchy and an institution head just as 
political power has institutions and state head. This is not the case in Islamic history which 
documents that the early Muslim scholars never belonged to an institution nor exerted 
influence in society by holding certain religious ranks. 
This point is particularly significant since our research showed among several 
points that al-Awz-a'y did not belong to an institution nor did he exert his influence over the 
state by virtue of holding any given rank. Another misleading issue arising from failure to 
define what the authors meant by religious authority is that some Islamic activities have 
difficulty being defined as either entirely religious or entirely political. For instance, the 
acts of waging jihad against non-Muslims is carried out by the state and commanded 
almost entirely by state proponents yet no one in their right mind would deny the religious 
nature of such activity. This means that we would have tremendous difficulty trying to 
categorize jih4d as either religious activity or political activity. The same thing is said for 
leading prayers in the mosque, distributing Yadaqa, applying the ýadd punishment for 
criminals, or leading pilgrims on a trip to Mecca. These activities are neither entirely 
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religious nor entirely political; they seem to be religious activities carried out by state 
proponents and this thins the delineation drawn by the authors about these powers. 
The inability to provide a clear mark for those actions that constitute religious 
power and must be exercised by those with religious authority undermines the rest of the 
argument presented by the authors. Indeed, how would one present a sound argument 
without clearly defining the terms used to construct such an argument? One would only 
assume that failure to define religious authority and how it clearly differs from political 
authority in this early society brings us to a point where we have to deny the authors' 
alleged distinction. Indeed, it is much more sensible to adopt the typical understanding of 
power which regards it as the ability to get others to do what one wants through means of 
influence or coercion. We need not categorize power as religious or political since many 
Islamic activities would not fit these rigid categories. 
Another problem dealing with the way in which the authors define their terms is the 
use of the title "God's caliph". The authors assume that the caliphs were aiming to reclaim 
their ability to exercise religious power which they lost to the scholars in the struggle over 
who should dominate this exercise of telling people about the permissible and the forbidden. 
The authors presented ample evidence showing how the court poets praised the caliphs by 
calling them "God's caliph" and His shadow on earth. The authors never really define the 
term or show how this particular term bestows exceptional religious powers on the caliph 
allowing his exercise of religious power. The authors have translated the term to English 
then assumed that it means in Arabic what it meant in English when it was used by 
European Kings to show that they have divine power. This assumption is misleading since 
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this term does not necessarily grant the caliph any religious authority as will be shown in 
the following paragraphs. 
The term caliph has been the object of research for a considerable amount of time in 
western scholarship. In the work published by Wadad al-Qadi, the term khalffa was 
discussed thoroughly. 21 QadT examined the various meanings of the term as appears in the 
work of what she categorized as early Muslim exegetes aiming to make sense of the word 
khallfa in the Qur'dn. This work showed that the term khalffia meant five basic things for 
exegetes: firstly it meant to succeed and this understanding was adopted by Ibn 'Abbas in 
his interpretation of the verse 43: 60. Secondly, the term means to replace and this meaning 
was adopted by several exegetes particularly Muqdtil b. Sulayman who understood the 
verse mentioned above to mean that God warns humans to worship him sincerely otherwise 
He will replace them by angels who would perform this sincere worship on earth. Thirdly, 
the term may mean to substitute or take the place of another. For Qadi, this third meaning 
is closely related to the first two meanings in that succeeding someone in a sense means 
replacing him but does not necessitate that the one being replaced is completely gone. Thus, 
the third meaning of the term khalffa would mean that someone would substitute another 
and the one being substituted is completely non-existent. 22 
The fourth meaning of the term according to Qadi is to inhabit or cultivate. 
According to her, the interpretation of the verse 14: 13 that reads "God will destroy the evil 
doers, and will surely make you inhabit the earth after them" shows that the term means to 
inhabit. Other verses dealing with the term is the verse 30: 9 that reads "Have they not 
21 Wadad al-Qadi, "the Tenn'khalifa' in Early Exegetical Literature" Die Weh des Islam, 
22 Wadad al-Qadi, p. 405-8. 
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journeyed in the earth and beheld how the end of those before them was? They were 
stronger than themselves in might, and they ploughed up the earth and cultivated it more 
than themselves. And yet their end was evil, for they did not believe what God's 
messengers taught them. " Another verse dealing with this issue of cultivation is 57: 7 were 
Qadi asserts that the term mustakhlif means to cultivate as attested to in the words of the 
exegete Mujdhid. For al-Qad7i, Mujahid believed that the meaning of this term in the 
context of verse 57: 7 is cultivating the earth by means of the fortunes God has granted you. 
This is the fourth meaning of the term as appears in the work of the early exegetes. 23 
The fifth meaning of the term deals with political authority in that some early 
exegetes believed khalifto mean governing society. For Qadi, this meaning is attested to in 
the verse 38: 26 which reads "0 David we have made you a caliph on earth, so judge justly 
between people. " This is a political meaning in that it emphasized the notion of governing 
over society as a function of this term khalifa. Qadi then makes the argument that the first 
four meanings represent the early understanding of the term which was devoid of any 
political content. However, the term gained political connotation as reflected in the words 
of the exegete Sufy5n al-Thawei when the 'Abbasid caliphate established itself as a political 
entity thereby laying the foundation of a solid Muslim civilization with a full understanding 
of statehood. 24 
The definition presented by Qadi appears to be overwhelming in that she provides 
us with all existing possibilities for the meaning of the term khalifa. For this explanation 
we may naturally observe that the term God's caliph would not apply to the first three 
23 Ibid. 
241bid. 
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definitions shown above. Indeed, it is impossible to claim that the caliph succeeds God, 
replaces him, or acts as His substitute on earth. This leaves us with the last two definitions, 
namely that of cultivating the earth and inhabiting it or the ability to establish just rule. The 
first definition provides the caliph with no religious authority since it applies to all humans, 
those who are Muslims as well as those who are not Muslims. Furthermore, inhabiting the 
earth and cultivating it does not derive from religious authority since this activity requires 
no governing or legislating whatsoever. 
The last meaning of the term "God's caliph" may imply acts of governing in 
accordance with certain just rules. The meaning of the term in this context would still not 
confirm the religious authority that the authors of God's caliph aim to grant to the 
Umayyad rulers. Indeed, the verse that mentions the status of David as God's deputy does 
so in a manner that admonishes him for following whims rather than just practices. This 
means that the verse does not grant David the status of God's deputy on earth but treats him 
as one of God's subjects whose behavior carried out in accordance with God's law so that 
he would avoid God's reprimand. This means that the term God's caliph neither gives the 
Umayyad caliphs religious authority nor would it give them the status of being God's 
deputy on earth. This is evident since the use of the term in the Arabic language fails to 
show this religious authority that the authors claim. 
The term kharifa attached to the word God fails to give the person holding the title 
any exclusive religious authority. This means that the term God's caliph when carrying the 
element of governing or cultivating would apply to any person. As we have seen in the 
example of David, God reprimands him for not judging between people justly and this 
applies to David just as much as it would apply to anyone judging between any two people. 
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This is evident since the Islamic tradition itself recognizes the head of the household, 
usually the father, to be the ruler over his family and that he is required to rule according to 
the principles of justice. Similarly, the master must rule justly over his slaves and so on 
and this means that any ordinary person potentially capable of practicing a type of rule over 
another person would be God's caliph on this earth. 
This shows that this term God's caliph is not exclusive; rather it is inclusive in that 
it would include any person with the capacity to cultivate the earth or rule over another 
person. As a result, the term God's caliph would refer to the caliph in his capacity to 
govern and cultivate the land just as it refers to other people exercising a type of rule over 
their families and cultivating the earth. This is why we believe that this term gives the 
caliph no special authority or exclusive power in his exercise of religious authority as 
claimed by the authors of God's caliph. Rather this title only shows that its holder is able 
to exercise some type of leadership just as the rest of the people in this world are able to 
exercise leadership with each person applying a form ofjustice over his own domain. 
This nonexclusive nature of the term was overlooked by the authors of God's caliph 
and Qadi who believed that the term began to carry a level of political authority when 
Muslims began to experience full fledged urbanization in the early 'Abbasid period. This 
anthropological analysis is not valid in light of what we mentioned of the inclusive nature 
of the term and how it would refer to anyone with potential to exercise leadership. In fact, 
the work of Qadi strengthens the work of the authors of God's caliph in that they both 
believe that the title God's caliph has the potential of giving its holder a type of exclusive 
religious and political authority. 
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Qadi differs in one element dealing with the aspect of when this term gained its full 
meaning and this is why she argued unconvincingly that early scholars failed to see the 
political aspect embodied in this term. She never considered the idea that this title carried 
no significant political or religious power worthy of mention and this is why the early 
exegetes were silent about it. This title of caliph proves to carry no exclusive religious 
power but when we regard it to be the caliph of the Prophet, we have an entirely different 
view. Thus, we need to examine the significance of the term when we treat it as a title for 
someone considered to be the successor of the Prophet. 
The title of the caliph of the Prophet certainly carries authority that has to be viewed 
as an exclusive authority with capacity to be exercised by one person only. Indeed, the title 
does not apply to every one just as we have seen in the case of the title of "God's caliph". 
This means that the title of the Prophet's caliph carries much more weight than that of the 
other title used by the authors of God's FAA. This is evident since the titip, of the 
Prophet's caliph carries all the five me4nings outlined above in that it outlines succession, 
replacement, substitution, and the ability ýp govern as w0l as the ability to cultivate. Tho 
ability Pf a person to suppeed the ProphO grants the person rrcciving this succession 
exclusive power to do what the Prophet did regarding his practice of authority, be it 
religious, political, or even social. Undoubtedly, Muslim society would only allow one 
person to hold and practice this power. This is why we believe the title of the "caliph of the 
Prophet" to have much more power than the title "God's caliph". This means that the 
argument of the authors of God's caliph believes that the title of God's caliph gives the 
authority granted by the title "Prophet's caliph". The question now arises, why did the 
authors make this error, claiming that this particular title of "God's caliph" gives more 
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power to the caliph than that of the "Prophet's caliph"? This takes us to the second flaw in 
the structure of the authors' argument. 
According to the authors of God's caliph, the reason why the caliphs created this 
title is the desire to win the struggle over holding religious authority. This means that the 
authors saw this alleged struggle between caliphs and scholars to be the most significant 
factor pushing the former to reclaim their religious authority and overcome challenges 
presented by the latter. The authors thus build their whole argument on the assumption that 
there was an actual conflict regulating the relationship between the scholars and the caliphs. 
This assumption is unfounded for the reason that the authors never provided us with a 
concrete proof showing that there existed an actual struggle between these two groups. On 
the contrary, the authors started dealing with the rise of the term "God's caliph" based on 
the assumption that it was a result of struggle over holding religious power. 
Secondly, our research about al-AwzATs relationship with the state shows that he 
was not involved in a struggle with the 'Abbasid caliphs over the exercise of religious 
power. This is evident since our research showed that al-Awzd'Y believed the 'Abbasid 
caliphs to be legitimate rulers worthy of obedience just as the rightly guided caliphs were 
worthy of obedience. This point shows that al-AwzA'l did not distinguish between the 
legitimacy of the early caliphs and the 'Abbasid caliphs. This means that the authors' claim 
about this conflict would not apply here. The authors believed that the early caliphs 
exercised religious power legitimately but later caliphs were unable to do so as a result of 
the interference of scholars. However, we showed that a scholar such as al-AwzW! 
believed that later caliphs are not distinguishable from early ones in their capacity to govern 
and exercise power over their subjects. This means that the acceptance of the authors of 
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God's caliph claim about the nature of authority in early Islam requires them to drop their 
struggle thesis, if we show that the scholars continue to regard later caliphs to have the 
luxury of being obeyed just as the early caliphs were obeyed. We presented this view 
clearly in our analysis of al-Awz5Ts life and his interaction with the state. 
Another point worthy of mention showing the inconsistency of the struggle 
hypotheses adopted by the authors of God's caliph deals with the sunna of the Prophet itself. 
The authors believed that the scholars wanted to dominate religious power and hinder the 
caliphs from exercising it. This means that this struggle hypothesis may explain the rise of 
the sunna in that the scholars created a series of sayings reflecting few ideals and attributed 
them to the Prophet in order to make the caliphs appear to be short of the moral conduct 
required for gaining religious authority. The authors insist on their view to the extent that 
they neglected the content of the sunna'as well as the general sayings of the scholars. 
On the level of the sunna, we presented traditions narrated by the scholars showing 
that Muslims must obey their leaders even if they get involved in malicious behavior. This 
is evident, we showed that al-Awza'! narrated a ýacfi-th where the Prophet ordered the 
Muslims to obey their leaders even if they witness their hateful acts. This tradition 
presented a clear view that the sunna of the Prophet required Muslims to obey their leaders 
under all conditions. This fact undermines the struggle hypotheses since it make no sense 
for one party in this struggle to produce a tradition ordering the obedience and surrender of 
power to the other contending party. If the scholars created the sunna to win the struggle 
with the caliphs over religious dominance, why would the scholars include a tradition 
forcing them to completely submit to the caliph whose scope of power is recognized to 
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encompass all aspects of religious life? This makes no sense and thus the struggle 
hypothesis makes no sense. 
On the level of the sayings of the scholars that are not sunna, we see similar aspects 
of required obedience. As explained above, many scholars have admired the position 
adopted by al-Awz5'I towards the state, claiming that it presents a truly accurate 
understanding of how the sunna must be applied in dealing with the caliphs. This view 
adopted by scholars admiring al-Awzd'l emphasize obedience to the caliph to the extent 
that those disobeying him or conflicting with the state are viewed to be not only in breach 
of the sunna but to have become under suspicions in that their death resembles the death of 
those in the state ofjahiliyya. This means that the scholars believed those disobeying the 
caliph to have practiced an unsound behavior worthy of punishment in this life and the 
hereafter. This shows the extent to which the struggle hypothesis fails to explain the nature 
of relationship between the scholars and the caliphs; it fails to answer such questions as 
how would scholars conflict with caliphs while spreading sayings condemning such 
behavior? This question throws the last arrow at the struggle hypothesis making its 
foundation fall with whatever claims it carries. 
These structural problems in the authors' argument manifested in their failure to 
define certain terms and inability to distinguish between assumptions and evidence led to 
disastrous findings. For instance, the authors hold this eccentric belief that the early 
caliphate resembles the model of a shT'T Imams more than that of the Umayyad caliphs and 
this leads to the view that ShNsm represents the original form of Islam while sunnism 
presents a deviation from it. This view about the early caliphs is not even held by the most 
radical clerics in the shM world. Again, how would this be so knowing that the shT'T Imams 
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are known to enjoy this status of infallibility, a status never claimed to be attained by any of 
the rightly guided caliphs. This claim held by the authors is nothing more than a mistake 
resulting from their inability to construct the correct methods necessary for explaining the 
nature of authority in early Islamic history. 
One would wonder why the authors of God's caliph embarked on the wrong path 
while dealing with the early Islamic history. One possibility for this major 
misunderstanding deals with the inability to provide accurate definitions for the terms used. 
Perhaps the authors' European influence drove them to understand certain Islamic terms in 
light of European historical parameters. For instance, the term "God's caliph" has no 
divine status in the Islamic context since every human living on earth maybe called God's 
caliph. We should stress this point clearly. However, the authors of God's caliph believed 
this term to have some type of divine status that grants its holder the legitimacy to exercise 
religious power. The European influence is particularly significant in this case, since 
European history is full of examples of kings struggling with Churches over religious 
power and who holds more divine power. The notion that the king is God's shadow on 
earth and the embodiment of His will presents itself as a mark of a fierce struggle between 
religious power and political power throughout European history. The title used to show 
that kings have divine connections with God presented itself as a tool at the hands of kings 
to overcome this challenge posed by the Church. This whole understanding is imposed on 
Islamic history from European history. The authors do this spontaneously without 
regarding the unique nature of Islamic history and the development of its institutions. 
The authors show another significant bias in their treatment of this alleged religious 
authority and political authority. For instance, the authors treat religious authority as a 
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form of authority that needs to be practiced in a type of institution with hierarchy and 
structure. The authors' treatment of political power manifested in the presence of political 
institutions followed by their mention of religious power with out any definitions forces the 
readers to assume that religious power was exercised within an institutional framework. 
This structure is certainly borrowed from European religious institutions such as the church. 
The authors' European bias clouds their argument and shows that they were just talking 
about the institutional struggles in European history but give these institutions Islamic 
names. 
Another problem contributing to this eccentric work is the notion that the authors 
often make assumptions and treat these assumptions as evidence or facts to be used for 
reaching other facts. For instance, the authors assume the existence of a distinction 
between religious power and political power but never completely define what they mean 
by this. We showed that several Islamic activities fit no rigid political or religious 
categories. After creating this artificial division, the authors assume that there has to be a 
struggle between these two powers. This is nothing more than an assumption yet the 
authors treat it as a fact impacting the relationship between those with religious power and 
those with political power. This leads the authors to conclude the most far fetched findings 
and present a completely distorted picture of early Islamic history. 
One last point explaining why the authors reached their far fetched conclusion deals 
with the type of attitude they adopted towards this field. For instance, the reader of God's 
caliph would naturally observe that the authors try to find something new and exotic. This 
shows that the driving force behind their research is, the finding of conclusions that dazzle 
the readers and present a completely different view from what is presented in Islamic 
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sources. This seems to be the goal of their research since it disregards early Jslamic sources 
and searches for exotic findings aiming to allegedly revolutionize the field. Perhaps the 
authors did this as a result of their previous book25 which made it fashionable to make 
Islamic culture completely different from what Islamic sources present and that Muslims 
themselves fail to know the reality of their own history unless they read the authors work 
which uses no Islamic sources. This is why the authors found it fancy to reach their 
conclusions; they were just trying to fmd something new and exciting to maintain their 
reputations as founders of an extraordinary truth. 
25 This book is called Hagarism and we found it to be unworthy of academic discussion since it represents the 
Author's dogmatic views based on attitudes rather than academic research. Patricia Crone & Michael Cook. 
Hagarism: the making of1slamic world. 
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Conclusion 
Our work in this research consisted of six chapters; each chapter tries to establish a 
unique finding to further our overall argument. The first chapter deals with the 
methodologies used in this field and provides a critique for how modem research has been 
handling Islamic history. In this chapter, we provide an alternative sound methodology 
aiming to guide the researcher of Islamic history deal with the early sources and avoid the 
pitfalls of understanding traditions out of their context. We showed that it is necessary to 
evaluate the authenticity of each tradition then try to understand it in light of other authentic 
tradition dealing with this issue or that issue. 
The second chapter provided an overall description of the nature of political, social, 
and religious life characterizing this period. We showed that this period witnessed the rise 
of sectarian activities manifested in the existence of groups adopting certain positions on 
this issue or that issue. This treatment provided a general understanding of how al-Awza'! 
faced these groups and what type of understanding he adopted towards the issues that were 
relevant to these various sects. 
The third chapter presented an overall discussion of the life of al-Aw2VI and how 
he began his academic life. This treatment showed that al-Aw7A'T mastered the skills of 
narrating ýadz-th as well as the skill of criticizing those who narrate ýadlth. This was 
manifested in his interactions with various teachers and students whose skills of dealing 
with IWIth were derived from the instructions provided by al-Awzd'!. Again, we 
discussed an element of al-Awzd'I's fiqh and showed the extent to which it depended on 
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ýadi-th as basis for its adopted rules. We presented one case dealing with the place in which 
Muslim soldiers were required to divide booty captured in the battle field. After examining 
various fiqhi views, we showed that the view adopted by al-Awza'! presents the closest 
view to that presented by the tradition of the Prophet. This was attested to by the view of 
al-Shafi'T who dealt extensively with the issue of the permissibility of dividing booty in the 
battle field and concluded that al-AwzA'T's adopted opinion is similar to that presented by 
the Prophetic tradition. This chapter proved that al-Aw7A'T possessed OdRh skills and 
based hisfiqh on Prophetic tradition. 
The fourth chapter dealt with the meeting that took place between al-Awz-a'! and 
'Abdullah b. 'Ari. This meeting presented itself as one of the most significant points in al- 
Awzd'T's life since it showed how he dealt with political authority. This meeting was 
viewed as legendary by contemporary scholars so we had to devote an extensive amount of 
our research to prove its authenticity. We adopted the method championed by Harald 
Motzki and proved that the isnads attached to each matn of our narrations are authentic. 
We showed that the traditions dealing with this meeting present no motive for fabrication 
and this proved the authenticity of the tradition with all its variants. After proving the 
authenticity of the meeting, we examined the content of the conversation taking place 
between the two men. One significant finding arising from meticulous examination of this 
conversation is the notion that al-Awz-a'! rejected the 'Abbasid claim of wayiyya which 
constituted the basis of 'Abbasid alleged claims to legitimacy. 
The fifth chapter dealt with the letters which al-Awzd'T sent to the state requesting 
assistance on some issues that would take care of the welfare of the Umma. After proving 
the authenticity of these letters, we analyzed their content and divided it into four different 
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categories: title, du'45', purpose, and persuasion. The category of title showed that al- 
Awzd'T regarded the caliph as legitimate since he used a similar title to that of the rightly 
guided caliphs to address the 'Abbasid rulers. The category of dua' showed the extent to 
which al-Awza'! used his appeal to the divine to influence government. The category of 
purpose showed the actual purpose prompting al-AwzA'T to send each letter to its addressee. 
The category of persuasion showed the evidence that al-AwZA'y used in order to persuade 
state proponents to fulfill the requested tasks. 
The most significant point in chapter five is that the analysis of the letters showed 
the type of hierarchy that al-Av., 711 believed to be the way in which power in society works. 
The letters show a unique system of hierarchy promoted by al-AwzA'I in handling 
government responsibilities. Although al-Awz&'T never speaks about this system clearly in 
his letters, the content dealing with the means of persuasion suggest strongly few findings. 
First, al-AwzR'T believed that the caliph is the highest authority in the land and that 
everyone must obey him without reservations. The second aspect of this hierarchy deals 
with the position of the state proponents. This system regards state secretaries and military 
commanders to be accountable to the caliph's scrutiny; they are subject to caliphal 
punishment as well as divine punishment. The third aspect of this hierarchy deals with how 
the state proponents watch over society, looking out for its needs and fulfilling the requests 
of those seeking the support of the state. This system regards the sole function of these 
state proponents to be the ability to work as channels, bringing to the attention of the caliph 
matters of importance to the Umma. Al-Awzd'l believed that the functionality of the 
system depends on the ability to fulfill the needs of those with meager access to the system 
such as those living in remote areas or held in captivity. 
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The sixth chapter presented an overall summary of our work, trying to reconcile the 
contradiction apparent in al-Awzd'T's views towards the state. We concluded that these 
views were not contradictory but in perfect coherence in light of its assessment with the 
sunna of the Prophet which served as the basis for al-Awz5'Y's interactions with the state. 
This was manifested in a tradition narrated by al-Aw2: 5'T where the Prophet mentions that 
Muslims should obey their leaders even if they perform hateful acts. This particular 
tradition became part of the theological beliefs adopted by sunn7i scholars. This assessment 
led us to the most significant point in our study, namely that the search for variables 
regulating the relationship of the caliphs and the scholars must begin by examining the 
theological beliefs of the scholar in question. For us, this point makes the most important 
finding in our research in that it shows that the ability of a given researcher to study the 
relationship between the state and the scholars will prove to be fruitful when assessed in 
light of how the scholar in question regards this tradition of obedience to the state. 
This means that our research on the topic constituting this relationship must be done 
in light of how the scholar in question regards how the sunna of the Prophet looks at those 
who obey or rebel against their leaders. Treating the scholars as a class of people with 
similar positions towards the caliph is erroneous and leads to making the wrong 
conclusions about the nature of state interactions with individual scholars. This shows that 
a researcher must direct his efforts particularly at the nature and type of scholarship the 
scholar in question possess. The researcher must also assess how this scholarship views the 
tradition of the Prophet. This means that we must view the skills of the scholar in question 
then examine the way in which he deals with the tradition of the Prophet in order to know 
how he deals with the state. This is necessary for any research aiming to know the nature 
of the relationship existing between the scholars and caliphs. 
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